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1 - S1JlllAIJ 
1.1 SCQPI or m WQB 

Purpose of the present report is to provide inputs pertaining to 

aanufacture of antibiotics in the Philippines through fermentation, and to 

evaluate vllether a local production of aoae of these antibiotics could be 

feasible on an induatrial scale, in accordance with one of the main objectives 

of the Rational Drug Policy, that is to achieve self-reliance with respect to 

bulk pharmaceutical chemicals. 

1.2 Ap•lysls of tile present status 

A preliainary research on the domestic antibiotics market has been done, 

through the evaluation of the following sources: 

Institute of Medical Statistics (IMS) data for sales through drugstores 

and hospitals 

Business Statistics Monitor data, which include weekly descriptive 

arrival reports by air or by sea 

Procurement of the Depnrtment of Health for 1987 and Procurement 

Program for 1988 for Rural Health Units 

Direct Procurement by the Region. 

Production data relevant to Chemfield Inc.,the only local bulk 

, antibiotics plant, m~nufacturing semi-synthetic Penicillins. 
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On the basis of all the gathered data, some projections have been made in 

order to estillate the antibiotics demand in the ~ext years. 

1.3 C!eneral asaeSSlleJlt 

A detailed investigation has been performed on the Philippines specific 

situation, in orde~ to identify locally available raw materials and energy 

sources for the manufacture of antibiotics and to evaluate local skilled 

manpower, infrastructure and plant construction capabilities • 

.As far as raw materials are concerned, agricultural products and 

agro-vaste materials are of great importance and in particular: 

- Products frOll sugar factories, such as raw sugar, aolasaes or cane 

juice. These products can constitute the source of the carbohydrate 

requireaent of the feraea.tation processes and their local prices could 

greatly illprove the project profitability 

- Products from corn vet milling factories, such as starch, com-steep 

liquor, dextrine and glucose solution. 

It i• to be underlined that •ugar factorie• might supply also the energy 

source, which coul~ be the Bag••••· In fact, this by-product, presently 

available at very low price, could be utilized for the production of the large 

amount• of electric power, c01mOnly required for a large •cale fermentation 

plant. 

From these considerations, it appears that it would be convenient to 

install the future fermentation plant adjacent to an existing sugar factory. 

Thia possibility has been considered with great interested by officials of the 

Sugar Regulatory Administration. 

' 
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1.4 leco .. -rdations 

According to the writer, tvo main options should be examined in order to 

reach a reasonable degree of self-reliance, as far as the local antibiotics 

production is concerned: 

a - Establisbllent of a feraentation pilot plant for antibiotics 

b - Implementation of an industrial scale plant for Penicillin 

production, mainly Penicillin r,, Penicillin V and 6 APA 

1.4.1 feraentation pilot plant 

The main objectives of the pilot plant should be: 

- To investiga~e the local availability of rav materials, the aain 

condition for the f.llplementation of a large scale fermentat!on plant. 

- To train technical personnel in the fermentation technology. 

The pilot plant should be, at least in a first phase, ~Development 

Oriented" and not mainly "Research Orientec!" (strains improvement should be 

left to a second phase devoted to research. The main technical features of the 

Pilot-Plant have seen outlined by the writer (see chapter 6.0),but it has also 

been underlined that a fermentation pilot-~lant already exists at BIOTECB Los 

Banos, characterized by aodern equipment and complete infrastructures, 

reco1Dended to be utilized in the f.llplementation of the nev fermentation 

pilot-plant project for antibiotics • 

Two inatitations can be identified as possible centers for the management 

of the pilot plant project: 

ITDI (Industrial Technology Development Institute), under the supervision 

ol the DOST. 

BIOTECB, Loa janos, that is connected with U.P. Manpower resources of both 

of these inMtitutiona seems to be severely lacking both in quantity and 

quality, to be able to handle the above mentioned project. Also from this 

point of viev a concentration of efforts of the two groups would lead to 

an optimization in utilization ,of local resources. It is, however, 

realizgd, that there could be ~omplications and difficulties from a 

logistic, management and financial point of view. 
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A preliainary inTestaent coat estillate, as far as aachinery, equipaent and 

engineering are concerned, is between US$ 1.5 and 2.0 aillions (not including 

training and consultants costs). 

A saTing of 40 to 50 % 6f this cost could be expected, if the existing 

facilities of BIOTECB, Los Baiios, are utilized. 

The local technical personnel required for handliDg the above aentioned 

project could be estillated at about 20 persons (for the qualifications see 

paragraph 6.4). 

1.4.2 Prqf cillfp• Plant 

The proposed plant should cover all local requirements of the Beta-lactam 

antibiotics in 1995, except Cephalosporins. 

The fermentation unit capacity is: 

250 Tons per year of Penicillin G Potassiua 

45 Tons pe~ year of Penicillin v Potassiua 

The aain part of Penicillin G would be converted into 6-APA (6-aaino-peni

cillanic acid) to cover the requirements relevant to the seal-synthetic 

penicillina production (Allpicillin, .Aaoxicillin, Cloxacillin, etc), while the 

rest of Penicillin G would be utilized to produce injectable Penicillins such 

as Pen G Procaine, Pen G SodiUll or Potassiaa and Pen G Benzathine as well as 

feed grade Penicillins such aa Pen G Procaine. 

The aoat important criteria that led the writ~r to this recoa11endations 

are: 

a - Cop1111mtlOD1 yolJllCI - Penicillins constitute by far the moat important 

family of antibiotic• in the Filipino aarket, both fro• a volume and value 

point of view. Ko other antibiotic could be the object of a simple line 

production, becauae the quantities are too low to allow the viability of an 

Industrial plant. 

b - lrcyaillng di1eaac• epd worbidity - Penicillina are characterized by a 

broad apectrum activity, allowing their utilization in t~e treatment of a wide 

varie'y of infectious diseases prevalent in the country. 
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c - Go•erument llealth Pro&T"I" - It arpears froa the data concerni~ DOR 

drugs supply to the RllU's, that Penicillins and especially Aaoxicillin and 

Aapicillin are aaong the aost ia1><1rtant drugs both by volume and value. 

d - Strategic fPl!Qrt:aace - Penicillin G is the starting point for the 

production of several other antibiotics such as Seal-synthetic Penicillins 

(Aapicillin, Aaoxicillin, etc) through 6-APA, Se:ai-sysnthetic Cephalosporins 

(Cephalexin, Cephradine, etc) through 7-ADCA, injectable and retard Penicillins 

(Procaine, Benzathine, etc) and feed grade Penicillins. 

e - World llarket Jrrgl• - It appears froa data concerning the World Market 

Trend for antibiotics (see chapter 5.0) that Penicillins vill probably be 

characterized by the highest growth rate in aost of the developing co'Clltries, 

coapared vith other faailies of Antibiotics. 

f - Patent position tpd aYail&ble trr'n!ologlea - AlllOst all international 

patents relevant to Penicillin G and V have already expired. Good technologies 

are available in soae v•stern colm.tries, at reasonable prices. 

g - 4Tallable clomestic ray .. terials - As already aentioned in paragraph 1.3, 

soae rav aaterials that play important role in the Penicillin 11aDufacturing 

cost as the carbohydrate source (that can be either glucose solution, molasses 

or cane sugar) are locally available, thus increasing the project profitability, 

decreasing foreian exposure and saving foreign exchange. 

h - lg11tcnce of dQID=Jltre,. facilities - As already underlined, a 

Semi-synthetic Penicillina Plant already exists in the Philippines and is 

characterized by a 1atisfactory economic situation. This plant utilizeft at 

present imported 6-APA as aain rav material. The local production of Pen G and 

~ 6-APA vould therefnre allov the Philippines to cover vith national product• the 

entire line of Peniclllina requlrementa. 

The aanpover required ~ the Penicillin Plant baa been evaluated at about 

190 peraona (for the breakdown and quallficationa see paragraph 7.8). 

The inveatment level relevant to the above mentioned Penicillin Plant haa 

been estiaated in about US $JO milliona. 
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The total sales have been estimated at about US~ 11.63 millions ~er year, 

while the Ket Profit after Taxes has been projected to be in the vicinity of 

US $1.45 aillion annually. 

The Return on Sales would represent about 19% during the first four year 

of life of the plant (charaterized by incom~ tax holiday ) and 12.5% after the 

4th year. 

An annual Rate of Return on Investaent of 11.0% has been estimated with a 

Payback tiae of about 7 years. 

All these data have been calculated on the basis of the present local 

situation as far as incentives are concerned (see paragraph 7.9) 

A price regulat~ry policy, for instance, would be of great relevance in 

iaproving the profitability of a fermentation plant. 

To evaluate the impact of such an incentive on the project economics, an 

alternative calculation of profitability has been made, considering the case 

that all products prices would be increased by 10%, as a consequence of a price 

regulatory policy(l). In these conditions the economic evaluation indexes 

for the Penicillin Plant would become: 

- Return on sales :25% (for the first 4 years) and 17% after the 4th year 

- Payback ti.Ile :about 5 years 

- latt of return on investment: 14% 

Besides the above-11eutioued recomendations, a third option has been 

conaidered, conaiating of a multipurpose plant for Erythromycin, lifampicin and 

Tetracycline• production. Also in this case, the production capacity has been 

defined aaa111ing to cover the local requirements of these antibiotics in 1995: 

(1) In other word• the locally manufactured ~harmaceutical cheaicala could be 

aold on the domestic market at prices 10% higher than the prevaili~g 

intern1t!onal ones. 

' 
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26 Tons per year 

20 Tons p~r year 

85 Tons per year 

On the basis of the analysis made by the writer (see Chapter 8), this 

latter option seems to be, for the time being, less attractive froa a 

profitability point of view, but it could still be considered as a longer-term 

object in the achievement of a relative self-reliance in the antibiotic 

production, in the case that some changes occur in the future in the 

internatinnal market conditions, as well as in the local situation concerning 

regulatory policies for the pharmaceutical industry. 
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2 - IWtRODtJCTIOI 

Definition of Antib!otics 

Antibiotics can be described as chemical and/or metabolic substances 

derived from various microorganisms that inhibit the growth or reprodur.tion 

of, or even destroy, other microorganisms. 

Most of the chemically useful antibiotics are r..anufactured from species 

of the mold Pepfcilli'ml and various StreptOllJ'Ces bacteria. 

Antibiotics act directly on the aicroorganisms that cause infections, 

rather than enhancing th~ t...anological response of the infected host. 

The antimicrobial activity of antibiotics is selective, i.e. s~me 

microbes are affected by antibiotics, and other are not affected at all or 

only to a limited degree. Bo antibiotic is effective against all 

microorganisms; each one is characterized by a specific antimicrobiaL spectrum 

of activity against different organisms. Some have a broad spe,trum of 

activity and are effective against various bacteria ranging from gram-positive 

to grain-negative types; while others have a narrov spectrum and are active 

against members of a specific groups of microbes. Table 2.1 addresses the 

sensitivity of bacteria to major antibiotics. 

Diatribgtion rb'DOela 

There are basically three types of enterprises participating in the 

market place of antibiotics: bulk manufacturers, dosage form formulators and 

fully intergrated pharmaceutical manufacturers. Bulk manufacturers are those 

firms which produce bulk antibiotics (and/or semi-synthetics) only. They do 

not manufacture any dosage form materials. Dosage form formulators, on the 

other hand, do not manufacture any of their bulk material; they purchase it on 

the open market. They take the purchased bulk material, formulate it into the 

various final dosage forms, package •t and market it. Fully integrated 

pharmaceutical manufacturers have the capability of manufacturing their own 

bulk material, as well as the capacity to perform their own final dosage form 

formulation and packaging. These manufacturers also sells their excess (or 

non-captive) bulk material to dosage form formulators through brokers and/or 

directly. Firms that successfully supply bulk antibiotics to the market place 

have the following charateriatica: 
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a - They have the ability to manufacture the material at lov cost, resulting 

in competitive market place prices. 

b - They have flexible manufacturing facilities that allow them to 

lllaDUfacture different products, not just one. 

c - They have established relationship• vith major c•1stomers. 

d - They have a reputation for consistent quality, timely delivery and good 

customer relations. 

3.0 AJW,JSIS Of m PIJSlllX mTQ$ AID PIOJICTIOIS 

3.1 - cppn CQISIDD•nons (1) 

3.1.l Geographic Situation 

The Philippines is an archipelago consisting of some 1,700 islands 

and islets situated off the southeastern coast of the Asian mainland. It 

stretches 1,850 kilometers from north to south and 1,120 kilometers from vest 

to east. It has an approximate land area of 300,000 square kilometers and a 

coast line stretching about 17,000 kilometers. The climate is generally warm 

and humid most of the year. There are three seasons: the hot dry season from 

March to the end of May, the rainy season frOll J\Dle to the end of October and 

the cooler dry season from November to the end of February. Typhoons are 

coaanon in the Philippines during the rainy season. 

3.1.2 Brr•n c;eography 

In the Philippines there are eighty-seven dialects spoken in the 

different parts of the colDltry, most of which are interrelated. The moat 

wid · ·.y spoken are Pilipino (Tagalog), Cebuano, Ilongo, Ilocano, Bicnl, 

Pampango and Pangalato~. English is widely spoken throughout the colDltry and 

serves as common medium of commlDlication. Pilipino and English are the 

official languages. The population is predominantly Roman Catholic (74%); 

thrre is an active Protestant minority (7%) and of Muslims (7%) concentrated 

ma. / in the aoutbernmoat island of the PhUippinea. 

(1) Part 3 .1-3. 4 h:1ve been worked out tvgether with the Expert in ::?emi

ayntheais of antibiotics. 
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3.1.2 Population 

In 1980 the population of the Philippines was 48,098,000. With 

reference to the previous censu: (42,071,000 in 1975) a change of 14,3% is to 

be noticed. In 1985 the population was estimated to be 54,668,330; of this 

number, 40.7% is composed of young people from 0 t~ 14 years of age. Crude 
0 0 birth rate is estimated to be 26.3 loo, with a decrease of 8.7 /oo over 

the 1975 figures. For 1985 the total live births were 1.437.154, giving a 

fertility rate of 4.4 in consideration of the female population between the 

ages of 15-44 years of 12.913.036. The mortality in 1985 was 334.663 with a 

rate of 6.1 °100 • 

Different death rates were noticed in the different regions, the 

highest being in region 1 with 7.8 °100, followed by the Rational Capital 

Region with 7.0 °/oo; all other regions had lover death rates, the lowest 

being 3.1 in region 12. The overall annual growth rate of the Filipino 

population is 2.4 percent. Life expectancy at birth increased from 61.0 years 

in 1975 to 63.3 in 1985. According to the 1980 census, the urban population 

was 17,943,897 and the rural one of 30,156,563 out of 48,098,490; the 

corresponding percentages are 37.3% and 62.7%. 

In the last years urbanization has continued due to the difficulties 

enco'lmtered by the rural population, a fact that is pushing them to migrate 

to the large towns in the hope of earning a better salary and improve the 

quality of their lives. 

Projections for the population of the Philippin~s to the year 2000 

has been worked out and published by the "Rational Bccmmdc mid DeYeloi-ent 

Authority• with three different assumptions: 

Lov aa111mption: 

llediaa aaamaption: 

Bigb U91m1Ption: 

rapid fertility decline and moderate mortality 

decline 

moderate fertility decline and moderate 

mortality decline 

slow fertility decline and moderate mortality 

decline. 
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?"de figures correspondinr~ to the above aentio~ed ass'Ullptions are: 

Low assaaption 

MediUll USUllption 

High assimaption 

54,488,016 60,670,677 66,415,638 71,319,761 

54,668,332 61,480,180 68,424,077 75,223,853 

54,761,950 61,894,361 69,447,233 77,209,296 

One of the main objectives of the study is to examine the present 

market situation for pharmaceuticals and to assess whether there are 

possibilities for d011estic production of active ingredients, in this case 

antibiotics, with particular emphasis to locally available raw aaterials. 

Since the consmaption of drugs is influenced by the size of the 

popu!atlon and by the health situation of the comitry, the above reported 

figures are of the utmost int~cest to assess the size of a potential 

production. In consideration of the fact that the implementation of a fine 

chemicals production factory project requires a ainimum of 3-5 years, we feel 

it would be realistic to take as basis of our calculations the projection of 

1995. 

3.2 - gu.m SUVATIQI 

3.2.l ka4Snc Cauu of llorbidity 

The health situation in the Philippines ls better than in many other 

developing countries; nevertheless there are still some major problelUI 

especially due to COllllUllicable diseases, representing in 1986 the first six 

causes of morbidity. 

The ten leading causes of morbidity for 1986 are reported hereunder 

together (rate per 100,000 population.) (1) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Bronchitis 

Diarrhoea/gastroenteritis 

Influenza 

Upper respiratory tr~ct infection 

Cl) Baaed on Regionai' Health Office Reports 
' '' 

1112.4 

1087.5 

966.1 

939.9 

, 
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5) Pneumonias 351.3 

6) Pulaonary tuberculosis 293.1 

7) Ital aria 243.4 

8) Accidents 209.4 

9) Diseases of the heart 170.4 

10) Parasitisa 96.3 

These figures are probably too low due to soae facts such as: 

- soae cases are not properly diagnozed 

- soae cases, especially in the rural centers, escape diagnosis due 

to the lifficulties of bringing people to undergo lledical 

examination (especially valid for pulaonary tuberculosis). 

In case of less serious diseases physicians are not contacted, the 

cases escaping detection and classification. Probably, for soae diseases the 

above aen.tioned figures have to be substantially increased. 

We will discuss this point in the paragraphs devoted to the 

definition of potential production. Some data are different from the 1985. 

classified causes probably due to soae changes in the criteria of 

classification. 
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3.2.2 J,eadtn1 causes of aonalitt 

According to official statistics the ten leading causes of death 

account for 60.0 percent of total deaths (1986). In the folloving table are 

reported the causes of death(rate per 100.000 population) and the percent of 

total deaths.Cl) 

CAUSE 

1. Pne-.-onias 

2. Diseases of the Heart 

3. Tuberculosis (all foras) 

4. Cardio Vascular Diseases 

5. Malignant Beoplasms 

6. Accidents 

7. Diarrhoeas 

8. Diseases of the Circulatory 

Sys tea 

9. Senility 

10. AY1taainoaea and other 

llutritional Deficiencies 

Rate 

95.5 

44.7 

42.7 

35.5 

23.3 

22.4 

15.6 

7.3 

6.9 

4.0 

(1) Baaed on Regional Health Office Reports 

Percent of 

Total Deaths 

19.2 

9.0 

8.6 

7.2 

4.7 

4.5 

3.1 

1.5 

1.4 

~ 

Total 60.0 
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As to the infant aortality, according to official statistics, the ten 

leading causes are reported in the following table together vith the rate per 

1,000 live births and percent of ini"ant deaths (1983).(1) 

CAUSE 

1. Pneuaonias 

2. Respiratory conditions of foetus 

and nevbom 

3. Diarrhoeas 

4. Congenital Anomalies 

5. Avitaainoses and other 1'utritional 

Deficiencies 

6. Measles 

7. Birth injury and difficult labor 

8. Acute Bronchitis and Bronchiolitis 

9. Septictaia 

10. Meningitis 

IATE 

10.2 

6.2 

4.0 

1.9 

1.7 

1.5 

1.1 

0.7 

0.6 

0.6 

Percen.t of Total 

Deaths 

23.9 

14.6 

9.4 

4.6 

4.0 

3.5 

2.6 

1.6 

1.4 

1.3 

In 1983, deaths under one year were 64,267, fr011 one to four years 44, 

316 and frOll five to nine years 10,660; globally deaths froa zero to nine 

years were 119,243, out of 327, 260 representing 36.4 percent of total deaths. 

Froa these figurea it emerges that the aost critical period of life is from 

zero to nine years. 

(l) PBILIPPIIES STATISTICAL YEAR BOOK 1987 
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3.2.3 Br•'tb oraantzatiop. 
From the point of Tiev of health ca~e, the Philippines population is 

di•ided into tvelYe health regions plus the Bational Capital legion (llCR). The 

health organizatiOI' is partially governaental and partially private. In the 

following table some data concerning the hospitals are reported (1986).(1) 

lullber of Uospita!s led Capacity 

Total Go•ernaent Pri•ate Total Gov•t 

1,846 617 1,229 89,171 48,906 

Private 

40,265 

Bed Capacity 

per 10,000 

population 

15.9 

The hospital beds to population ratio ~esults to be 1:629, not far froa 

the standard ratio of one hospital bed per 500 persons. The ratio of Rural 

Health Units (IBUs) to the population in 1985 was 1:27,458 totalling then 

around 2000. The proportion of Barangay Health Stat! ins (BBSs) to population 

in 1985 reached 1: 6,841, .. rking a significant progress with reference to the 

previous years. 

(1) Philippine Statistical Yearbook 1987 
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3.3. m PIOCOkUtiilX SISXjd 

In order to determine the market for antibiotics and to estt.ate the 

volUlle of the different antibiotics for which a potential local production 

could be taken into consideration, ve have investigated the different vays in 

which drugs are purchased and introduced into the Philippines, el ther in bulk 

or in packaged fora. We could identify the follovin& main channels: 

Iaports from Filipino and llultinational C011panies vith main 

suppliers in Europe, Japan, the United States and China. 

Purchases from the Departaent of Health through tenders; these 

purchases are especially devoted to the supply of essential drugs 

for the Rural Health Units. 

Direct purchases from the regions. 

S11111&led goods vhich escape control and vith quantities difficult to 

evaluate. 

Fake drugs illported and locally manufactured ; the aaount seem to be 

relatively small. 

Donations from Charitable Institutions and International 

Organizations aainly from the United States and Western European 

countries; the quantity of drugs introduced into the Philippines by 

this vay is rather saall and irregular and consists essentially in 

analgesics and some antibiotics. 

The largest part of drugs in Bulk fora are illported by the private 

sector, the Govel'Dllent being the second aost illportant purchaser. 

3.4. m PllAIMCllJTIGAI, mun m A1T1•1mcs 

3.4.l Sogrcca of clat• 

In order to reach a reasonable estimate of the consumption of 

antibiotics, a nuaber of sources have been examined and the gathered data have 

been checked in order to reach more realistic figures. 

The follovina docm mu were examined: 

The IMS (Institute for Medical Statistics) audit concernina sales 

through pharmacies (PDI); the data represent figures for all the 

pharmaceutical ~pecialties and all pharmaceutical forms; the data 

are collected through a sample' analysis of sales of 260 selected 

retail drugstores out of 6563 And fi&ures are extended to cover 
I I 
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the entire colDltry aeasuring approxiaately 78% of the drug Business 

(1). The reported figures considered generally accurate as a whole, 

give an idea of the order of aagnitude of sales of a give:i prodv.ct, but 

are considered to be rather lov especially for certain brands. 

- The DIS audit concerning sales through the hospitals (PBPA); containing 

figures for all the pharmaceutical specialties and all pharmaceutical 

foras; vith data, collected through a sample analysis of sales of 100 

selected hospitals (67 private and 33 governaent). Approxillately 14 % 

of the total Business pass through hospitals. Also in this case, 

figures are considered to be on the lov side. 

- Business Statistics Ronitor (BSll) (edited by a private CQ11Pany). This 

publication includes weekly descripti•e arrival reports and is issued 

in tvo different aeries, one for the arrivals by air and one by sea. 

The set for phanaaceuticala includes for each product or specialty the 

following data: the quantity, the name or the description of the 

product, the naae of the consignee, the naae of the shipper (vb.en 

available), the naae of the ship, or air carrier, the port of origin, 

the FOB price in US Dollars and the landed price in Pesos. Sometimes 

the description needs interpretation, but iJ:. any case it is an 

interesting publication by aeans of which it could be possible to check 

the imports of the private pharmaceutical sector. We examined both the 

data for 1987 and for the period January-May 1988. Also figures for 

antibiotics for veterinary and animal feed use are included in the 

11011itor. 

- Procurement froa the Department of Health for 1987 and the Annual 

Procurement program for RBU aedicine• for 1988. Thene figure• give an 

indication of the effort• of :he Department of Health to cope with the 

needa for drug• in the RBU. 

- Direct procurement by the Regions for 1987. 

(l) The audit ia not extended to the Mercury retail chain of 201 main outlets. 

• 
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- Other fufonution haTe been collected through aeetings and discussions 

vi th aanagers of soee domestic and foreign Companies, especially the 

ceimpanies inTolved vith aanufacture of drugs ve aight take into 

consideration f~r local production. 

- As for the local aanufacture of .&apicillin, Aaoxycillin and 

Cloxacilliu, the data vere collected during visits to the producing 

plant of Cheafields and from discussions vith the aanagers of the 

company. 

3.4.2 Jhe DIS Pata 

In the following tables, vhich are listed in alphabetical order, all 

the antibiotics that are sold in the Philippines as specialties through 

drugstores and hospitals pharmacies, are indicated. Antineoplastic 

antibiotics are not included because of their Tery specific actiTity, 

their patent position, their relatively sophisticated technology and 

the very liaited Toluae. The quantities and the aarltet value (at 

ex-factory sales prices) are indicated. The reported qlUUltities are to 

be considered as ainilnma quantities; in selected caaea soae aore 

realistic figures, together vith a rationale vill be given. We shall 

nov ezaaine each faaily of antibiotics vith the objective of 

identifying soae products that could be taken into consideration for 

local production. Both fermentation and seal-synthetic products vill 

be considered. Each family will be discussed in detail with special 

attention to the most interesting products, especially froa the point 

of view of the market size and of the interest of the country's health 

situation and economy. 



Table 3.01 

FAMILY : AMINOGLYCOSIDI ANTIBIOTICS 
---------------------------··------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTIVE 
INGREDIENTS 

DRUGSTORE I DRUGSTORE 1 HOSPITAL I HOSPITAL I TOTAL 
VOLUME I VALUE I VOLUME l VALUE I VOLUME 

(Kga) 1 (PeaoaxlOOO) I (K&•) I (PeaoaxlOOO) I (K&•) 

TOTAL 
VALUE 

(PeaoaxlOOO) 
----------------------------------------·---------------··--------------------------------------
AMIKACIN 22 : 10389 21 9471 43 19860 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GENTA.'4\'CIN 19 45761 10 10343 29 56104 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NEOMYCIN 56 : 36046 7 1673 63 37683 

-----------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------
PAROMOMYCIN 105 1 6768 4 249 109 7017 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STREPTOMYCIN : 3925 : 80478 202 2331 I 4127 82809 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOBRAMYCIN 4 I 4070 7 6855 11 10925 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DIBEKACIN 1 776 0.2 : 214 1.2 990 

------------------------------------------------··---------------------------------------------
NETILMICIN 2 4978 10 9746 12 14724 

---------------------------------------------··------------------------------------------------
KANAMYCIN 6 308 3 132 9 440 

---------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------

- Figures refer to 1987 
- Prices are ex-factory prices 

r-.; 
1-.J 



Table 3.02 
FAMILY : ERYTHROMYCINS and nther MACROLIDE ANTIBIOTICS 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ACTIVE 

INGREDIENTS 
DRUGSTORE ! DRUGSTORE ! HOSPITAL 

VOLUME ! VALUE ! VOLUME 
(Kgs) ! (PesoaxlOOO) ! (Kgs) 

HOSPITAL 
VALUE 

(PesoaxlOOO) 

! TOTAL 
! VOLUME 

(Kga) 

TOTAL 
! VALUE ! 
: (PeoosxlOOO) ! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ERYTHROMYCIN BASE 1 1075 20493 65 1073 1140 21566 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------STEA RATE 2297 32267 82 1603 2379 33870 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------ETHYLSUCCINATE 3167 490C.7 68 1220 3235 50287 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ESTO LATE 673 : 19017 27 696 700 19713 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LACTOBIONATE 95 179 95 179 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SPIRAMYCIN 310 ! 4448 6 90 400 ! 4538 

- Figures refer to 1987 
- Prices are ex-factory prices 

I.) ...., 



Table 3.03 

FAMILY : PENICILLINS 

ACTIVE 
INGREDIENTS 

DRUGSTORE 
VOLUME ! 

(Kgs) 

DBUGSTORE l HOSPITAL HOSPITAL 1 TOTAL 1 TOTAL 
VALUE 1 VOLUME 1 VALUE ! VOLUME 1 VALUE 

(PesosxlOOO) 1 (Kgs) ! (PeaoaxlOOO) ! (Kga) 1 (PeaoaxlOOO) : 

PENICILLIN G (Sod. or Pot. salt) ! 2578 50433 15 27 25!13 : 53026 

PENICILLIN V (Acid or Pot. salt) ! 12358 57567 2177 2598 14535 60165 

PENICILLIN G BENZATHINE 95 ! 3762 13 588 108 9612 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PENICILLIN PROCAINE 500 : 8741 38 1322 

Table 3.04 

FAMILY : POtIPEPTIDE ANTIBIOTICS 

ACTIVE 
INGREDIENTS 

! DRUGSTORE ! DRUGSTORE ! HOSPITAL 1 HOSPITAL 1 TOTAL 
VOLUME ! VALUE ! VOLUME 1 VALUE ! VOLUME 

538 

TOTAL 
VALUE 

10063 

! CKas) : CPesosxlOOO) ! CKa.sl_ l CPesosxlOOO) ! CKu) l CPesoaxlOOO) : 
GRAMICIDIN 1.7 ! 1140 ! 0.1 : 475 : 1.8 : 11915 1 

POLYMIXIN B 34 47099 2 1866 36 48965 

Table 3.05 

FAMILY : POL!ENE ANTIBIOTICS 

ACTIVE ! DRUGSTOR~ 1 DRUGSTORE ! HOSPITAL 1 HOSPITAL ! TOTAL 1 TOTAL 
INGREDIENTS ! VOLUME ! VALUE ! VOLUME 1 VALUE ! VOLUME 1 VALUE 

! CKgs) J CPesosxlOOO) : CKgs) ! CPesosxlOOO) : (Kgs) l (PesosxlOOO) : 
AMPHOTIRICIN B ! 33 ? 4846 ! O .1 ! 4 ! 33 .1 1 4850 

POLYMIXIN B 0.8 ! 164 0.8 164 
--------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------

- Figures refer to 1987 
- Prices are ex-factory prices 

, ~ 
~' 



Table 3.06 

FAMILY : RIFAMYCINS 

--------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------
1 ACTIVE 

!IMGREDIENTS 
DRUGSTORE 

VOLUME 

(Kgs) 

DRUGSTORE 

VALUE 

(PesosxlOOO) 

HOSPITAL 

VOLUME 
(Kgs) 

HOSPITAL 

VALUE 

(PesosxlOOO) 

TOTAL 
VOLUME 

(Kgs) 

TOTAL 

VALUE 
(PesoaxlOOO) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! IUFAM~ICIN 6492 202872 228 6125 6720 208997 

-------------------·~----------------------------------------------------------~--------------------

- Figures refer to 1987 

- Prices are ex-factory prices 

r..; 
V• 



Tablf! 3.07 

FAMILY : SEMISYNTHETIC CEPHALOSPORINS DERIVED FROM 7-ACA 

ACTIVE 
INGREDIENTS 

CEPHALOTIN 

CEnJROXIME 

CEFOTIAM 

CEFSULODIN 

CEFTAZIDINE 

CEFTRIAXONE 

CEFA.ftANDOL 

CEFADROXIL 

CEFAZOLIM 

CEnJROXIME 

CEl'OPERAZONE 

CEFOTAXIME 

CEFACLOR 

CEFOXITIN 

DRUGSTORE 
VOLUME 

(Kgs) 

40 

19 

3 

1 

16 

19 

8 

209 

14 

3 

5 

15 

202 

- Figures refer to 1987 
- Prices are ex-factory prices 

DRUGSTORE 
VALUE 

(PesosxlOOO) 

3699 

4363 

647 

230 

5350 

9341 

810 

9512 

2183 

571 

1614 

4303 

10261 

HOSPITAL 
1 VOLUME 

(Kgs) 

65 

24 

8 

0.4 

38 

2 

21 

34 

0.4 

3 

24 

17 

37 

4 

30SPITAL ! TOTAL 
VALUE ! VOLUME 

(PesosxlOOO) 1 (Kgs) 

6067 105 

6570 43 

2070 11 

116 1.4 

12947 54 

854 21 

2838 29 

486 243 

67 14.4 

632 6 

16450 29 

4762 32 

1745 239 

808 4 

TOTAL 
VALUE 

(PesosxlOOO) 

9766 

10933 

2717 

346 

18297 

10195 

3648 

9998 

2250 

1203 

18064 

9065 

12006 

808 

f._; 
a· 
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Table 3.08 

FAMILY : SEMISYNTHETIC CEPHALOSPORINS DERIVED FROM 7-ADCA 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
ACTIVE ! DRUGSTORE : Dl<UGSTORE : HOSPITAL ! HOSPITAL 1 TOTAL : TOTAL 

INGREDIENTS ' VOLUME ' VALUE ' VO LUMB ' VALUE ' VOLUME ' VALUE . . • • • • 

' (Kgs) : (PesosxlOOO) : (Kga) 1 (PeaoaxlOOO) 1 (Kga) 1 (PeaoaxlOOO) . 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CEPHALEXIN ' . 2055 62918 438 17321 : 2493 80239 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CEPHRADIN ! 214 11850 67 2668 281 14518 

'" ._, 

- Figures refer to 1987 

- Pr1ces are ex-factory prices 



Table 3.09 

FAMILY : SEMISYNTHETIC PENICILLIN 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTIVE 1 DRUGSTORE 1 DRUGSTORE 1 HOSPITAL 1 HOSPITAL 1 TOTAL 1 TOTAL 
INGREDIENTS ' VOLUME I VALUE l VOLUME 1 VALUE 1 VOLUME 1 VALUE . • 

I (Kas) 1 (PesosxlOOO) l (K11) l CPeaoaxlOOO) l (Kga) l CPeaoaxlOOOl l L.. 

AMPICILLIIf 19978 I 352700 I 2123 1 5662 1 22101 I 358362 • • 
AMOXYCILLIN 9880 I 196946 I 665 1 20359 1 10545 1 217304 . • 
CLOXACILLIN 2505 I 67255 l 406 1 10477 1 2911 1 77732 • 
CARBENICILLIIf 1 47 I 1 1 56 1 2 1 103 • 
EPICILLIIf 563 9526 ' 98 I 1887 1 661 1 11413 • • 
BECAMPICILLIIf 1913 36446 I 177 1 5116 I 2150 1 41562 • • 
MECILLINA.M 7 273 I 0.1 I 122 1 7.1 1 395 . . 
METAMPlCILLIN 78 1183 ' 79 I 2002 1 157 1 3185 . • 
NAFCILLIN SOD. 730 15070 I 58 1 2539 1 788 1 17609 • 
PIVA.MPICILLIN 170 7265 I 15 1 808 1 185 1 8073 • • 
PIVMECILLINAM 70 ' 4941 ' 12 1 783 1 82 1 5724 I 1-.; 

• . • ~ 

OXACILLIN 816 I 19810 1 29 l 2942 1 845 1 22752 . 
CICLACILLIN 232 I 3819 I 7 1 117 1 239 1 3936 • • 
MEZLOCILLIN 11 I 1663 I 13 I 1894 1 24 1 3557 • • • 
PIPERACILLIN 9 I 963 l 43 I 4465 1 52 I 5428 • • • 
SULBENICILLIN • 41 I 3159 I 36 1 2513 1 77 1 5672 • • 
SULBACTAM ' 9 I 3292 ' 10 I 1128 1 19 1 4420 . • • • 
TICARCILLIN I 34 I 2067 I 9 1 1076 I 43 1 3140 . • • • 

- Figure refer to 1987 
- Prices are ex-factory prices 



Table 3.10 

FAMILY : TETRACYCLINES 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTIVE 
IMGREDIEHTS 

DRUGSTORE J DRUGSTORE 
VOLUME 1 VALUE 

(Kga) : (PesosxlOOO) 

HOSPITAL 1 HOSPITAL 1 TOTAL 
1 VOLUME 1 VALUE 1 VOLUME 

(Kgs) 1 (PeaoaxlOOO) 1 (Kg1) 

TOTAL 
1 VALUE 1 
1 (PemoaxlOOO) 1 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TETRACYCLINE 4980 : 40659 185 1027 5165 41683 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHLORTETRACYCLINE 1 374 : 5475 0.06 1 8 5475 5483 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
OXYTETRACYCLINE 2269 : 59009 18 706 2287 59715 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DOXYCYCLINE 1187 : 17108 16 1441 1203 185'.9 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MIHOCYCLINE 79 : 5378 2 113 81 5491 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 3.11 

FAMILY : OTHER ANTIBIOTICS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··--

ACTIVE 
INGREDIENTS 

DRUGSTORE : DRUGSTORE 
VOLUME : VALUE 

(Kga) : (PesosxlOOO) 

HOSPITAL 1 HOSPITAL 
: VOLUME : VALUE 

(Kga) 1 (PesoaxlOOO) 

1 TOTAL 
1 '/OLUME 

(Kg1) 

TOTAL 1 
VALUE J 

: ( PeaoaxlOOO) 1 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BACITRACIN 7 : 4293 0.2 149 7.2: 4442 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHLORAMPHEHICOL 23370 : 113109 974 18793 24344 131902 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLINDANYCIH 364 : 17089 28 4013 39~~ 21102 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----
FRAMYCETIH 12 : 7782 1.5 379 13. 51 8161 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRISEOFULVIN 750 1 12256 15 237 765 12490 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------··---------------
LIMCOMYCIH 570 : 8857 47 729 617 9586 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- Figures refer to 1987 
- Prices are ex-factory prices. 

fj 
·O 
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lp11!2tllicoaicle llltihiotic;w 

In this class are tvo antibiotics prepared by partial synthesis: .&aikacin 

and Dibekacin. "::he quantities inTolved are prepared and the products are of no 

interest for local production. The aost interesting in teras of aarket 

strength is StreptQllYcin. According to the DtS figures local CODSU11Ption 

aaount to about 4 tons per annua. Another aore realistic figure, according to 

the data of the Philippine iaports of antibiotic proTided by the Rational 

Statistics Office is aentioning 16.3 tons for 1987 and 11.3 tons fo.- 1986. 

Streptomycin is an old antibiotic which is used as an antituberculosis agent. 

In aore deTeloped countries, it is considered to be obsolete and only a fev 

remaining companies are still producing it. With the adTent of Rifaapicin and 

the nev anti-TB treataent schemes on one side, as vell as some undersirable 

side effects, on the other, the use of the product is declining all over the 

vorld and ve do not recommend its production.(l) The aarket size of the 

product is liaited, to be taken into consideration for aanufacturing purposes. 

In any case, a production plant is not feasible, due to the recoTery section, 

vhich is specific for this product and cannot be utilized for other purposes. 

lathrovc:1p• 

The volU11e of local consmption of these products iaplies its importance. The 

figures given by IMS are too lov. Erythromycin vill be discussed in detail, 

later. 

Pcnicilliu 

The strategic importance of Penicillins is based upon the interest in the 

product itself (Penicillins G and V, injectable forms as benzatine and 

procaine salts and feed grade forms) and as a starting material for the 

preparation of 6-APA (6-uainopenicillanic acid), which is the starting point 

in the preparation of seal-synthetic Penicillins and of 7-ADCA 

(7-aminocephaloaporanic acid), which is the basic material of two important 

derivatives, Cephalexin and Cephradin. 

(1) Its ir.clusion on t~e 1988 Investment Priority Plan, could be revised 
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P9lipeoti4e llltibiotics 

'Ibis class of antibiotics do not seea to be of any interest. considering 

the liaited quntities used in the country. 

PolYrQC 1DtibiotiC11 

Also for this class. the considerations for polypeptide antibiotics are 

valid. 

lif1ndp1 

?his class which includes only Rifaapicin is a Yery illportant class. 

especially in •iev of its therapeutic Yalue in the TB treataent 9 its aechanisa 

of action and the laclt of cross-resistance with other antibiotics. ?he 11'5 

figures are on the low side and do not take into acco'IDlt all the purchases 

from the Departaent of Health. 

?his product. which is prepared by partial synthesis frOll Rifaaycin 8 9 

will be discussed in detail in the next pages. 

S•f-"'Dtbrtic Cepbaloapodp.1 deriYed U. 7-ADCA 
(7-Aainodeaacetox:y cephalosporanic acid) 

?his class includes Cephalexin(l) 9 an important antibiotic, for which an 

increase of the urltet is foreseen; notwithstanding the present rather Halted 

quantity used, we will discuss this product in the following pages. 

Scai-19Dt;betic Cepbalo1porf11.1 dcriyed trow 7-ACA 

(7-aainocephalosporanic acid) 

Thia class includes some recent and valuable antibiotics some of them 

with specific activity spectrum. Because of the limited quantities used in the 

country these products will not be taken into consideration for local 

production. 

(1) Bot included in the WHO essential drug list 
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Scpf-"'l!tbctic P!!!Jfcillfpn 

In this class are included soae of t~e aost widely used antibiotics 

e.g. Allpicillin and Alloxycillin. These tvo products together with Cloxacillin 

will be discussed in detail in the following pages due to their high •oluae of 

sales. The other antibiotics are of ainor interest, either because they are 

therapeutically not auch different from Aaoxycillin or they are still under 

patent protection, or they are present in the aarket with only one or tvo 

brands. 

Tetrac:yclf pn 

Tb.is class of antibiotics includes three products obtained by 

feraentation and tvo by seai-SJUthesis (Doxicycllne and "inocycline). The 

quantities of tetracycline, chlotetracycline and oxytetracycline reported in 

DIS are lover than those obtained from other sources. Furthermore, chlorotetra

cycline is largely used as an anillal feed supplement, the quantities involved 

being rather high. We will discuss in greater detail the products which are 

obtained by fe111entation. As to the products obtained by semi-synthesis, the 

quantities involved are rather low and would seea not to be of any interest 

for local production. 

Othlr antibiotics 

This class encompasses all the antibiolics not included in other classes. 

Except for Clindaaycins and Chloramphenicol, all the products are obtained by 

direct f eraentation. The volume of their cons1mtption and their rather specific 

spectrum of activity advise against a local production. It would seem also 

appropriate not to dissipate efforts and to concentrate on 110re widely used 

drugs. Chloraaphenicol is largely used in the co1Dltry, the quantity sold in 

1987 being about 25 tons. In developed countries the use of this antibiotic is 

limited to specific cases and its consumption has gradually decreased, also 

due to some side-effects. Because of these reasons, in the United States 

Chloramphenicol and its esters have been delisted by FDA. These side effects 

could contribute to the decrease of its prescription in the Philippines in the 
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near future despite its being included in the essential drug list.Cl) 

Furtheraore. the technology for Chloraaphenicol production is controlled by a 

saall number of COllpallies and is not easily available. 

Quantities involved are insufficient froa the point of viev of production 

feasibility. 

3.4.3 Jhe lusipess Statistics llan.itor Qata 

In the following tables are listed the quantities of the aain 

antibiotics introduced officially in the co1D1.try. They include products 

imported into the Philippines either by air or by sea. 

The antibiotics are divided into different faailiea and the range of 

F.O.B prices in US dollars at the oriain ia also reported. 

The large price variations observed in soae cases should be attributed 

aainly to the fact that the aaae product la imported both in the oral aa vell 

as in the injectable and 110re expensive fora. 

Landed prices are 20-25 percent higher due to transport costs as vell as 

to iaport duties and taxes. Since the figures reported are based on the 

effective quantities introduced into the country. our opinion is that the BSM 

data seea aore reliable than other sources of information. 

The tables include two sets of figures: the ones related to the 1987 and 

the ones related to the period January - May 1988. 

As the data for 1987 are related to one whole year ve consider that these 

figures are more representative than the latter of January-May 1988. with 

which they have been compared. 

We vill nov examine in detail the various groups of antibiotics in order 

to identify those which could be appropriate for local production. 

(1) Due to the FDA measures taken in the USA. there are talka to deliat this 

product in the Philippines. despite its high therapheutic value in the 

treatment of typhoid fever. 
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Table 3.12 

.A.21tIVAL BY SHIP OR PI.ARE IK 1987 

FAMILY : CEPllALOSPORIBS 

A~IVE ' QUAirrtTY PRICE * . 
! llGltEDIEllTS ! (~s) ll1'GE 

' ! ($ Per ~.) . 
: 
! CEPIW.EXIll ! 2700 170-250 

!CEFADIOX!L ! 600 600-670 

!CEFACBLOR ? 310 700-800 

!CEFADRID 300 750-770 

?CEFAPDAZORE : 30 B.A. 

?CEFAZOLIK 10 2300 

Table 3.13 

.A.21tIVAL BY SHIP OR Pl.AD IK 1987 

F.A!IILY : DYTBROMCIBS 

! 

' . 

' . 
' . 
' . 
! 

: 
? 

: 

ACTIVE 

IltGUDIDT 

QU.A.llTITY ' PRICE IARGE * . 

?ERYTBROMYCIB BASE 

?ERYTHROMYCIB STEAR.A.TE 

?DYTBROMYCIB ETBYLSUCCIKATE 

?ERYTBROMYCIK THIOCIAllAT"l 

?ERYTBROMYCIB !STOLATE 

(~s) 

1800 

4000 

2700 

2500 

1300 

($ Per ~.) 

100-200 

100-150 

140-210 

90-125 

75-110 ! 

-- ---? 

* FOB PRICES 
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Table 3.14 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PI.ABE IB 1987 

FAMILY : PEBICILLIRS 

ACTIVE ! QUABTITY 
I IBGREDIEBT ! (Kgs) . 

! PEllICILLill G POTASSIUM 13040 

!PEllICILLIB G SODIUM 4770 

!PEllICILLilf G BEllZATBIJIE I 250 . 
!PEllICILLill G PROCAIJIE (STERILE) I 2500 . 
?PEllICILLIB G PROCAIJIE (FEEDGRADE)! 1300 

!PEllICILLIB V POTASSIUM ? 41400 

?PEBICILLIJI V ACID 1600 

Table 3.15 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PI.ABE IB 1987 

FAMILY : RIFAMYCINS 

! 

! 

! 

! 

ACTIVE 

IJIGREDIEBTS 

QUABTITY 

(Kgs) 

PRICE * 
RANGE 

PRICE RABGE * 
($ Per Kg.) 

27-30 

50-65 

70-80 

45-65 

28-31 

30-60 

27- 30 

($ Per Kg.) 

!RIFAMPICIR 6600 200-500 

!-----------------------------------: 

* FOB PRICES 

! 

! 

! 

! 

! 

I . 
! 

! 

? 



! 
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Table 3.16 

ARKIVAL BY SHIP OR ~.&.ABE IR 1987 

F.AlllLY : STIEPTORYCIBS 

ACTIVE 

IBGREDIERTS 

QUART I TY ' PRICE * . 
(Kgs) ' RABGE . 

' ($ . 

11374 ' . ! STREPTOMYCI1' 

Table 3.17 

ARKIVAL BY SHIP OR PI.ABE IR 1987 

F.AlllLY : SEMIS!BtBETIC PERICILLIRS 

Per Kg.) 

30-70 

' . 
' . 

! 

-! 

' . 
' . 

ACTIVE QUARTITY PRICE RA1'GE * 
I1'GUDIERT (Kgs) ' ($ Per Kg.) . 

!AMPICILLill TRIBYDIATE 1600 ' 60-85 . 
!AMOXYCILLIB TRIBYDIATE 1800 ! 100-115 

!CLOXACILLIR SODIUM 4900 ! 160-250 

!AMPICILLill SODIUM STERILE 270 500-750 

!EPICILLIBE 760 300-320 

! BAFCILLIBE 1500 300-400 

* FOB PRICES 

! 
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Ta.: ·· J.18 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PI.ABE IB 1987 

FAMILY : TETRACYCLIIES 

ACTIVE ! QUART I TY ! PRICE RA1'GE * 
IBGUDIEBT (Kgs) I ($ Per Kg.) . 

!TETIACYCLillE BYDROCJR.ORIDE I 16000 ! 30-70 . 
! TETIACYCLillE BASE ! 500 25-30 

11500 ! 24-30 

4500 

!CJR.ORTETRACYCLillE FEEDGRADE 30500 I 18-70 . 

Table 3.19 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PI.ABE IB 1988 

FAMILY : CEPHALOSPORIRS 

ACTIVE 

IBGREDIEllTS 

!CEPllALEXIR 

!CEFADROXYL 

!CEFACBLOR 

!CEFADRIRE 

!CEFAPERAZORE 

QUARTITY 

(Kgs) 

239 

90 

200 

140 

4.6 

PRICE * 
! RABGE 

! ($ Per Kg.) 

250-390 

607-1600 

810 

757 

3780 

! 

-----------? 

* FOB PRICES 
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Table 3.20 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PLABE IB 1988 

FAMILY : ERYTllROMYCIBS 

' . 
! 

! 

ACTIVE 

IRGUDIEllT 

!D!TBROIUCIB BASE 

!D1TllROllYCill BASE STERILE 

!ER!tBROMYCill ETll!LSUCCillATE 

! ER!TBROllYCill STEAIATI 

!ERYTllROllYCill TBIOCIAllATI 

!DYTllROllYCill ESTOLATE 

' . 
! 

QUABTITY PRICE liBGE * 
(ICgs) ! ($ Per Kg.) 

100 135 

635 225 

1767 139-218 

2063 235-240 

990 88-97 

329 114-350 

Table 3.21 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PI.ABE IB 1988 

FAMILY : PEllICILLillS 

ACTIVE ' QUAllTITY PRICE RAKGE * . 
IBGREDIEllT (Kgs) ! ($ Per Kg.) 

!PEllICILLIB G POTASSIUM 3844 19.6-30.6 

!PEBICILLIB G SODIUM 1450 17.5 

!PEllICILLIB G PROCAIBE 2732 27.5-33 

(STERILE) 

!PEBICILLIB V POTASSIUM 15400 27-38.5 

-----------------? 

* FOB PRICES 
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Table 3.22 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PI.ARE IB 1988 

FAMILY : RIFARYCIBS 

! --! 

! ACTIVE QUABTITY PRICE * 
! INGREDIENTS ! (Kgs) RANGE 

' ($ Per Kg.) . 

!IIFARPICilf 2727 195-520 

! 

Table 3.23 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PLA1'E Ilf 1987 

FAMILY : STREPTORYCIBS 

ACTIVE ! QUANTITY PRICE * 
INGREDIENTS (Kgs) ' RANGE . 

' . 
' . 

' . 

($ Per Kg.) 

!STREPTORYCIB 2970 29-72 

!DIHYDROSTREPTOMYCIB 200 65 

!-

* FOB PRICES 

-! 

-! 
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Table 3.24 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PLANE IH 1988 

FAMILY : SEMIStllTH£TIC PEBICILLIHS 

!---

' ACTIVE QUA!ITITY PRICE RABGE * . 
' IHGREDIE!IT {Kgs) {$ Per Kg.) . 
! 

!AMPICILLIH SODIUM 10.5 1076 {STERILE) 

!AMOXYCILLIB TRIHYDRATE 200C 60-87 

!CLOXACILLIB SODIUM 200 155 

!BECAMPICILLIH 120 275 

!EPICILLINE 450 195 

Table 3.25 

ARRIVAL BY SHIP OR PLANE IH 1988 

FAMILY : TETRACYCLINES 

ACTIVE QUA!ITITY PRICE RANGE * 
INGREDIENT {Kgs) ($ Per Kg.) 

!TETRACYCLINE HYDROCHLORIDE 3950 27-70 

!TETRACYCLINE BASE 215 30.5 

!OXttETRACYCLIRE HYDROCHLORIDE ! 533 26-106 

!DOXYCYCLIHE 30 1840 

!MINOCYCLIHE 45 1585 

' . 

! 

-! 

:-----------------------------------! 

* FOB PRICES 
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CeMal osporips 

In this group of antibiotics, only Cephalexin which is a derivative of 7 

ADCA seems of interest in view of the market volume. 

In consideration of the fact that a growth of the market is anticipated, we 

will discuss this antibiotic in the following pages. 

In its globality this family of iaportant therapeutic agents reaches a 

level of consmaption of aore than twelve tons per year. This fact includes 

Erythromycins aaong the antibiotics which should be seriously considered for 

local production. 

PqfcilUp1 

Taking into account the large quantities of this strategic antibiotic 

used as such in the colUltry and the quantities used for the production of 

6-APA and hence of Ampicillin and Amoxycillin, we are of the opinion that 

Penicillins are to be taken into consideration for local production, a point 

to be further developed. 

lifRycfp• 

Rifampicin is an important antituberculosis drug and a strategic product 

in the antituberculosis program supported by the DOH. Because of its 

importance and of the quantities involved, we will examine this antibiotic in 

more details. 

Streptomycins 

Although streptomycin is used in the country as one of the drugs against 

tuberculosis, for the reasons discussed in the IMS data section (see paragraph 

3.4.2), we do n~t consider the product interesting for local production. 
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s,..1-Flllthetic P!!!m1cill1p1 

The illported quantities in the preceding tables are on the low side. This 

apparent anomaly is explained by the fact that there is a local production of 

Allpicillin, Alloxycillin and lately some Cloxacillin, which meet to some extent 

the present consumption of the country.(l) In view of the importance of these 

products, they will be examined thoroughly in the following pages. 

Tetracyclines 

A large import of these antibiotics, both for human and for animal use, 

result from BSM figures. The quantity of more than 60 tons imported in 1987 is 

large enough to stimulate a deeper insight in order to determine whether there 

is space for local production.(2) 

3.4.4 Procurement frow the Departaent of Health Data 

A large quantity of drugs are directly purchased by the Departaent of 

Health to supply Rural Health Units. The figures supplied by the DOH for 1987 

procurement for antibiotics are the following: 

Erythromycins (stearate or ethylsuccinate) 

Rif ampicin 

Alloxycillin trihydrate 

l,100 

13,350 

11,500 

The annual procurement program for RHU medicines for 1988 included the 

following figures: 

Erytromycina (stearate or ethylauccinate) 

Rifampicin 

Alloxycillin trihydrate 

" 3,900 
10,800 

23,370 

(1) Apparently, Chemfields does not seem to supply Allpicillin and Amoxycillin 
to the eovermaent suppliers of finished medicines. 

(2) The figure of 109.692 tons reported by the Rational Census and Statistics 
Office seems to be on the high side. We think that this figure could be 
explained by the fact that some batches of feed-grade Chlortetracycline 
and Oxytetracycline having a 8 - 10 % content of the active principle, 
were considered 100~ pure substance. 

• 
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The projected quantities of Rifampicin correspond to the quantities 

required in 1988 for the antileprosy program (annual treatment of 40,000 

people} and for the antituberculosis program (annual treatment of 140,000 

cases}.(!} 

3.4.5 Direct Procureamt trow the legiqos Pata 

The direct procurement from the regions, in accordance, refer to ten 

regions out of twelve. The volume of the products calculated from the amount 

of specialties purchased appear to be 

Penicillin G 400 Kg 

Penicillin v 1,300 Kg 

Ampicillin 3.6 tons 

Amo:xycillin 1.6 tons 

Tetracycline 830 Kg 

O:xytetracycline 150 Kg 

Erythromycins 280 Kg 

Rifampicin 35 Kg 

3.4.6 Q!nefie1cls Data 

The annual manufactured volume of Chemfields could be summarized as 

follows: 

Manufacture llll llli ll.U 
Ampicillin trihydrate 39.90T (70%} 30.75T (64%} 51.6T (68%} 

Amo:xycillin 16.30T (28%) 15.25T (32%) 22.5T (30%) 

Cloxacillin 0.500 T (1%) 

Anhydrous Ampicillin l.15T (2%) l.56T C3%) l.35T (2%) 

T o t a 1 :H.3~ I 4§.Q6 I z~.44 I 

(1) The TB incidence is estimated at 6.6%, the total number of TB patents in 

the country being in the vicinity of 375,000, not considering recurrent cases. 
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3.5 PIOJICTIOIS 

Further to our previous c01ments concerning the status of available data 

in the aajority of the developing countries, and as a result of our 

discussions vith the private sector and among the experts, as vell as after 

the examination of various sources of information, ve are of the opinion that 

the following estimates, without having necessarily a scientific base, 

represent reasonably acceptable levels. 

In this chapter, ve vill discuss in detail the antibiotics which in the 

preceeding pages appeared to be of some interest for a potential local 

production. 

In order to establish a relatively correct dimension of the productive 

capacity, projections up to 1995 have been made. 

A period of seven years has been selected, since the completion of a 

large scale fermentation plant, including the start-up of operations, requires 

a minillum of four to five years from the approval of the project; a sever. 

years projection permits the establishment of a more flexible plant. 

Except for specific reasons indicated under each antibiotic, the basic 

considerations taken into account when estimating the market sizes of the 

products, could be summarized as follows: 

- the annual population of the Philippines, reaching 68 millions in 1995 

- the GllP growth projections and the distribution of wealth 

- the family expenditure devoted to health care and purchase of medicines. 

- the prescriptions and automedication habits (a more rational use of 

drugs and a better knowledge by the medical profession of the specificity 

of each antibiotic, as well as the use of generics) 

- the DOB budgets devoted to the drug procurement 

- the health proarama for Tuberculosis and Leprosy, as well as other 

programs and measures, resulting in a possible improvement of the general 

health situation and the sanitary conditions of the population 

- the increase of potential prescribers being about 6000 by 1995 (781 

passed the board examination in 1988) 
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The estillates do not represent the total need of the country, but reflect 

only the market absorption capacity by the year 1995, including the private 

and public sector. 

Finally, the volmae of sauggled goods, which vill probably continue to 

exist in the future, has not been taken into consideration in our calculations. 

3.5.1 PlftICILLIIS 

This faaily of antibiotics appears to be the aost iaportant in the 

Philippines market, both from the point of viev of consmaption volumes, as 

vell as of value. 

All the final products included in this family are aanufactured starting 

froa two feraentation antibiotics: 

- Penicillin G Potassiua 

- Penicillin V Potassium 

Penicillin G Potassium is the rav material for four classes of products· 

a) Semi-synthetic Penicillins, as .Ampicillin, .Amoxycillin and Cloxacillin, 

produced from an intermediate called 6-APA (6-amino-penicillanic acid) 

b) Semi-synthetic Cephalosporins, as Cephalexin and Cephradin, produced 

from the 7-ADCA (7-amino-desacetoxy-cephalosporanic acid) 

c) Injectable Penicillins G, as Pen G Sodium, Pen G Procaine and Pen G 

Benzathine 

d) Feed grade Per.icillins G, as Pen G Procaine feed grade. 

Penicillin V Potassium is utilized as it is or it is converted in 

Penicillin V Acid. 

For the determination of the Penicillin G requirements in 1995, the 

following assumptions have been made: 
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a) Seal-synthetic Penicillins. This is the aost important group of 

Penicillins. The detailed discussion on these product.:. uas been 

developed in the report of Dr. Sciaky concerning semi-synthetic 

antibiotics. 

The estimated projected quantities in 1995 are: 

Aapicillin 

Aaoxycillin 

Cloxacillin 

85 Tons/year 

75 Tons/year 

8 Tons/year 

b) Semi-synthetic Cephalosporins. Though 6 Tons per year of Cephalexin 

have been foreseen for 1995 (see Dr. Sciaky•s report on seal-synthetic 

antibiotics), this group of products has not been considered in 

evaluating the Pen G requirements,because their production from Pen G 

would involve the establisbaent of a plant for 7-ADCA production and 

such a plant, which is characterized by high complexity and high cost 

of investment, would not be viable for a Cephalexin production 

capacity of 6 Tons per year. 

c) Injectable Penicillina G 

About 21000 B.U. (Billion Units) (1) of injectable Penicillins G have 

been cons1111ed in 1987 (Business Statistics Monitor). 

The breakdown of this conslmption among the differmt products is: 

- Penicillin G Potassium 62 % 

- Penicillin G Sodium 24 % 

- Penicillin G Procaine 

- Penicillin G Benzathine 

13 % 

1/2 % 

(1) One B.U. is equivalent t~ 1.595 kg of activity of Pen G Potassium 
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Most of the conslaption of these products is concentrated in the private 

sector. 

Taking into consideration the foregoing elements, ve estiaate an increase 

of the market in volUlle of 6% per year, the total quantity of injectable 

Pen G reaching about 32000 B.U. in 1995. 

d) Feed grade Penicillins G 

Mostly Pen G Procaine feed grade is illported at present. 

Quantities are in the range of 7500/8000 B.U. per year (Business 

Statistics Monitor, 1987). 

The growth rate for this product L'ving been rather lov during the past 

fev years, a reasonable increase of the .. rket vould be of 3/3.5 % per 

year, leading to a quantity of about 10,000 B.U. per year in 1995. 

The Pen G Potassiua estillated requirements for 1995 are therefore the 

following (considering the proper yields of conversion): 

- Pen G K for Semisynthetic Penicillins : 352,000 B.U./year (through 

6-APA) 

- Pen G K for Injectable Penicillins G 

- Pen G K for Feed-grade Penicillins G 

37,000 B.U./year 

11,000 B.U./year 

In conclusion, the Pen G K quantity required to cover the overall local 

penicillin baaed antibiotics market necessities in 1995 (excluding 

Cephalexin) should be about 400,000 B.U. per year, corresponding to 250 Tons 

per year of Pen G K. 

The Penicillin V consumption in 1987 vas of about 45,000 B.U. (1) (43,000 

B.U. being the requirement of the private sector and 2000 B.U. that of the 

public sector). 

Assuming a grovth rate of 6/7% per year, a requirement of 69,000 B.U. 

would be expected, corresponding to about 45 Tons of Pen V Pota~sium per year. 

(1) One B.U. ia equivalent to 1.529 kg of .sctivity of Pen V Potassium 
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3.5.2 

The local projected production in.eludes the preparation of the stearate 

and the ethylsuccinate froa the Erythr011Ycin Base, which is a fermentation 

antibiotic. 

Erythr011Ycin is an iaportant broad spectrua antibiotic. 

In 1987 the iaports stood at about 12 tons, whereas the DOB procurement 

for 1HU vas of 1.1 tons. For 1988, the procurement prograa of DOB indicates 

about 4 tons in the fora of stearate and ethylsuccinate. 

In the projections up to 1995, ve have considered a 6% growth of the 

private sector .. rket up to 1991 and 4% up to 1995, thus reaching 17 tons in 

that year (for details see the report on seal-synthetic antibiotics prepared 

by Dr.Sciaky). 

With a 6% increase in the DOB procurement ghing a quantity of 6 tons in 

1995, the total consuaption could then reach 23 tons. Three tons per year of 

Erythr011Ycin Thiocianate that is .. inly used as a veterinary drug, could be 

added to this figure. 

The total quantity of Erythr011Ycin Base produced by feraentation, thAt 

vould be necessary to cover the above aentioned conauaption, is about 26 Ton 

per year (1995). 

Also in this case the quantities do not correspond to the total needs of 

the country, but reflect only the aarket size and the volume that the DOB 

could probably afford. 

3.5.3 llfAlltCllS 

lifaapicin, which is the aost widely used antibiotic of thia family, ia a 

product that plays an important role in the antituberculosis and antileproay 

progr .... 

Imports for 1987 vere of about 7 tons and the DOB procurement reached 

more than 13 tons. 

The procurement program of the DOB for 1988 is of 11 tons in finished 

form, correspondin& to th~ forecast for treatment of 40,000 cases of leprosy 

and 140,000 cases of tuberculosis. 
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For the coming year the projections of the DOB are (expressed in ICgs of 

Rif uapic:!.n) : 

Leo rosy 

Paucibacillary 

Multibacillary 

tuberculosis 

Short course 

chemotherapy 

Total 

ll.ll 
111 

416 

10,396 

10,923 

ll.ll 
21 

405 

9,565 

9,991 

ll.2Q 

18 

92 

8,370 

8,480 

l2ll 
18 

92 

1,190 

7,900 

llll 
19 

88 

7,500 

7,607 

Our projections reach a consumption of 9 tons in the private sector and 11 

tons in the procurement programs of the DOH up to 1995, the total projected 

volume being of 20 tons annualy. 

The corresponding quantity of Rifamycin B, that is the fermentation anti

biotic coamonly utilized to produce Rifampicin, is about 35 tons per year. 

3 .5 .4 TIDActCLilllS 

The main antibiotics of this family characterized by significant consump-

tion in the Philippines are: 

- Tetracyline Hydrochloride 

- Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride 

- Oxytetracycline feed grade 

- Chlortetracycline feed grade 

Tetracycline and Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride• are produced respectively 

from Tetracycline Base and Oxytetracycline Base, both fermentation products. 
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Chlortetracycline is produced by fermentation and it is Lot 

normally purified by extration from the broth. 

For 1987, im110rts of Tetracycline Hydrochloride reached 16 tons. This 

product is a basic wide spectum antibiotic, having a relatively low price. The 

1987 imports of 0%ytetracycline hydrochloride were of 11.5 Tons. 

For tL.e projections up to 1995, the following additional considerations 

were kept in mind: 

- Tetracyclines are old products with relatively limited market growth and 

with an annual increase which could be related only to the population growth. 

- The DOB do not supply these antibiotics to the RHU's, except a very 

limited quantity of Oxytetracycline in the form of ophthalmic ointment (less 

than 1 kg). 

- There is a certain overlapping of prescription between the Tetracy

clines and the semi-synthetic Penicillins 

- The increase in consumption is mainly due to the growth of the private 

sector market. 

For all these reasons a 3 s annual growth of the market is anticipated, 

the 1995 consumption reaching about 20 tons of Tetracycline Hydrochloride and 

15 tons of Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride. 

As far as the Feed Grade Tetracyclines are concerned, about 35/40 Tons 

(expressed aa lOOS antibiotic) vere imported into the Philippines in 1987. The 

orienutive projection up to 1995 could reach 45/50 tons (corresponding to a 

growth rate of 3S per year). These feed grade product• are characterized by a 

very small profit margin. 

The overall quantities of fermentation antibiotic• needed for the produc

tion of the above mentioned Tetracyclines in 1995 are: 



- Tetracycline Base 

- Oxytetracycline Base 

- Chlortetracycline 
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20 Tons per year 

16 Tons per year 

50 Tons per year 

It is to be tm.derlined that some discrepancies ~ould be noted between the 

above mentioned figures concerning imported quantities of Tetracyclines in 1987 

and some data of the Rational Census Office that indicate a consumption of 

about 59 tons in 1986 and 109 tons in 1987. This discrepancy is probably due, 

in the opinion of the vri ter, to the fact that veterinary use Tetracyclines 

have probably been included in the calculation of the RCO not as 100% 

antibiotics but as total purchased qantities; it is to be noted that most of 

Chlortetracycline and Oxytetracycline feed grade are coamonly sold as products 

with a 5 to 10 % content of antibiotics. 

3.5.5 CEPllALOSPORJ1'S 

The consumption of Cephalosporins produced from Cephalosporin C, which is 

a fermentation product, did not exceed some htm.dreds of Kgs in 1987. Even if 

the market growth rate relevant to these products could be very high in the 

next years, the total local requirement shouldn't attain such values to guaran

tee the feasibility of a large scale fermentation plant. 

For this reason no detailed projections have been made for these products, 

such as Cephalotin, Cephaloridin and Cephalotine produced fro.11 Cephalosporin C 

through 7-ACA (7-amino cephalosporanic acid). 

3.5.6 AllJIO(jLYCOSIDIS 

The only fermentation products of this family of antibiotics important in 

the present local market, are Streptomycin and Reomycin. 

Streptomycin consumptiona reached a value of 12115 Tona in 1987, but it 

has not been considered a realistic option for a future larae acale fermenta

tion plant for the following reasons: 
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- Streptomycin is generally considered an obsolete product and it has be"!D. 

eliminated froa the Pharmacopeia of several countries due to its toxicity and 

its side effects on the hearing organs. 

- Also in the Philippines, as in many other countries, Streptomycin is 

being replaced by other anti-tuberculosis drugs like Rifampicin 

The local market size of Beomycin is in the range of one to tvo tons per 

year, which make it not interesting for an industrial production. 

3.s.1 QTRll AIUBtmcs 

The market size of all the other antibiotics not included in the precee

ding paragrapbs, is teto low to allow the feasibility and viability of an 

industrial production, even in a multipurpose plant. !his is the situation for 

Polyenes (Amphotericin and llystatine), Peptides (Bacitracin and Colistin) and 

Lincosamides (Clindomycin and Lincomycin). 

4. 0 cpqu. ASSISWn:tS 

4.1 RAV ftADIUir1 

The raw materials utilized for the production of fermentation antibiotics 

could be divided in 3 main categories 

a - Carbohydrates and proteins sources. These ar£ mainly agricultural 

products. 

b - Chemicals and fine chemicals 

c - Organic Solvents 

In the first category it is possible to identify several raw materials 

which are available locally and that have been therefore focused by the writer. 

Practically all the fine chemicals should be imported, while, among the 

chemicals only a small number is locally produced, ouch as sulfuric acid 

(Chemphil '1anufacturing Corp.) and some ~ineral salts, their incidence on the 

overall production coat of antibiotics consid·!red negligible. 
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Organic solvents nost c01monly utilized for antibiotics production are at 

present imported in the Philippines. Only Ethanol is locally produced. 

4.1.1 Corn b&sed rav materials 

There are presently thirteen registered starch mills in the co\Dltry: eight 

Cassava starch mills and five corn starch mills. Some of the factories are not 

operative for the time being. Cassava starch and related products are at 

present scarcely utilized in the most known antibiotics technologies, though 

their use could be increased in the future by research and pilot-plant work. 

Corn starch mills are distributed throughout the countr7 with one operr -

ting in Metro K.u.ila, two in the Visayas and two in Mindanao. 

Corn Starch mills average capacity utilization is quite low: In the years 

from 1976 to 1981 it was estimated in the range 30/44% (1). Corn starch produc

tion was expected to be 80,000/90,000 Ml' in 1987 and it is not expected to 

increase rapidly due to shortage of cultivated land and market saturation. At 

present significant amount of com are imported. 

Main products from corn starch mills that could be utilized in f ermenta

tion plants are listed below, togPther with their main characteristics. 

One large factory has been visited by the writer {Universal Rubina, Metro 

Manila) and some data have been collected from other factori.es in the Visayas 

{like General Milling Corporation-Cebu City). 

(1) From a paper present3ted by FortlDlato Jaime during the National Symposium 

on Root Crops Research and Development, 1982, VISCA, BAYBAY. 
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- Starch 

Good quality starch seems to be available though it doesn't corre~pond to 

USP requirements. 

A typical specification is the following: 

Moisture 13 x 
Protein o.ssx 
Fat 0.2 x 
Ashes O.lSX 

Fiber O.l5X 

Starch 98/99% 

The actual price is about 6.5/7.5 P/Kg ( in Metro Manila). Transportation 

costs could affect greatly the actual price (transportation cost within M. 

Manila area could reach 2 Pesos per bag). 

- Dextrine 

Available at Universal Rubina at 9/11 P/Kg (quantity produced 

Tons/month) • 

- Modified Starches 

about 50 

Available at Universal Rubina. Production capacity and prices are equiva

lent to those of dextrine. 

- Glucose solution 

This raw material may be produced either by corn or by Cassava. It is sold 

at present mainly to food Industries. Price is in the range 'f 10/15 P/kg, 

which is to be considered rather high compared to European standards. 

At Universal Rubina glucose is obtained from Cassava starch by acid 

hydrolysis, a rather obsolete method in western countries. 

No purification is performed of the hydrolyzed glucose and the quality is 

the following: 



Total solids 

Dextrose equivalent 
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82/87% (40/43 Be) 

35/45 (MAX.60) 

This quality could be rather poor for utilization in high technology 

fermentation plants and therefore the utilization of local glucose solutions 

should be previously checked by laboratory and pilot-plant tests. 

About 250 Tons per month of glucose solution are produced at Universal 

Rubina. This capacity would not be sufficient to supply a large fermentation 

plant, but it seems that it could be increased. 

- Com-steep liquor 

This product seems to be scarcely marketed at present in the Philippines. 

It is mainly utilized as animal feed. Some factories, as is the case of Univer

sal Rubina, do not concentrate the com-steep liquor to 40/50% of total solids, 

as it is usual, and they dispose it a concentration of 6/7% of solids. The 

reason for this is the high cost of energy required for concentration, that 

make the operation uneconomic. 

Concentration would be a necessity in the case local com-steep should be 

utilized in fermentation plants, but this problem could be overcome, because 

concentration equipment by vaporization exists in some factories, equipment 

which could be utilized if the market requirements for com-steep could justify 

it. 

The writer has no data concerning the corn-steep quality, that coulci 

greatly affect fermentation yields. Therefore, only laboratory and pilot-plant 

tests could demonstrate the possibility of utilization of this important raw 

material. 

Diluted corn-steep price at present is in the range of 1 to 2 Pesos per 

kg. Concentrated com-steep price should not be less than 8 to 10 Pesos per kg. 

Quantities available should be more than sufficient for the requirements 

of an Industrial fermentation plant. 
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- Pe:itrose llODQ-hydrate 

On the basis 'lf the information obtained by the vri ter, no solid datrose 

is produced in the Philippines starting from com. Importation figures for 

1987 shoved a cost of 0.29 $ per kg CIF Manila. 

4.1.2 Soya based raV wateria}s 

Soya is iaported at present in the Philippines from Chi!!.& and Brazil. Soya 

meal is produced in some vet milling factories. Market prices range between 6 

and 8 pesos per kg. llo high quality milled soya meal is availabe locally. 

Production capacity level at Universal Rubina is about 100 Ton per day of soya 

meal. 

4.1.3 Can.e sucar based rav .. terials 

The sugar industry can be counted among the most important industrial 

activities in the Philippines. 

Sugar cane production dropped down during the years 1982 to 1987, but 

seems to be relatively recovering, according to the Sugar Regulatory Adainis

tration contacted by the writer. 

Soae data concerning the sugar production in the last few years are given 

in the following tables as quantities, prices and distribution of sugar facto

ries in the country. As apparent from Table 4.4 aaore than 40 sugar factories 

are distributed all over the different regions of the Philippines. In Table 4.5 

a material balance shoving the quantities of all the main products and by

products coming from the Philippines sugar industry is given. The following 

products have been considered from the point of view of their utilization in a 

fermentation plant: 

- Raw sugar 

Preaent prices luve increased compared with the values indicated in Table 

4.3. The 1988 price is about 8000/9000 Pesos per Ton but it iR expected that, 

within 1989, the price of raw sugar supplied to local industries could be 

!orecasted at about 6300/7500 P/Ton (source: Sugar Regulatory Administration). 
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Rav sugar is not comaonly utilized in Western Countries for antibiotics pro

duction, due to its high cost compared to other sugar tased rav materials, such 

aa glucose syrup from corn. On the contrary, in the Philippines it seems to be 

more interesting than glucose syrup, both from an economical and quality point 

of viev. 

- Molasses 

About 500,000 Tons per year of aolasses are produced in the sugar facto

ries of the Philippines. The quality of Filipino Molasses is considered quite 

high compared to cane molasses produced in other countries. In fact, the total 

fementable sugars concentration is evaluated in the range of 55/65 %. Some 

data about the final molasses analysis are given in Table 4.8 for the different 

Filipino sugar factories. Actual prices of black-strap molasses is about 1200 

Pesos per Ton, but could be highly affected by transportation costs; thus the 

opportunity of locating a fermentation plant close to a sugar mill is of utmost 

importance (this point shall be focused in the next paragraph by the writer). 

The possibility of utilization of black-strap molasses should be demonstra

ted by laboratory and pilot plant test, since the high impurities content could 

affect the yield of the fermentation process. 

It is however to be pointed out that some pharmaceutical companies have 

been utilizing molasses for Penicillin fermentation in South America. Higher 

quality molasses, i.e. molasdes coming from earlier stages of sugar production 

process, could be a more attractive rav material for fermentation of antibio

tics compared to the final black-strap molasses. Higher quality molasses, 

named also .l Teat molasses, have a market price of about 1500 Pesos per Ton. 

The bulk molasses consumed locally goes at present to alcohol production, which 

is a declining activity, while the r~st find its vay to the manufacture of ani

mal feed, food seasoning and cosmetics. About 38% of all molasses produced 

were consumed locally in the period 1979/1982. Exports of molasses however 

declined in the last years at an averaae rate of 45% per year (1). 

(1) Data from the booklet on Molasses, Priority Export Commodities Series, 

Rational Book Store, Inc. 1987. 
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Molasses prices are to be considered rather high if compared to the actual 

price levels in other sugar cane producing countries. 

- Cane iuice 

Cane juice could be a cheaper carbohydrate source compared to raw sugar 

and its quality should be more reliable than that of the molasses, in order to 

ensure acceptable fenaentation yields. Qualities of clarified juices in the 

different Filipino sugar factories are given on Table 4.7. Available quanti

ties are certainly adequate to satiRfy the requirements of an industrial 

fermentation plant. Present market price coulti be eatiaated in about 6500 Pesos 

per kg of available sucrose, that is roughly 20/JOS lover than the raw sugar 

prices. 

It is to be pointed out, also for this product, that tranportation costs 

could greatly increase the actual ~rice. 

- Bagasse 

The analysis of possible utilization of this by-product. of sugar facto

ries as fuel is developed under the paragraph relevant to Energy Requirements 

(4.2). 

4.1.4 Vegetable oils 

- Soybean o.ll 

Soybean oil is produced locally in some vet milling factories starting 

from imported soybean. 

Prices are ranging from 16 to 24 P/kg, higher than the European actual 

standards. The production capacity at Universal Rubina factory (Metro Manila) 

is of 120 Kl' per day at present. 

- Coconut oil 

Coconut oil could be utilized in fermentation planta as antifoam agent. The 

quality of locally produced coconut oil seems to be accetable (degree of satu

ration setup about 30%). Manila price for Coconut oil is 12 P/kg. 
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4.1.5 Coconut shells 

The analysis of possible utilization of this waste product as fuel is 

developed 1Dlder the paragraph relevant to Energy Requirements (4.2). 

4.1.6 Lard oil 

Though pork breeding is an important activity in the Philippires, lard oU is 

produced presently only in small quantities. Production capacicy could be 

increased in the future, in case that the market requirement would stillulate 

nev investments in this activity. The present market price for fr..ed grade lard 

oil is ranging from 12 P/kg(first class) to 7 P/kg (third class). 
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TABLE 4.1 

SJG.A\RCANE PROllO ICN (PHILIPPINES 

'lm5 CANE 
YF.AR (in million MT) 

1983-84 23 

1984-85 17 

1985-86 15 

1986-87 14 

WIE: The drop in sugarcane production was mall4y~due to crop 
diversification (due to drop in sugar export prices and 
termination of Laure"..-Langley Agreement), limited crop 
losses (due to either delayed or non-payment of sugar 
quedans by NASUI'RA) and high productim input costs. 
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TABLE 4.2 

PK>WCTI~ 
(million Mr) 

2.335 

1.719 

1.519 

1.41 

SliAR CLA$IFir.ATION AND ALLOCATICW (1987) 

CIASSIFICATION 

"N' (US market) 11 \ (1.54 )HI')* (2.03 M<l' in 1986) 

''B" (Ibmestic market) 54' (1. 56 r.MI') 

''C'' (Reserve) 20\ (2. 80 >Ml') 

''D'' (World market) 15\ (2.10 l«I'.) 

The 1986 value was 2. 03 MotT. The drop was due to reduced 
total sugar Up>rt of US resulting frOm discovery of sugar 
substitut~ .. 
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TABLE 4.3 

SXiAR &-F.ACTCEY PRICES 
(Canlubang Price Index as of MarCh, 1987) 

Raw Sugar 

DID (washed sugar) 

P 354.00/picul (63.25 legs.) 

, 448.00/pia.tl 

EXPClU SXiAR PRICES (EX-F.ACTORY) 

Year Dcmestick Market l'tbrld Market u. 5. Market 
(cents/lb.} (cents/lb.} (cents/lb· l 

1984 11-13 8 21-23 

1985 11-13 6 21-23 

1986 11-13 4-6 21-23 

1987 12-14 4-6 21-23 

Wi'E: Production cost has an average of 11-14 cents/lb. 

Nlf.fBER OF OPERATING SlXiAR FACTalIFS 

Year Nllllber 
Total capacity Capacity 

(!CD) Utilization 

1983-84 41 188,646 61\ 

1984-85 38 174,000 51\ 

1985-86 38 174,000 45\ 

1986-87 39 180,000 42\ 

• 



- 63 - T.:\.8LE 4.4 DIRECTCRY CF RAW Sl&\R. FAC'IalY 
(Millsite, Rated Capacity (TCD) 

FAClatY MILL SITE RATED c:J.PA- RH;I~_· 

cm (TCl}) CAP.a.cm 
:om! & cernw. llJZCN 

1. osm Sto. Dcmingo, Piat, Cagayan 4,000 
z. Hind Baritao, Manaoag, Pangasinan 578 
3. Pam.qui Pani.cpi, Tarlac 1,500 
4. Tarlac San Miguel, Tarlac 7,080 
s. Consolidated San Juan, Botolan, Zad>ales Z,000 
6. NASJI>Ero Del Carmen, ~anga 6,000 
7. PA&JDBX> Sto. Niiio, San ., Pcmpanga. 6,500 27,658 (14.50\) 
~WZON 

1. Canlnbang Canlubang, Laguna 5,190 
2. Ibn Pedri> Nasugbu, Batangas 7,000 
3. Batangas Caloocan, Balayan, Batangas 4,000 
4. BISlIDBX> Pili, Camarines &tr' 4,000 20, 190 (10.59\) 

PANA'! 

1. Pilar Pres. Roxas City, Capiz Z,220 
2. Asturias San Juan, IUnalag, Capiz 3,000 
3. Cal..-1.ambunao Ca]inog, Iloilo 4,000 
4. Passi Ulang Juan, !h. Enrique, Iloilo 5,000 
5. Allied Bo. Man-it, Passi, Iloilo 3,500 
6. Santos-IDpez Barotac tbevo, Iloilo 2,678 20,398 (10.70\) 

?O.m NIDOS 

1. Bacolod-M.Jrcia Bacolod City, Negros Occidental 4,400 
Z. Talisay-Silay Talisay, Negros Occidental 3,600 
3. First Farmers Dos Hemanas, Talisay, Neg. Occ. 4,500 
4. Hawaiian-Phils. Silay City, Negros Occidental 6,200_ 
S. AIDSISA · Iabankal.an, Silay, Neg. Occ. 4,000 
6. VIOOOO Victorias, Negros Occidental 10,000 
7. Lopez Fabrica, Negros Occidental 7,500 
8. Sagay Bato, Sagay, Negros Occidentll 3,000 
9. Danao Tobosa, Negros Occidental 3,000 

10. San Carlos San Carlos City, Neg. Occ. S,600 51,800 (27. 17\) 

SClJlH NEGROS 
1. Ma-ao Ma-ao, Bago City, Neg. Occidental 5,000 
2. La Carlota La Carlota, Negros Occidental 10,800 
3. BISCXM Binalbagan, Negros Occidental 10,000 
4. SONEOCO Iabankalan, Negros Occidental 4,000 
5. Dac~gon TuDogon, ICabankalan, Neg. Occ. 1,800 
6. UP Manjllyod, Negros Oriental 4,000 
7. Bais Bais, Negros Oriental 8,000 
8. Tolong Sta. Catalina, Negros Oriental 3,000 46,600 (24.44\) 

F.ASTERN VISAYAS 

1. Bogv Medellin 
2. Durano 

Medellin, Cebu 
Dtmg-an, Danao City, Cebu 

2,500 
2,000 

3. HIDEOO M:>ntebello, Kananga, Leyte S,000 
4. Omx-Rosarfo Ipil, Ormoc City, Leyte 2,500 12,000 ( 6.30\) 

MIN!l4JW) 

1. BUSCD Qlezon, Bulddnon 4,000 
2. MSJCF.00 Guihing, Hagonoy, Davao del Sur 4,000 
3. ?-OCOSII Mateo, Matalam, North Cotabato 4,000 12,000 ( 6.30\) 

Total:- 190,646 
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TABLE 4.6 ~~ SU~K r~o:UCTi(Ji D~TA 

-. 
' !);{ Cl."\£ ~ ~ ~ U t ~ C T U R E 0 rACTf\P.Y . 
I ~i:r~c 'tcnnes !"1 tr. c T ;;nr.es I 50- kgs. a . w~gs 

i_1.;zcv~ 35e.091 -~~o 357 ,9.18. i~8 1. 15e.962. 96 

1. G\S;;C\l 6,533.350 6,41!L''l3 126,308.06 
l. ~~:'\:! 2 .~00. U-':: 2.51;!'. !SO 5~ .003.00 
3. Pan iqr.:i 9,727 .1UG 9,n7.1C!> 154.~42.0:> . !adac it<. :;59. :i:;s 78.?59.S~S l .~f.?. i99.90 ... 
5. AR:A."' {r;ASuCECO) 9.:ne.3~5 9 ,251 .G9Q laS,321.~ 
5. ?ASU~CO 43,1:;9.85G .;3 • -=99. &'..O S5~.997.~ 
7. Car. i uba;ig 6E, 1!3.2ll 66. i18.211 1.Tc:2.354.C:2 
a. C.an Fedro 91, lf.9.270 ?1.!69.270 1.~3.~.~ 
9. !!atang;s '5.728. iCS 45.725.105 914,552.1il 

HJ. !H5Ur£CO S,G35.9E4 5.0?5.964 lUC,n9.::a 

! I. rANAY 56,2G3.718 56,0f.6.521 1,i2i,732.q 

1. ?ilor 10,7C2.557 10,622.269 212,«5.38 
2. Asturias 6,750.730 6,724.~21 134.46:>,,2 
3. Ca 1. -Lantiunao D I 0 N 0 T H I l l 
4. Passi 30,262.381 30,2&?.3Sl ecs.e47.e2 
5. Ailied 0 I c N 0 T M I l l 
6. Santcs-Lapez 8,457 .150 9,,57.950 1n.i:9.oo 

I 11. NEC.!WS iS? .9B5 .645 75~.412.093 15.~8.2(1.86 

1. Sac. -"'.urci a S,665.077 5,:!54.i~5 107 ,!!94.g() 
2. '!'alisay-Silay 0 I !) N 0 T H I l L 
3. First Far!Oers 55,Q77 .330 64.S~.5e3 1,2i1.H3.26 
4. Ha-..-ai i an-Phi 1. 82,510. 720 sz .s·.a. 120 1,65·),214.'° 
5. ~ffSISA 42.3;3.887 4Z,1e2.4~9 !'3,2,8.98 
6. vr ern en 154.735.119 14~. i12.6SO 2.9£2,253.eJ 
i. lop~Z 45 ,397 .233 44,~43.616 53e,an.32 
8. s~~ay 24,617 .262 24.569.S!>l (91,39S.OZ 
9. Ca:iao 8,0?0.517 8,D~.170 lc0,783.«> 

?O. San Carlos 35 ,:ZS. (17 35. S29 . .;17 ;16 ,5e8.34 
11. l'.a-ao 16,:?~7.627 i7 ,571.9-i6 :so,,2e.sz 
12. La Carlota 93,042.0(S gz ,837.293 1,s::;. 745 .86 
13. iHSCOl·• 49,765. !41 49,765.141 ~;s • .nz .oz 
14. SONEDCC' 36, 191.492 JS .100.493 122 .cog. !16 
15. !)3 cor.gcc;o n 4,505.4BS 4,095.1:'6 81,903.52 
16. r.oo i na I UPS Uf-1".:0} 42.~B.639 ~z ,356.639 8'7,372.78 
17. Sais 44,HJ. 784 44,430. 784 csa.e15.6B 
18. To long 6,457.ESO 6, 100.250 :'?3,505.00 

-
I \'. EA3TE~N V!SAY~S 93,434.724 93·'°' .035 1,e58,C20. 70 

1. Boao-IAed2 l lin 42 ,862. 711 42,864:.711 257.254.42 
z: Ou;.ano 10 ,558. 481 10,560.889 211,217.78 
3. HIDE CO ZZ,868.C'.14 z2 .ass. ~35 457 ,308. 70 
• ... ~M'OC 17, 145.438 17,112.:iOO l'Z ,240 .00 

• v. ~ 4 Iii G.:.ti AC 79,9a5. 7co 79,246.7S8 1 ,534 ,S35. 96 

1. SUSCil 54,lc2.G33 54.135. ~6 1,0:!2.716.12 
2. Cl~S trCE ".:O H ,4~1.250 18,941.0lll j78,821 .Eil 

( 3. 'iOCJS I I 5.~32.477 6,!E9.912 12),398.24 

DHl~lF?IN£S 1,3~5.i01.0:i8 1,337 ,C94.E95 26' 741,893. 90 
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TABLE 4.7 C!...\Rlf':E:> jUiC~ AN!> LIME A.~'1.U5:S 

;;.ppi?rent • ltil:>s CAO 
FACTORY PH :clarity 

:?urity ! {i'CP?'.£) 
Per TC 

I 

. LGZ:·~ 33.56 6.79 ~3.Sl 0.703 
~. 

l. c..suco ao . .iu 6.69 ie.n o.n!i 
2. iiir.:l ll5.R8 ~.40 20.l 0 0.400 
3. P;iniqui 24.20 6.80 20.00 \).730 
4. Tar lac 83.29 7.17 27.lC 0.668 
5. A?.C..~ (NAS\JDECO) 82.51 6.50 21.02 
6. PAS~OECO 83.00 6.~o 30.54 o.s20 
7. Canlubanq e4. 75 6.a1 .?.8.84 0.486 
3. Den Pedro a3.34 6.61 23.00 i.oeo 
9. 9atanc;as e·L21 6.75 i9.20 o.Ga o 

10. o!SUCECO eo.65 6.IJ2 lB.62 0.49 0 

H. PANAY 60.74 7.GS 20.87 0.796 

l. Pilar 79.82 7 .oo. 2l.OO 0.770 
2. Asturias 80.11 6.90 19.00 o.s10 
l. Cal.-Lz::lbunao 0 i d no t m i l l 
4. 23SSi 8C.96 7.15 21.21 o.a50 
5. Allied 0 i d not m i l l 
6. Santos-Lopez 81. 75 6.90 21.co 0.840 .. 

III. UEGROS 81.42 6.77 28.54 0.655 

1. Bac.-Y.urcia 80.20 6.9 17 .OOJ 0.540 
2. '!'alisay-Si!.ay !) i d not M i l 1 
3. Fi.rsi: ~ar:ners E2.3l 6.ll 29.13 O.SJO 
4. !!awa.iian-Phil. &2.23 6.60 25.56 0.590 
s. UOSISA 80.39 6.75 29.41 1.030 
6. VIC!'!ICO e2.:>8 7.00 "ff. 00 o.sco 
7. Lopez 79.Sl 7.06 25.U 0.560 
8. Sac;ay 78.91 5. 90 !.3.00 o.uo 
9. Danao Bl.Bl 7.21 24.21 0 .62 0 

10. San Carlos 62.91 6.51 28.78 0.370 
ll. Ma-ao 62.38 6.63 23.gS 0.508 
J.2. La Carl.,ta 80.78 6.70 -40.00(b) O.SEO 
13. S:i:SCOM 81.70 6.31 17.a 0.4eO 
14. SOl:lo"E~CO 90.12 6.63 26.24 0.830 
15. Cacongcogon 85.70 6.86 2S.l7 0.630 
16. Robina (U?SU?f:O) 80.24 7.30 30.00 0.570 

17. aais 82.25 6.90 al. 40 CL) 0.390 

10. '!'olong Sl.58 7.14 23.07 o. 760 

IV. EASTERN VISAYi\S 82.60 6 .42 :4 .14 0.'84 

1. 3ogc-~ecel lin 84. 71 6.56 ::.6. 70 o.360 
2. Dura no e2.6~ 6.~o 24 .00 o.aso 
3. a1cr:co 79.93 &.62 18.87 o. 740 
4. Or~oc 81. 6:> 5.50 26.07 0.180 

v. :tn:o;.N;.o 62.01 6.89 2'). 78 0.683 

1. BIJSCO 82. 77 6.98 
( 

21.11 o. 700 

2. OJ..SUC~CO 80.79 6. 71 2\l.04 0.570 

l. NOCOSII 79. 77 6.80 20. 4 7 0. 070 

?~ILIP?INES 91. 99 6.77 :6.28 o. 663 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••U••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TABLE 4.8 

l. 

1. 
':!. 
3. 
4. 

lj • 

7. 
a. 
9. 

10. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
fi. 

~r.suco 
Hind 
Panicsui 
':arlac 
.;,;.CJ.!{ (K~SUCECO) 
!'_:.suo;:co 
Canlubanc; 
:A:.n Pedro 
satangas 
31St."D!:CO 

Pilar 
.r..:o~urias 
Cal. -Lar.:!:>"a?lao 
Passi 
AllJ,ed 
Santos-Lopez 

111 • ~ZEGRCS 

l. 
. 2. ., 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
9. 
~-

1 i). 
l!. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
!.6. 
17. 
18. 

Bae. -~~urcia 
Talisay-Silay 
First C'a.::r.ers 
iia"'aiian-?!lil. 
.t.!t'·SISA 
\.'ICM!CO 
~0~% 
Sagay 
Ca~ao 
3an Carl-:::s 
Ma-:io 
La Carlota 
B.:SCCM 
som:oco 
Dacon9co9on 
~bin• CU?S~MCO) 
9~i3 

Tcl<.;r.9 

IV. Ei\S':'ERN v:s;..Y~S 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Sogo-Mcdellin 
D~rar;o 

t!r::=.:.co 
Or~oc 

V. M!?::::;,;r;;\Q 

l. 
2. 
j. 

BUS CO 
OASUC~CO 
t-;CIC05II 

• - . 
Hc-t::-ic ":'ons:3rix 

!.23' j(l. :i8l 

• I . 
59.02 

2.528.372 il5.SO 
7C6.526 26.20 

2,44'.'.'.l!>O H.50 
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4.2 lftUGI AID VATll UOUIICINltXS 

4.2.1 Inergy 

Fermentation facilities are characterized by high energy requirements, an 

important part of these requirements being due to the refrigeration necessity. 

The average air and water temperature in the Philippines make it very proble

matic the utilization of once through well or river water for refrigeration. 

According to data collected by the writer in several factories, available water 

temper3ture is ranging in the hottest season from 25 to more than 30 degrees 

Celsius. In some localities like Los Baiios well water reaches a temperature of 

40 °c. Furthermore, utilization of once through well water would require very 

large continuous flow rates, that could not be available in several Filipino 

localities. On the other hand, utilization of river water would require impor

tant treatment units due to the high illllOUD.t Gf solids in suspension, that would 

greatly increase the fouli::ig factor of heat exchanges. For these reasJns, 

large refrigeration units should be installed in an industrial fermentation 

plant. 

Another fact~r increasing energy consumption of a large fermentation 

plant, is the considerable amount of compressed air that must be fed to the 

culture media as well as the mixing required by the fermentors, obtained by the 

installation of high power agitators. 

The cost of electric energy in the Philippines is rather high compared to 

other South East Asian countries,ranging from 1.8 to 2.1 Pesos per ~wh for 

facilities equipped with their own electrical substation, including all addi

tional expenses, such as taxes etc. In Mindanao, the cost of electric energy is 

about 20% less than other regions. The price of fuel oils utilized for boilers 

ranges from 2.6 to 3.8 Pesos per liter, depending on the type (Diesel oil, 

Bunker C,etc). It is to be pointed out that antibiotics fermentation, as is the 

case of any other biological process, is very sensitive to the maintenance of 

the vital conditions in the culture media. Interruptions of these conditions, 

for only a short period (say 15 minutes), inevitably entails negative and 

irrreversible effects and eventually the death of the microorganisms. To avoid 

this risk, the first condition is to guarantee the absolute continuity of the 

electrical power supply. 
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On this purpose it seems that the national electric network reliability is 

not very high in all the regions of the country and 11<>st of the existing 

industrial plants are equipped with their own back-up generators. 

For all the reasons listed above, it is highly recODllended to provide the 

fermentation plant with self-generation of electric power. 

Due to the high cost of fuel oil, the utilization of loeal materials as 

Bagasse would be very important to increase the profitability of the plant 

operations. Bagasse is already extensively utilized in the Philippines as fuel 

in most of the existing sugar factories. In table 4.9 are given some characte

ristics of the Bagasse produced in the different sugar factories. 

About 4 aillio'l tons of Bagasse are produced per year (see table 5) but 

most of it is consumed in the same factories for steam production. A total 

surplus of &.bout 500,000 tons per year is available and this quantity should 

largely satisfy the total energy requirem~t of a large fermentation plant. 

The surplus bagasse being scarcely marketable, its cost is practically 

negligibi~, if not affected by the transportation costs. For this reason, it 

would be quite reasonable to install a fermentation plant adjacent to an 

existing sugar factory that could supply not only the Bagasse necessary for 

energy ant! steam production, but also a carbohydrate fermentatior substrate 

such as raw sugar, cane juice or molasses. 

This suggeation made by the writer to some officia!s of the Sugar Regula

tory Administration, has been considered by them with interest. 

In order to ensure the total self sufficiency of the plant as far as 

electric power and steam requirements are concerned, high pressure boilers 

should be provided utilizing bagasse as fuel. In this case, high pressure steam 

will be produced at 40-50 ATE and fed to the steam turbine generators, where 

all the electric energy required by the plant is produced. 

A part of the steam is extracted from the turbines at 5-6 ATE to fulfil 

all the steam requirements of the plant. The reit ls extracted at very low 

pressure to 1D&Jtimize electric power production and then it is condensed under 
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vacuum conditions. The outlined system could provide electric power at very 

low costs, while the cost of steaa would be practically negligible. 

On the other hand, sophisticated boilers should be provided, but their 

higher cost should be payed out in a very short period. The high flow rates of 

cooling water required by the steam condensers could be easily provided if the 

plant is located close to the sea or to a river. 

Coconut shells could be considered as an alternative to Bagasse as local 

fuel source, but, CQConut shells collecting points being spread-out all over 

the country, transportation coats could increase the coat of energy production, 

compared with bagasse utilization. 

4.2.2 ~ 

Refrigeration requirements of process equipments should be covered by 
0 closed-loop systems of chilled water at about 10 C, produced by mechanically 

0 refrigerated units and of cooling water at about 30-35 C, produced in cooling 

towers. The malte-up of this system would constitute the main conslllDption of 

fresh water. Quality of raw water is quite different in the various localities 

where the plant could be installed, but it results that well water quality 

utilized in some facilities visited by the writer (as Chemfields Inc. in Sta 

Rosa Laguna) is quite acceptable from the point of view of hardness and total 

dissolved solids and consequently shouldn't require very sophisticated and 

expensive treatment lDlits. Water utilized for fermentation culture media 

preparation could require only softening t=eatment, while water for boilers and 

extraction or synthesis operations should require a demineralization lDlit. 

4.3 1W1POWU 

In order to evaluate the skilled manpower that could be utilized in a 

large scale fermentation plant, some University Institutions, some Government R 

& D Institutes, as well as some pharmaceutical companies have been contacted. 

Investigations have been done in the following Universities: 

-University of the Philippines (Dillman) 

-Dela Salle Univesity 

-Ateneo University 
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At the University of the Philippines, the College of Science is the most 

iaportant source of qualified technical personnel and in three departments 

should be considered in particular: 

- Biophysics Group. A special program on Molecular Biology and Biotech

nology is being developed in this Group coordinated by Prof. A. lfazarea. 

Several PhD' s are supposed to be graduated from this group in the next few 

years. 

- Department of Chemistry (Chairman Prof. C. Llaguno). This department 

trains 10 to 15 B.S. and 5 to 8 K.S. each year. From .3 to 6 PbD's are expected 

to be graduate each year in the foreseeable future. Some research on microbiolo

gy has also been done and the teaching laboratories seem to be well equipped. 

Much of the research work is concentrated on plants products. 

- Department of Chemical Engineering (Chairman Prof. W • .Jose). Some sig

nificant research studies have been done in the pilot-plant installed in this 

department, as far as Ethanol fermentation and Biogas processes are concerned. 

A course of Biochemical Engineering is held in the department. 

In the Dela Salle University, one should mention the Biology Department, 

the Chemistry Department and the Chemical Engineering Department. Several PhD's 

in these specialization are trained abroad every year. The graduates in 

Chemistry are 10 to 15 per year. The work in this University is mainly centered 

on medicinal plants, only a small emphasis being given to organic synthesis and 

biotechnology. 

In close association with the Department of Chemistry of the Ateneo Uni

versity, the PIPAC (Philippine Institute of Pure and Applied Chemistry) is a 

private and independent entity directed by Prof. M.T. Chua. It is a new ins

titute with modern equipment both for chemistry and microbiology (a pilot 

fermentor is also installed and from time to time utilized). In this Institute 

10 to 15 B.S., 3 to 4 M.S. and and average of 3 PhD's graduate every year. 

In the Department of Chemistry of U.P. Loa Banos, a pilot-fermentor is 

installed and some works have been done in the past on Butanol and Acetone 

fermentation. 
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In the field of Biotechnology, one should mention particularly the BIOTECH 

Institute (Rational Institute of Biotechnology and Applied Microbiology) in Los 

Baiios directed by Prof. W. Padolina. Major research activity of BIOTECH 

concerned so far the following fields: 

-Nitrogen fixation and Mycorrhiza 

-Biofuels production (Ethanol) 

-Food and feed production 

Tb.is Institute could supply some graduates with certain skills in the 

fermentation process. 6 PhD's are working at present in the Institute , as well 

as 50 M.S. A very well equipped fermentation pilot-plant is installed in 

BIOTECH which could be utilized for works on antibiotics and for trdning of 

technical personnel in fermentation techniques (see chapter 6.0 devoted to the 

Fermentation Pilot-Plant). 

The ITDI (Industrial Technology Development Institute) is one of the few 

local Institutes where some research has been done in the past years in the 

field of fermentation. The Microbiology and Genetics Division, directed by Dr. 

L. Joaon, haa developed in particular some studies on Ethanol and Citric Acid 

Fermentationas well as some researches on antibiotics such as lifampicin. 

Some pilot equipment is installed in the Bicutan center (see chapter 6.0 

devoted to the fermentation pilot plant). It seems that five to ten specialized 

graduates could be available for a proposed project of a new antibiotic 

fermentation pilot plant. 

Some pharmaceutical Companies were contacted to get informations on pro

blems related to manpower • 

Chemfields Inc., which is the only bulk antibiotic production company in 

the Philippines, has a staff of about 100 persons, most of them technicians. 

The writer visited the plant and got an impression of efficiency in plant 

operating. A large amotmt of graduates, mainly engineers and chemists, are 

involved in the production facility. It seems that a short period of training 

was required for the key personnel at the start-up of the plant. Only high 

level supervisors were trained abroad (Italy). 
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The visit of pharmaceutical Companies involved in fonaulation and packa

ging as Ciba-Geigy, Bayer, Astra, etc. confirmed the impression that not very 

illportant training problems were encountered at the start-up of these 

plants (1). Rost of the technical specialists were locally selected lld the 

percentage of graduates is higher than in similar Companies in the vest • 

• 
SU111arizing the impressions received during the above mentioned visits, it 

is our opinion that a basic technical manpower could be easily recruited among 

the graduates frOll Filipino Universities, with an educational level, probably 

higher than in other developing countries, but with rather liaited practical 

experience. This fact points to the necessity of proper training prograas that 

should be developed in case of illpleaentation of industrial scale facilities. 

Training requirements are specified for the proposed plants. 

Part of the skilled technicians required by a fermentation plant could be 

selected aaong speciali3ts or workers who had a previous working experience in 

some of the several Ethanol fermentation plants or the breweries operating in 

the Philippines many years,. In fact, some of the operations held in these 

pl~~ts have several points in COlllllOn with antibiotic fermentation processes. 

The relatively low cost of manpower could be one of the reasons which 

might attract new investors in the Philippines. SOile data concerning manpower 

coat• were collected during t~e above aentioned visits of the local production 

COllpanies, in order to eatillate the incidence of this factor in the aanufac

turing coat. The following figures have been utilized as far as salaries are 

concerned in the calculation of the profitability of the proposed projects 

(see chapters 7.0 and 8.0): 

-Supervisors :6,000 - 6,500 Pesos per month 

-Senior Production Technicians :4,000 - 4,500 Pesos per month 

-Production Technicians :3,000 - 3,500 Pesos per month 

-Unskilled wor~-;ers :2,000 - 2,500 Pesos per month 

(1) To be noted that packaging plant require much lower technical skill com-
, 

pared with a fermentation pl~nt. 

• 
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4.4 LOCAT, CAPABILITIES IB PLAIT COBSJJUCTJRG 

4.4.l 1quJment 

The capability in equipment 11a11ufacturing of several Filipino cOllpanies 

has been investigated by the writer. Vessels and tanks could be manufactured 

locally both in carbon steel and in stainless steel. Stainless steel sheets are 

normally imported while equipment construction is done locally. Stainless steel 

AlSl 304 is very easily available, while AlSl 316 requires longer supply times. 

For vessels and tanks characterized by particular internals(l)or special 

devices, the basic design c;f the equipment should be supplied to the local 

manufacturer by a foreigr. engineering company. 

Reactors with external half-coils and, in general, vessels whose construc

tion is characterized by delicate welding procedures would be better illported, 

to ensure an acceptable quality. 

In fact, not all of the local manufacturing workshops are equipped with 

advanced machinery, like fully computerized welding machines or welding testing 

devices, as ultrasonic or radiography apparatuses. Some companies manufactu

ring tanks and vessels, in their own worksh'>ps, both atmospheric and pressure 

types, were contacted by the writer: 

- APV BELL BRYANT fll'C. COiPORATIOJI. This company can supply also small 

size reactors. 

- STAINLESS STEEL IRDUSTRIES IRC. Mainly specialized in architectural 

products, but could supply also simple vessels to the food and pharmaceutical 

industries. 

- ATLAR'l'IC, GULF & PACIFIC COMPA1'Y. Thia ia one of the largest local 

Engineering Companiea.<2> They have a workshop in Batangaa where tanlta, co

lU111118 and other equipment could be manufactured. 

- CORSTRUCTIOR & ERGIREERIRG EQUIPMERT. Also this is an Engineering Com

pany that can manufacture in its own facility tanks, columns etc. 

- SPP CORPORATIOR. Thia enterprise is capable to develop i ta own design 

of sophisticated vessels. 

(1) such as distributors, trays, etc -

(2) Some rumours of financial problems of this company have been reported 

in the local press. 
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Most of these companies are in a condition to manufacture also tube and 

sheet heat exchangers. as vell aa distillation collmlS. Intemals of distil

lation columns (like trays and distributors) should be f.JDported. 

The cost of all the above mentioned locally manufactured pieces of equip

ment should be cheaper• when compared vi th the avarage European standard. A 

saving ranging froa 35% to 50% could be expected. 

Delicate and important equipment like fermentors should be imported. if a 

high quality assurance is required. even though it is to be pointed out that 

similar equipment have already been locally fabricated on the basis of foreign 

design (e.g.some Beer Storage Tanks with external jacket having a capacity of 

850 and 960 cubic meter supplied by AG & P to the San Miguel Corporation). 

AG & P Company as vell as other enterprises are capable of manufacturing 

small size boilers. while medium and large size ones are imported. 

For the time being• all other equipment and machinery like pumps, agi ta

tors, centrifuges, extrators, dryers and compressors should be imported. It is 

to be underlined however that most of these equipments could be imported from 

Asian co1Dltries like Korea. Singapore, Taiwan, or India at lever prices than 

European ones. 

Also instrumentation and electric systems including motors should be 

imported. Only low design pressure, carbon steel and welded piping could be 

locally supplied, while seamless and stainless steel piping (mostly utilized in 

fermentation plants) are to be imported. 

4.4.2 Civil yor1cs 

All civil vorka of industrial plants including design. engineering and 

building could be performed by local Companies. Architectural bHic de.tin 

should probably be done by foreign companies but it could be poaaible to en

trust also this part of a project to local enterprises. 

The moat important Companies which could be involved in such ~ job are: 

- AG & P, that has erected both industrial and residential buildings. 
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- PROJECT IURAGEMEllT CONSULTABTS INC. This company b specialized in the 

design and construction of pharmaceutical plants (packaging) including the 

supply of architectural services. 

- EKGIIEEIIRG EQUIP!mnT, INC. This company operates also abroad and in 

particular in the Middle East. 

SOile orientative prices of civil vork have been collected, in order to 

eTaluate the inTestment cost of the suggested plants: 

-Industrial buildings 

Steel structure frame 

Reinforce~ concrete frame 

7000/8000 Pesos per square meter 

5000/7000 Pesos per square (bare structure) 

meter 

Reinforced concrete frame 10000/12000 Pesos per square meter 

(Including Ventilation and aircon) 

- Warehouses 

Steel structure 5000/6000 Pesos per square meter 

Execution time for engineering and construction seems to be of the same 

order of magnitude of western countries standards. 

4.4.3 Plant installation 

Plant erection including equipment, piping, instrumentation and electric 

system installation could be performed by local Companies. 

Some of these, such as AG & P and Engineering Equipment Inc., are actual

ly competing with major Korean, Taiwanese and Singaporian Companies in getting 

important contracts for plant installations all over the world and in particu

lar in the Middle East and in Libya. 

Due to low cost of local manpower, the costs of installation are lower 

than those in the western countries.They can be e~aluated as 15 to 30 % of the 

cost of equipment and material to be installed. 
I 
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4.4~4 Jn•ineering 

Local Engineering Companies are capable of performing the detailed engi

neering of industrial plants, once the basic engineering has been defined by 

foreign main contractors. Some of these companies like Engineering Equipment 

Inc., Project Man. Consultants Inc. (l) or AG & P have completed in recent 

years the engineering of several multimillion dollar projects. 

Besides the front-end engineering including the basic specification of all 

equipment, piping and instrmaentation, the foreign main contractors normally 

supply the loca.:. engineering Companies vi th a general supervision of the 

detailed engineering activities. Purchasing and procurement of important 

equipment and of instrumentation are often undertaken by the main contractor 

instead of the uomestic Companies. It is however the impression of the writer 

that at least 60-70% of the total engineering activities could be performed by 

local enterprises. 

5.0 llCUMPDATIOIS 
5 .1 ClllQAJ. CllTUIA 

The general criteria that have been followed in the s~lection of the 

antibiotics which could constitute the output of those industrial plants, whose 

implementation is recomended in the present report are listed here below: 

- Consumption volume (or market size) 

- Prevailing diseases and morbidity 

- Government health prograaDes 

- Strategic importance (such as Penicillin, which could aerie as starting 

point for the manufacture of several other antibiotics) 

- Patent position 

- Availability of technologies 

- World market trends 

(1) Thia company has engineered and built some pharmceutical plants owned by 

well known multinational Corporations like ASTRA, PFIZER ARD SQUIBB 
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- Availability of domestic raw materials (in particular agricultural 

products) 

- Existence of down-stream facilities (e.g. Chemfields Inc. products are 

all obtained starting from 6-APA and Penicillin) 

- Presence of adequate and qualified human resources. 

5.2 PKOPOSED OPTIOBS 

On the basis of the analysis of the present status of the antibiotic 

market in the Philippines developed in chapter 3.0 it appears that the only 

fermentation antibiotic for which a single line production could be feasible 

are Penicillins (more specifically Penicillin G and Penicillin V) with projec

ted consumptions in 1995 reaching about S~ tons per year. 

Other antibiotics such as Erythromycins (26 Tons/year), Tetracyclines (86 

Tons/year) and Rifampicin (20 Ton/year) could be the object of a llUltipurpose 

industrial Plant, since the quantities of each of these 3 antibiotics alone 

are too low to justify the viability of an industrial plant. Penicillin produc

tion should not be included in this hypothetical llUltipurpose plant because the 

GOOD MARUFACTIBG PRACTICES for pharmaceutical plants as well as the regulations 

of most countries concern!~ penicillin based drugs manufacture advise against 

the production, in the same facility, of beta-lactam and non beta-lactam 

antibiotics, due to possible problems connected with cross contamination. 

Fermentation antibiotics are not to be taken in serious consideration for 

industrial production. 

In order to get an indication of the historic 1rowth and forecaated demand 

for bulk :~ntibiotica it is helpful to examine these same parameters for the 

finished products on a world wide basis. Historic growth for the five major 

antibiotic categories are given for the United States, Western Europe, Japan, 

Latin America and the rest of the world in Tables 5.1-5.5 (sales volumes are 

given for 1980 and 1985). Forecasted sales for the Rest of world market 

excluding U.S., Europe, Japan and Latin America, are given in Table 5.6 (sales 

volumes are given for 1990 and 1995). Growth rates have not been reported by 

volume since antibiotics are sold in many different forms and concentrations. 
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The following observations can be done about these data: 

A higher growth in demand ia forecaated for Penicillins and Cephaloaporins 

coapLred with other antibiotics. 

The Cephaloaporins aarltet is expected to grov auch more in the Western 

countries than in the developing countries. 

Tetracyclines and Erythromycins are charaterized by a liai ted growth due 

also to price constraints. (More recent data on Tetracyclines advise to 

expect a lower growth rate in the future that the one indicated in the 

above aentioned Tables). 

Another factor that aaltes the fermentation of Penicillins interesting for 

an industrial scale production is the high variety of products that could be 

manufactured starting for Penicillin G. Table 5.8 shows some of the aain pro

ducts which could be obtained from this fermentation antibiotic. 

Furthermore, it is to be pointed-out that 5 semisynthetir. production plant 

already exists in the Philippines (Chemfield!ll Inc.) producing semi-synthetic 

Penicillins starting from imported 6-APA. The: production of Penicillin G and 

its conversion into 6-APA would allow the Philippines to cover with national 

products all the line of Penicillins, eliminating the import of 6-APA. In fact, 

the bulk of the 6-APA manufactured in the world is done by major Penicillin 

producers, using this material as feed stoclt for semi-synthetic Penicillin 

manufacture. Open market quantities of 6-APA vary, but usually only constitute 

10 to 15 % of production. The open market for 6-APA was estimated to have a 

value of 60 to 70 million dollars in 1985. 

Table 5. 7 describes the historic and forecasted Worldwide production of 

6-APA from 1980 to 1995. 

For all the fore1oing reasons it seems to the writer that 2 main options 

should be examined in order to reach a reasonable de1ree of self-reliance in 

the antibiotic• production of the Philippines. These options could be mate

rialized in 2 projects to be aeveloped , according to a long term schedule: 

a) establishment of a fermentation pilot plant for .intibiotics 

b) implementation of a large scale fermentation plant for Penicillin G and 

Penicillin V production 

• 



• 
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To be noted that project a) and b) should not necessarily be successive in 

time, but on the contrary they could overlap or even be developed simultaneous

ly. 

A third option hu also been examined, consisting in the ~plementation of a 

multipurpose fermentation plant for Erythromycin, Rifampicin and Tetracyclines 

production • 

This third option seems to be, on the basis of the present situation, the 

leas attractive one from a profitability point of view (see chapter 8 ) and it 

would require a bigger effort in terms of plant complex! ty, investment costs 

and DUllber of technologies to be acquired. But it could be still considered a 

second step in the achievement of self-b-fficiency in the antibiotics produc

tion, in the case that some changes occur in the International Market condi

tions and in the local situation concerning regulatory policies for the phar

maceutical industry. 
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TABLE 5.1, 

GIOWIU OF U.S. A1'TIBIOTIC 

SALES BY tl\JOR CATEGORY 

~11~1 in * B1ll12n 
1985 Dollars 

.l85 300 

550 770 

140 150 

170 180 

110 120 

ill ~ 

1,630 1,980 

• 

Percent 

Growth 

1 

7 

1 

1 

2 

! 

4 
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TABLE 5.2 

GIOWill OF WESTED EUROPE ARTIBIOTIC 

SALES BY N.JOR CATEGORY 

~ales in $ Million 

1985 Dollars 

1,980 

660 

350 

290 

290 

lli 

4,350 

2,400 

1,060 

370 

360 

320 

ll..Q 

5,300 

Percent 

Growth 

4 

10 

1 

4 

2 

4 
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TABLE 5.3 

GROWIB OF JAPAftESE ABTIBIQIIC 

SALIS BY MAJOR CATEGORY 

~11~1 in t Billion 
1985 Dollars 

330 400 

930 1,500 

105 125 

75 80 

185 235 

n 1..6.Q 

1,720 2,500 

• 

• 

Percent 

Groyth 

4 

11 

3 

2 

5 

ll 

8 
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TABLE 5.4 

GROWTH OF LATIB AMERICA 

ANTIBIOTIC SAL!S BY MA.TOR CAIEGORY 

Sal~s iD i Million 

1985 Dollars 

290 430 

100 140 

95 115 

120 160 

45 55 

l.J.Q .ill 

780 1,060 

Percent 

Growth 

8 

7 

4 

6 

4 

! 

6 
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TABLE 5.5 

ROVI'H OF REST OF WORLD 

.ANTIBIOTIC SALES BY PIAJOR CAtEGORY 

Sales 1D * Million 

1985 Dollars 

illO lln 

700 1,240 

560 830 

515 690 

260 330 

105 140 

.J1Q ill 

2,510 3,800 

• 

Percent 

Growth 

12 

8 

6 

5 

6 

i 

9 
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TABLE 5.6 

FOIEQSIED REST or WORI.P 

ANTIBIOTIC SALES BY "6.JOR CATEGQRY 

§alfl iD S ftillion 

1985 DoUm 

Percent 

Growth 

1985 1990 1995 1985-1990 

1,240 2,380 3,850 14 

830 1,220 1,965 8 

690 920 1,235 6 

330 440 535 6 

140 180 250 5 

ill l!Q 

3,800 5,980 9,185 10 

Percent 

Growth 

1990-1995 

10 

10 

6 

4 

5 

9 
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TABLE 5.7 

HISTORIC Am> FQRECASTED WQRI,PVIDE PRODUCTIOI OF 6-AMiftOPEIICILLAl!IC ACID (6-APA> 

Metric Tons Growth Percent 

1980-1985 1985-1990 1990-1995 

5,400 9,800 14,400 19,300 13 8 6 

Private Sources 
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6.0 1-urwtrATIOll PILOT PLA1'T FOR AlftIBIOTICS 

6.1 ~RAL EV.ALUATIOll 

The establishment ~f a Fermentation Pilot Plant for Antibiotics fits with 

one of the main objectives of the Rational Drug Policy of the DOR, that is to 

create a reliable and affordable supply of basic drugs for the people's health 

programs by installing a Rational Drug Industry, including fermentation-based 

production facilities. 

Main objective of such a pilot plant should be, in the oa»inion of the 

writer: 

1) To investigate the local availability of raw materials for antibiotics 

fermentation, the main condition for the implementation of large scale produc

tion plants. Mostly raw materials of agricultural origin such as corn, soybean, 

sucrose and vegetable oil should be investigated (see paragraph 4.1) 

2) To train tecbnicai personnel with special skills and expertise in the 

production of antibiotics. In fact a Manpower Development Program would be the 

first milestone on the road to Biotech:lology development. From this point of 

view, a modern fermentation pilot-plant would be a formidable source of resear

chers, induFtrial microbiologists, engineers and operators, who could be 

perfectly utilized in th~ development of a large acale fe!'11lentat1on plant. 

It is the firm impression of the writer that such a Fermentation Pilot

plant should be Development Oriented and not mainly Research Oriented. It 

wouldn't be realistic, at lesst in a first phase, to undertake microorganisms 

strain improvement programs that would require a quite long period of time and 

the utJ lization of a considerable team of skilled researchers and microbiolo

iists who are probably not available at present (both from the point of view of 

technical expertise and of number). In one word, it would not be worthwhile to 

compete with 2 & D centers of big International Companies equipped with 

thousands of researchers vho have already improved high yield strains after 

workilll for maLy years, while the same strains and the related technologies are 

available on the market at very reasonable prices. Development of new techno

lo&ies could be the objective of the vork of the Pilot-plant in a seco~d phase, 

after havin, fulfiled points 1 and 2 mentioned above. Another point to be 
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underlined is that a very detailed pmgram of activities should be f,,nnulated 

when preparing the project document. Some classes of antibiotics should be 

identified by updating all information relevant to the current consumptions and 

projected requirements of pharmaceuticals. It is not advisable to focus on the 

most advanced antibiotic fermentations. Most probably, Penicillin should be one 

of the main objectives of the Pilot-plant. Bon Beta-lactam antibiotics that 

should be probably in~estigated are: 

- Erythromycins 

- Rifuapicins 

- Tetracyclines 

Vague and generalized programs envisioned to include many types of anti

biotics might not be the proper approach to the problem, as a lack of manpower 

and local resources as well as a dilution of efforts on too many products, 

would mean a loss of time and energy. 

Furthermore, a well conceived proposal for a fermentation pilot-plant 

should not be based on the massive assistance of foreign consultants, but on 

the contrary, it should underline the necessity of involving the maximum uumber 

of available local technical personnel. The former approach would probably make 

it difficult to reach the main goal of development of new skills and specialized 

manpower and it will only increase the cost of the project. The assignment of 

international experts who are required for the preliminary operation of the 

plant should be therefore in proportion to the size of the national experts 

team assigned to the plant. 

The local Institutions engaged at present in ferme»tation technology are: 

-

- ITDI, II..1uatrial Technology Development Ina ti tute (Department of Science 
and Technology) and in particular the Microbiology ' Genetics Division, 
supervised by Dr. Lydia Joson, who performed some studies on antibiotics 
fermentation, as well as on ethanol and citric acid fermentation. 

- BIOTEC. U.P. LOS BANOS. In this center, directed by Dr. William Padolina, 
researches have been conducted on Ethanol fermentation, nitrogen fixation 
technologies, and biofuels, as well as on vaccines and antibiotics (mainly 
Tylosine). 

- RSRI U.P., National Science Research Technology. Enzyme immobilization 
studies. 
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- USTRC U.P., University of Santo Tomas Research Center-Fermentation 

studies on antifungals and antibiotics. 

- College of Science U.P., Molecular Biology and Biotechnology Program, 

coordinated by Dr. Apolinario Bazarea. 

Only the first two mentioned intitutions could be taken in consideration 

for the coordination of a project having as objective the development of a 

fermentation pilot-plant for antibiotics. Present manpower resources of ITDI 

Microbiology and Genetics Division, .. well that of BIOTECH seems to be severely 

lacltina both in quantity and quality, to be able to handle the above mentioned 

project (see followins paragraph 6.3 relevant to manpower) and both of them 

should increase significantly the number of technical experts to fullfill the 

objectives of the pilot-plant. 

However, a solution to the problem of limited human resources could be 

envisaged if an interdepartmental national project could be launched involving 

the cooperation of these two intitutions (and possibly other ones), thus 

allowing an optimization in the utilization of human resources, as well as of 

existing facilities (see for this purpose the paragraph 6.2 relevant to equip

ment and infrastructures). 

It is however realized that there could be complications and difficulties 

from a logistic, management and financial point of view. 

The establishment of a well integrated pilot-plant would require from 2 to 

3 years while at least three additional years should be expected before obtai

ning the first solid outputs of the plant operation. 

A proposal concerning a fermentation pilot-plant for antibiontics has been 

already submitted by ITDI to IJRIDO in 1987. Though it could be taken aa refe

rence for a further study of this subject, it la the opinion of the writer that 

it should be reconsidered on the basis of the general evaluations explained 

above (see also paragraph 6.3). 

• 
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6 .2 PI.ART FEATURES 

A list is given hereafter of the main equipment the pilot-plont should be 

equipped vith in order to fulfil the requirements set-up in paragraph 6.1. 

It has been ~ssumed that one or maximum tvo antibiotics are processed at 

the same time in the pilot facilities. Sm.all amounts of antibiotics produced 

in the plant could be marketed in the future and s~ld in the local drug market. 

a) Process lauivment 

- Pilot fermenters (including inoculation and seed fermentors): 

- Bo. 6 glass fermenters of 2 liters each (to perform laboratory scale 

tests) 

- Bo. 6 glass fermenters of 10 liters each 

- Bo. 3 stainless steel fermenter& of 100 liters each 

- Bo. 2 stainless steel fermenters of 800/1000 liters each 

This number of fermenters should allow performing of duplicate tests. 

The fermenters should be highly instrumented: temperature control, air flow 

control, pH and dissolved oxygen analyzers, agitators, power and speed indica

tors should be provided. At least one computer system must be included to 

collect data from all the fermentors. 100 and 1000 11.ters fermentors must be 

equipped with a proper number of sterile additives vessels and with air sterili

zation filters. A steam sterilizer should also be provided. 

lztratlon. Equipment: 

- Bo. 1 Rotary vacuum filter (1 M2 su1,face) 

- Bo. 1 Disk-stack type extractor (Westphalia or Alf~-Laval) 

- Bo. 1 Liquid-liquid centrifugal extractor (Podbielniak) 

- Bo. 3 Jacketed vessels of 100 leters each (staidlesa steel) equipped 

with agitators 

- Bo. 3 Jacketed vesaels of 1000 liters each (stainless steel) equipped 

with agitators 

- Bo. 3 Vessels of 500 liters (fiber glass) 

- Bo. 3 Heat exchangers, double pipe type, stainless steel 
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- Bo. 1 set of ion exhange resins columns, rubber lined 

- Bo. 1 falling film evaporator 

- Bo. 1 crystallizer, 100-200 liters. stainless steel 

- Bo. 1 Vacuum dryer 

- Bo. 1 Basket type centrifuge 

- Ro. 1 Filterpress 

- Ro. 1 Mill 

- Bo. 1 Distillation column, stainless steel 

- Bo. 5 Portable pumps 

b)Engineering 

Infrastructure Equipment 

Ouantity Description of equipment 

1 Deep well pump (if necessary) 

1 Storage tank 

2 Pressure pumps 

1 Fire pump (preferably diesel) 

1 Hot water generator, steam-heated (if necessary) 

ll'.IAll 
Quantity 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

Descriotion of equipment 

Boiler, 2 T/h capacity + water-softening equipment 

Oil storage tank (size depends on delivery terms) 

Condensate returm tank 

Fuel pumps 

Feed-water pumps 

CHILLED WAIER QNIT 

Quantity 

l 

~cription of equipment 

Chiller unit with compressor and air-cooled condensing coils 

Chilled water pumps 

Electric control ~anel for AC plant 
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Description of eguiDllent 

1 

1 

1 

Oil-free compressor 200 R m.3/h 

Air dehydrator 

Compressed air storage tank, 3 cu.a capacity 

Electricity 

Quantity Description of equipment 

l Transformer 

1 EmergencJ generator 

1 Switchboard for low tension 

l Transformer 

Water treatment plant 

Depends on local requirements. 

c)Laboratoriea 

ftaster Culture Preservation Lab 

Laboratory (air conditioned) equipped with: 

-Minus ao0 c Deep Freeze refriaerator 

-37°C Incubator -
-Autoanalyzer 

-Centrifuges 

-Label maker 

-.Analytical balances 

-Miroacope 

-pB meters 

-Ref:rigerator 

-Glaaava~e and chemicals storage cabinet• 

Sterile box, 4 Ml, equipped with: 

-Vial filling unit 

-Laminar flow hood 
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Ko. 2 Incubators, 4/6 r temperature 25/30°C, equipped vith: 

-Rotary shaker 

-Sh~lving 

Inoculgp DeveloJJ11ent Lab 

Laboratory (air conditioned) equipped vith: 

-llic.roscope 

-37°C Incubator 

-Cabinets for rav materials, glassware 

-Refrigerators 

Ko 2 Incubators, 4/6 r, temperature 25/30°C, equipped vith: 

-Reciprocating shaker 

-Shdving 

-Sterile box for sterility testing, 5 r, vith laminar hood 

-Sterile box for Inoculma transfer, 4 r, vith laminar hood 

Glasavare Cleaning and Meclia Preparation Area 

-Autoclave (steam sterilizer) 

-Laminar hood 

-Cabinets for raw materials, glassware 

-Bot air sterilizer 

In-process laboratory Equipped with: 

-Autoanalyzer 

-Vacuwa oven 

-Gas chr011ato1raphy unit 

-Analytical balances 

-pB aetera 

-Refrigerator 

-Viscosimeter 

-Refractometer 

-Spectrophotometer 
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The total space requirement is about 800/1000 r41. 

The investaent cost includin& equipment, aaterials, intruaentation and 

Installation, but acluding civil works, should be in the range of U.S $ 

1.5-2.0 million 

6.3 PLAU LOQTIOI 

T\ro approaches are possible in developing the fenaentation pilot-plant: 

-setting up a completely new facility 

-strengthening of aisting facilities 

The tvo llOSt probable places where the plant could be installed are: 

- The ITDI in the Bicutan center 

- The BIOTECB in Los Banos, UP. 

the installation of the plant in the ITDI Coapla of Bicutan would require 

the settina up of new facilities, the aisting equipment of the Microbiology 

and Genetics division being very lillited, as it appears from the list of exis

ting llST equipment included in the proposal presented to U1'IDO (1 fenaenter 2 

lt, l feraenter 14 lt, Sbalters, Autoclaves, Drying oven. Refrigerators. Va~uum 

Oven and Centrifuge). 

Furtheraore a new building with related infrastructures would be required. 

unless the aisting building housina the Citric Acid Pilot Plant could be adap

ted at this scope, thus utilizing also the relevant equipment, (but this would 

imply the elimination of the posaibility of going on with teau concerning 

citric acid). 

On the contrary an existing fermentation pilot plant is already installed 

at BIOTECH , Los Banos that could be expanded in order to cover the 

requirements listed in paragraph 6.2. 
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The BIOTECB plant consists mainly of the following equipment: 

-1'0. 6 glass fenaenters of 2 liters each 

-1'0. 1 glass feraenter of 20 liters 

-lfo. 1 stainless steel feraenter of 30 liters 

-llo. 1 stainless steel feraenter of 100 liters 

-1'0. 1 stainless steel feraenter of 130 liters 

-llo. 1 stainless steel feraenter of 200 liters 

-lie. 1 stainless steel feraenter of 1000 :iters 

-•o. 1 Autoclave and •o. 2 hot air sterilizers. 

llost of the feraentors are highly instrumented and one computer system is 

provid~. 

Soae extration equipment is also installed as: 

-llo. 1 Ultrafiltration set 

-llo. 3 Stainless steel vessel of about 1 M3 

-1'0. 1 Westphalia centrifuge 

-1'0. 1 Rotary drum dryer 

-Bo. 1 Vacuum dryer (Buflovac) 

-Bo. 1 Filter press 

-Bo. 1 Blender ( V type) 

-Bo. 1 Ba1Der mill 

-Bo. 1 Tube type centrifuge 

-Bo. 1 complete plant for the Fermentation and distillation of Ethanol. 

The BIOTECB plant ia equipped with a vater treatment 1Dlit, tvo boilers, 

one air compressor, one chilled water 1Dlit. 

The laboratories operating at BIOTECH are equipped with some of the equip

ment that have been listed in paragraph 6.2 such as laminar flov hoods, shakers, 

incubators, refrigerator, computers and bench instruments. 

It appears from this description that an important part of the materials 

indicated at paragraph 6.2, as necessary for the development of L well inte

grated pilot plant, are already existing at BIOTECH, Loa Banos. 
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The expansion of the BIOTECB plant could be perforaed by: 

providing a second floor at about 4.0 aeters level in the existing building 

whose total height is at present 8.0 aeters. On this floor the aicrobiolo

gy laboratory could be installed. 

erecting a nev local of about 300/400 r?-, adjacent to the existing 

building. In this local the nev equipment for antibiotics extration sho~ld 

be installed. 

inatalling in the existing building aoae nev feraenters in addition to the 

aisting ones 

iaproving the capacity of some of the utilities generation systems, in 

particular of the chilled vater one. 

It is to be expected that the investaent cost vould be, in this case, 

from 40 to SOS lover than in the case of the construction of a totally nev 

facility. 

For these reasons, it appears that one option that should probably be 

considered for the fermentation plant is to install it at BIOTECB, to be even

tually operated jointly by ITDI and BIOTECB personnel, in order to maximize the 

utilization of existing local skills in the field of fermentation(!) and in 

th~ same time to minimize the investment costs. 

It is obvious that th{s cooperation could be implemented only if politi

cal inter-departmental decisions are made on this subject. 

(1) It seems that a maximum number of 5 ~art-time researcher could be provided 

from the ITDI, a number inaufficient by any standards to run a feraentation 

pilot plant. 
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6.4 1W1POW1R 

The required ~perating personnel is outlined hereafter. 

6.4.l Microbiology laboratory personnel 

- So.l Tean leader 

- So.2 Senior microbiologists 

- Bo.2 Microbiologists 

- So.3 Workers 

- The teaa leader should preferably be a PhD in biology vi th an exi;erience 

of at least two years in the technique of strains selection, 1111tagenesis, 

inoculaa development, etc. A proper training period in an industrial 

facility as well as in a University highly specialized in this field is 

very iaportant. 

- Senior aicrobiologbt. A aaater de1ree in biology should be required 

with aoae practical experience in the f.!elda already aentioned for the 

teaa leader.. Also in this case a training period abroad should be 

planned. 

- Microbiologist - A bachelor degree in biology should be required. 

The above mentioned staff should be involved fulltime in the activity of 

the antibiotic project. A part time involvement of other technical personnel 

•~ch •• analysts and chemists is to be foreseen. 

6.4.2 Pilot-plant gersonnel 

- Bo. 1 Team leader 

- Ko. 2 ;enior aicrobiolo1ista 

- Ko. 3 Microbiologists or Chemists 

- Bo. 5 Workers 

- Ko. ~ Chemical Engineer 

" 
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- The team leader should have a Master degree in biology or chemistry and 

SOile experience in running of antibiotics feraentation processes and in 

scaling-up techniques. Be should have a basic training as far as equip

aent, instruaentation and aaintenance are conc~rned. A training period 

in an industrial facility or in a pilot-plant should be foreseen. 

- Senior aicrobiologist - A master degree in biology should be required 

eTen. though also Chemical Engineers vith soae experience in aicrobiology 

and biocheaical engineering could be accepted to fill this post. An 

experience in nmning of feraentation process should be required. A 

training period in a pilot-plant vould be desirable. 

- Microbiologists or Chemists. A bachelor degree is required 

- Chemical Engineer. A aaster degree is accetable, proTided the candidate 

has some basic training in biochemical engineering and soae knowledge of 

fermentation equipment and maintenance problems. Be should be respon

sible for the technical maintenance of the plant. 
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'Ihe proposed plant capacity is: 

250 tons per year of Penicillin G Potassium plus 

45 tons per year of Penicillin V Potassium 

As outlined in paragraph 3.5.1, these quantities correspond to the projec

ted domestic aarket requireaents of Penicillins in 1995, without considering 

the possibilities of e%p0rt. In caae this possibility could aaterialize (in 

particular to the ASEAll co1Dltries), the desip capacity should be increasR, 

thus iaproving the plant profitability. llain data of the folloving paragraphs 

refer to the aost conservative alternative excluding e%p0rts. 

In the proposed coaplex, 88% of the produced Penicillin G should be con

verted into 110 Tons per year of 6-APA (6-aaino-penicillanic acid), while the 

remaining 12 % is converted into injectable Penicilliu (such as Pen G 

Potassium, Pen G Soa~ua, Pen G Procaine) and into feed arade Pen G Procaine 

(see attached flow cha·:t). Such an intearated coaplex would be characterized by 

a hi&her profitablity, coapared to a plant producing only Penicillin G and 

Penicillin V. 

For the 6-APA production process, phenylacetate la recovered and is then 

reutilized in the fermentation process, thus decreasina raw .. terlala coats. 

In order to improve the self-sufficiency of the coaplu, the enzyme 

necessary for the 6-APA production is also manufactured in the plant by fermen

tation. 

'Ihi• option allows a decrease of the production coats of 6-APA. 

Furthermore, it is to be .,ointed out that the poaaibility of producing 

both Penicillin G and 6-APA provides a hi&h comercial flexibility to the 

project allovina it tc face the variations of the market requirements for these 

two products. 
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7.2 PI.Alt LQCATIOI 

.la it vill be highlighted in the n~ paragraphs, there are two very 

illportant factors to be considered in this case: 

The carbohydrate source, that could be raw 81Jgar, cane juice or aolasses 

and the energy source, that could be bagasae. From this point of Tiev, an 

optiaization of the plant location would consist in installing the new coaplex 

adjacent to an existing sugar factory, thus providing a cheap source of energy 

and eliainating high transportation costs, both increasing the project profita

bility. 

7.3 PLA1't DESCIJf.IIQI 

The plant is subdivided into the following sections: 

- Penicillin Fermentation and Extraction 

- Solvent Recovery 

- 6-APA Production (including Enzynae fermentation) 

- Injectable and feed grade Pen:cillins production 

- Utilities Generation Units 

- Laborator!es 

- Waste Treatment 

- Auxiliary Services (workshops, administration, canteen, etc.) 

A description of the different sections is given in the following pages. 

7.3.l Penicillin lfanufactvre 

Fermentation and Extraction (l) (see attached flow chart and process 

diagrama included in the annexes). 

The microbiologicel laboratory takes care of the production of the spore 

auspenaion required aa inoculum for the seed fermenter•. 

(1) Thia i• one of aeveral possibilities in the manufacture of Penicillins. 
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Three seed feraenters should be provided. 

The culture aediua for the seed fer:aenters is prepared in an agitated 

vessel and is then transferred to the seed fe~ter for sterilization. 

After adjusting the pH of the culture aediua is inoculated with the spore 

suspension. Sterile process air is fed to the culture systm and an 

overpressure is maintained during the whole cultivation tiae in the Teasel, 

while pH values are adjusted as appropriate. 

In this phase of the proce!!s, the ala is to achieve optiaal mycelium 

growth. In ~bout 40 hours, the myceliua growth phase is completed and the seed 

feraenter contents are ready to lte transfered to the aain feraenter. Six 

fenaenters of 85 cubic aeters each should be provided to cover the production 

capacity aentioned in paragraph 7.1. A typical fermenter drawing is given in 

the Annexes. The culture aediua fo-.: the aain feraentation is prepared in a 

vessel with stirring and then fed to the fermenter. The fermenter culture 

aedium after adjustment of its pH, is heated up to 121°c and held for 20 

ainutes at this temperature, before it is cooled to fermentation temperature. 

The contents of the seed fermenter are fed into the main feraentation 

vessel as the inoculum for Peni~illin produ~tion. 

At the begininning of the fermentation, antibiotic production is very lov 

because further mycel!um growth is required; fermentation conditions are then 

slightly changed and the addition of t!le precursor initiated to begin the 

production cf Penicillin. In the case of Penicillin G feraentation, 

Phenylacetate is added as presursor, while for Penicillin V fermentation 

Phenoxyacetate must be added. 

Par .. eters such as temperature, overpressure, process air, pB (by adding 

... onia gas) fo .. level (by adding a sterile antifo .. agent) are automatically 

controlled. 

sterility, 

Koreover, dissolved oxygen, viacosi ty, total sedimented material, 

mycelium form and quality, non metatolized materials and 

Penicillin content should be recorded or checked by s .. pling. 

Several 1terile additiona, other than those l\lready mentioned, are made 

durin& fermentation such as precursor, lard oil, sugar and mineral aalt1 

1olut!on. Rormally during the fermentation, some drainages of broth are 

carried out and the volume withdrawn is rephced with culture medium, if this 

is needed to supplement the sterile additions. 
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Drainages are added to the harTested broth to be extracted. 

At the end of the fenaentative process. the broth is cooled down and then 

filtered to eliainate myceliUlll on a rotary vacUUll filter. 

-.rcelium la thoroughly vaahed with water to liait Penicillin losses and 

then dlacharaed. Thia vaahing water. llixed with broth. is sent to extraction. 

Diluted sulphuric acid la added to the filtered broth that ia then fed into 

centrifugal continuous countercurrent extractor. In this equipment filtered 

broth is lntiaately aixed with chilled solvent (butyl-acetate, UIJ'lacetate or 

aetyl - iaobutylltetone). At lov pH values. Penicillin solubility in the aqueous 

phase la negligible, coapared to its solubility in the solvent, and it 

tramafera into the solvent together with part of the pipenta present. 

At the extractor outlet, the aixture is seperated: spent broth ls sent to 

storage and then fed to a dilrdllation colmm for solvent recovery, while rich 

butyl acetate is decolorized by treataent with decolorizing charcoal and after 

filtration, is fed to the second extraction stage with an aqueous potassium 

bicarbonate buffer solution. 

Penicillin G transfers to the aqueous solution o:ogether with a part of 

the remaining pigments. 

The mixture is then fed to a liquid-liquid separator from which the rich 

aq~eous solution is sent to a vacuum cristallizer. 

The rich aqueous phase ls collected in the crystallizer where it is mixed 

with butanol to remove water by vacuum azeotroplc distillation. 

After reaovlng all water, the Penicillin salt, not soluble in butanol, 

crystallizes. 

The suapenaion of the crystals is fed to a preasure filter or to a 

centrifuae. 

Penicillin crystals are thoroughly washed, inaide the filter, with 

anhydrous butanol and then dried in a rotary-vacum-drier with a hot-water 

circulation in the jacket. 

• 
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PEBICILLIUM CHRYSOGEMJPl 
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7.3.2 Solvent Recovery 

Solvents are recovered in a standard distillation 1D1.it. Two aain sections 

,aay be distinguished in this 1D1.it; one for butyl acetate and the other for 

butanol recovery Butyl acetate is recovered froa spent broth by steaa stripping 

and butanol - by azeotropic distillation in a two-distillation colaan system. 

7.3.3 6-APA ftmufact11re Csee attached fiov rh•rt) 

The process consists of the hydrolysis of Potusima Penicillin G by the 

ilaobilized acylue enzyme to for11 6-.Aainopenicillanic Acid (6-APA), and 

Phenylacetic acid (PAA). The 6-APA is separated froa PAA by extraction and ls 

isolated by crystallization, centrifugation, drying and blending. The enzyae is 

reused. 

Enzyme Production 

Penicillin acylase enzyme is produced by a strain of Bacillus Megaterius 

using conventional fermentation techniques. Mycelia is reaoved by centrifuga

tion and the broth concentrated using ultrafiltration. The enzyme is ilmobilized 

either with the aid of a carrier of by crosslinking. 

The potency of harvested broth could be about 300 1Dlits per IDl in 45-55 

hours. The activity of the enzyme is about 30,000 1m.ita/pa. 

Penicillin Dissolution 

Potassiam Penicillin G is dissolved in deionized water, under a&itation, 

in a dissolving tank. 

Hydrolysis 

Into the hydrolysis reactor are introduced prescribed quantities of 

deionized water and resin containina the acylase enzyme. The pH of the contents 

of the hydrolyala reactor is adjusted to a defined level. 'lbe Penicillin 

solution i• then transferred into the reactor. Hydrolysis takes place by 

maintaining rareful control of the pH at a prescribed temperature. After the 

hydrolysis is finished, aa d~termined by an in-proceaa aaaay, the aixture is 

filtered throu&ll integral acreena in the vessel into the crystallizer; the 
' 

filtrate is polish-filtered enroute. 
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The hydrolysis is aubaequently repeated vith a fresh solution of 

potassium Penicillin G. Additional enQlle u.y ~e added at any tiae during the 

aeries of Qc:rolyaea to improve the ratio of enQlle to Penicillin and reduce 

the hydrolyaia tiae. 

Many batches could be run on a given charge of enzyme (periodically 

fortified). 

--->: 

Solvent Acid ----> 

Bloclt Flov Diagraa 
: 
V Penicillin G Potaasiua 

Dissolution 

v 
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Decolorization 

v 

Crystalization 
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Extraction and Crystallization 

The coabined bydrolysate froa the hydrolysis reactors is aixed vith a 

proper solYent in the crystallizer and ls cooled vhlle being rapidly agitated. 

The pB is then adjusted; this causes 6-APA to crystallize and extract pheny

lactlc acid into the solYent phaae. The contents are then cooled, vlth 

agl tat ion applied. .Agl tatlon la stopped to allov the phasr. to separate: 6-APA 

vlll 1Pe suapended at the aqueoua-aolYent interface. 

Centrifugation 

The alzture la separated by centrifugation; the cryatalaare washed vlth 

solTent, then vlth chilled deionized vater. 

Drying 

The vet cake is dried at prescribed condltlOllS of air temperature in a 

fluid bed air dryer 1Dltil the 110isture content aeets speclficatiOllS. 

7.3.4 In1ectable Pen c; m' fe:d-&rade Pen c; llumfacture 

Injectable Penicillins G such as Pen G Potassium, Sodium, Procaine and 

Benzathine are produced in a sterile room. A special air cond!tionina system is 

provided to ensure the sterility of this area and air filtered in absolute HEPA 

filters before enteriD,4 the sterile ar~a. 

Preparation of the solution la made in 2 reatora outside the sterile room, 

vhile one crystallizer is installed inside it, together vith a centrifuge, a 

dryer, a blender and a aill.(l) 

Feed arade Pen t: Procaine is produced in a separate area.A aaall 1Dlit 

conalatin& of one crystallizer, one centrifqe and dryer is provided for this 

purpose. 

(1) Thia unit is inatalled in the Extraction and 6-APA Buildiq. The buildin& 

lay-out attached in the annexes shows only the orientative area require

aent for the ateri~e unit, vhile all special devices required by sterility 

(such H entrance gownina room) are not shown. 
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7.3.5 Utilities IDd Off-aite Facilities 

- Electric Pover and Steaa 

In order to guarante .! the selfsufflciency of the plant concemlng energy 

requireaent,aa vell as to •lnf•fze the energy coats, it la auggested to 

produce all the needed electric energy in a bagaase-fed power plant (aee para

graph 4.2). For this purpose tvo boilers operating at 40 - 50 An should be 

installed vith a design capacity of 20 Ton/Br each. High pressure steam is fed 

to a turbine generator which auppliea up to 7000 ~v. (AD a•erage output of 5000-

6000 Ev. could be expected). Electric Power la distributed to the users at tvo 

•oltage le•els : 6000 V and 400 v. 

Ste .. ia partly (20 - 25S) extracted at 1-10 ATE to face the ate .. require

•enta of the production units and partly (75-10 S) condensed UDder vacuua to 

llaXl.llize the electric power production. The power plant cooling requirement 

could be covered by aea or river treated vater (once through circuits). 

- Water Treatment 

Rav vater is delivered to the plant on a continuous basis. An average 

consuaption of 30-40 cubic •eters per hour is expected. Rav water, depending on 

its source and characteristics, should possibly be softened to be suitable for 

fermentation uses. Part of the vater llUSt be deaineralized (about 5-6 cubic 

meters per hour) both for the supply of boilers feed water malte-up and to fit 

with the process requirements. Dmineralization ls performed by ion exchange 

resina. 

- lefriceration 

Three closed circuit aysteas are foreseen to cover the r~frigeratlon needs 

of the plant : 

a) Cooling water system - A cooling tower aystea could be provided with a capa
city of 1500 cubic meters per hour. Cooling water supply temperature vould 
be about 30 oc. Return temperature to cooling towers would be 40 °c 
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b) Qlilled water systm - Tvo refrigeration units. aechanical type, are 

installed. The capacity of each unit should be 3 - 4 millions of 

~cal/Br. Chilled water supply temperature is 10 °c. 

c) Brine ayat•. Tvo units vith a capadty of 200,000 ~cal /Br each should 

be installed. Glycol type brine is utilized. Brine temperature is ainus 

10 °c. 

- Cowpressecl Air 

Three centrifqal compresaora baTing a capacity of 12000 !913/ Br. each are 

installed to supply compressed air to the feraentation 1111it. Air is compressed 

at 2.5 ATE. One compresaor ia atand-by. Other tvo compressors are foreseen 

baTing a capacity of 500 Biil/Br. each at 7 ATE to feed the plant vith instru

aent air and aerTice air. 

- Off-1ite facilities 

Storqe tanka ahould be iutalled f~r all the rav aaterials 1upplied in 

bulk aa 1l11co1e 1ol11tion, or 110laa1ea, or rav auaar, com-steep, .-cinia, 

sulfuric acid, cauatic soda, aolYenta and liquid nitrogen (Uled aainly for 

blanketill& purposes). An outdoor storage for Bagaase should also be provided. 

- Fire Fighting Protection 

The protection of the plant is ensured vith vater, foaa and povder. 

The fire vater qatea is conati tuted by an underground network looped 

all around the plant. 

The solvent area shall be protected by foaa-vater monitors. Dey chemical 

powder eatinauahers vill be provided all over the plant. 

7.3.6 Lalroratoric1 

The follovi111 laboratories should be foreseen for the Penicillin Plant: 

• 
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•)Industrial Kicrobiology Laboratory. 

This laboratory is located in the Feraentation building and its scope is 

to supply the lnoculla to be fed to the industrial feraenters. It 

c~nsists of the following sections: 

- llaater Culture preparation and presel"Yation 

- Inoculam DeTelopmeat 

- Glassvare cleaniag and lleclia Preparation Area 

- In process laboratory 

b)Qaality Control Laboratory. 

Thi• laboratoq- ia locate« in a centrtal building, •eperated from the 

production ar~. It cftld be aubcliTided as follova : 

- Cheaical Anal7•i• Laboratory 

- JU.crobiological Laboratory 

- Sterility Control Laboratory 

- Biological Laboratory and Anillal Bouse ( .. inly for pyrogen-free tests). 

7.3.7 V11te Treataent 

Waste water is treated in a biological type systea, in order to comply 

with the local quality standards for final effluent discharge. The waste vater 

treataent plant consist of the following aain sections: 

- Equalization and Balancing 

- Beutralization, Flocculation and Flotation 

- Biological Oxidation (one or two stage activated sludge treataent, 

depending on required water quality). 

- Sludge Thickening and inceneration. 

The 111cellm coming froa the Penicillin fermentation la first thlcltened to 

reduce handled Yolumes and then either utilized as animal feed or fertilizer 

(if this la permitted by local regulations) or incinerate~. 

7.4 IOIJIPIQT 
A list of the main equipment to be installed in the plant is given 

hereunder: 
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7.4.1 [eDICJltltiOD 

Caoacltt ftatetial 

Feraen.ters (1) 6 85 • 3 s.s. 

Seeds feraen.teis (1) 3 10 • 3 S.S. 

Culture aeclia Teasels 3 10 • 3 a.s. 

Sugar sterilizers (1) 2 20 • 3 •••• 
Precursor sterilizers(l) 2 6 .3 s.s. 

a.oniua Sulfate 

sterilizers (1) 2 6 .3 s.s. 

Oil sterilizers (1) 2 2 .3 s.s. 

Caustic solut. 

sterilizers (1) 2 1 .3 s.s. 

(1) Equipped vith external cooling coil, turbine agitator, and air 

sterilization filter and prefilter (cartridge type) 

• 

• 
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7.4.2 P!:pfcillln Jztractic;i 

112.& Capacity Platerial 

llarTeat Yesaela (1) 2 85 • 3 •••• • 
Treating vessels (1) 2 20 • 3 a.a. 

VaCUUI filters 2 20 • 2 •••• 
Filtered broth vessel 1 20 • 3 a.a. 

Poclbielnlalt centrifugal 2 D36 aodel s.s. 

extractors (lat stage) 

Podbielnlalt or Alf aloval 1 •••• 
centrifugal extractor 

(2nd stage) 

Sulfuric acid dilution 

vessel (1) 1 2 .3 glass lined 

Sulfuric acid storage vessel 1 10 • 3 fiberglass 

Solvent vessels 6 8 .3 a.a. 

Spent broth vessel 1 4. 3 s.s. 

Buffer vessels (1) 3 4 .3 •••• 
Rich Peu G vessels (1) 3 5 • 3 a.a. 

Pressure filters 4 Sparkler type s.s. 

Crystalizers (1) 2 10.3 (vith ccndenaers) a.a. 

Penicillin filters 2 Pres&ure filter 3a 
3 •••• 

Dryers 2 Rotating Vacuum dryer 3m
3 •••• 

Pumps 30 Centrifugal type •••• 

(1) Equipped vith •&itator and external jacltet 
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7.4.3 Soln:nt lecoYerr 

Capacity ftaterial 

Broth Stripper 1 Distillation ColUllD (20 Trays) •••• 
SolTent Taporizera 1 Distillation colUllD (5 trays) •••• 
Butanol stripper 1 Diatillatiou ColUllD (20 trays) •••• 
Aqueous pbaae stripper 1 Pac:Jted tover •••• 
Vent scrubber 1 Dlac fr Donut ColUllD •••• 
Spent broth tank 1 200 • 3 •••• 
Sol Tent storage Teasels 6 25 a3 Carbon steel 

Pmapa 20 Centrifugal type •••• and c.s. 

Beat ezchange 12 Shell and Tube •••• 

7.4.4 IDZ!PC Pro4uctlon 

12..a. Capacity Material 

Enzyme prefel'llenters (1) 2 0.3 • 3 s.s. 

Enzyae feraenters (1) 2 3 .3 a.s. 

Centrifugal eztractor 1 DiaJt-staclt type •••• 
Ultrafiltration system 1 

Reactor (1) 1 2 .3 •••• 
Filter 1 Pressure type •••• 

• 

(1) Equipped with agitator and ezternal half-pipe coil 
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• 

7.4.5 6-APA Procluctlon 

Diaaolver (1) 

Bydrolyaia reactor (1) 

Crystallizers (1) 

Sar1e Teasels 

Centrifuse 

Dryer 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 
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Capacitv 

2 .3 

3 .3 

a •3 

15 • 3 

Baaket type dieaeter:l200 .. 

Fluid bed type voluae:500 liters 

7.4.6 Jntectable Prplcillina ltoduction 

Capac in 

Reactors (1) 3 2 .3 

Sterile reactors (1) 1 3. 3 

Sterilization filter 2 Cartridge type 

Centrifuge 1 Basket type Diaaeter: 1200 .. 

Dryer 1 Vacuum type (1.5 113) 

Blender 1 Double cone (1.5 113) 

Kill 1 Fitz Kill 

Autoclave 1 1000 liters 

Rot air oven 1 1000 liters 

(l)Equipped with agitator and external half pipe coil 

llaterial 

a.s. 

a.s. 

a.s. 

a.s. 

a.s. 

s.s. 

ftaterial 

s.s. 

s.s. 

•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
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7.4.7 Feed Crade P!l!Qfcillin Procluctiqg 

Reactors (1) 

Centrifuge 

Dryer 

7.4.1. Qtilities 

Boilers 

Steaa Turbine generator 

Water treatment (2) 

Rav Water Tank (2) 

Cooling tower (2) 

Refriceration Units 

Brine Units (2) 

Fermentation air 

compressor 

(2) 

Instnmaent air compre

ssors 

....12.a._ 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

3 

2 

2 

3 

2 

Capacity 

2 .3 

Basket type (diaaeter 

VacUUll ty'ie (0.5 a 3) 

i;apadtv 

20 T/Br 

7000 ~v 

1200 _, 

Filtering, softening and demi

neralizing unit 

2000 • 3 

Total Flow rate: 1500 m3/hr 

Capacity: 3.5 million ~cal/hr. 

(each) 

Capacity 200,000 1Dlits each 

12,00 Rm3/hr (each) 

500 Rm3/hr each 

(1) Equipped with agitator and external half pipe coll 

(2) Includina distribution pumps 

ftaterial 

s.s 

a.a. 

a.a. 

ftaterial 

Carbon Steel 

.. 
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7.4.9 T!nk Fara 

~ Caoacity Material 

Corn steep tanlca 2 30 • 3 Fiber glass 

Sugar solution tanks 2 50 • 3 s.s. 

Precursor tanks 2 30 • 3 s.s. 

Lard oil tanks 2 30 • 3 s.s. 

A!monia tank 1 30 a 3 Carbon steel 

Liquid nitrogen tanks 2 20 • 3 Dewar type 

Sulfuric acid tank 1 50 • 3 Carbon steel 

Caustic solution tank 1 50. J Carbon steel 

7.4.10 Waste Treatae:nt 

Capacity Material 

Equalization tanks 2 JOO m3 Carbon steel 

!"loculation and 

flotation basin 1 Concrete 

Oxidation basins 2 With surface aerators Concrete 

Sludge thickening basin 1 Cor..crete 

Myceli um tank 1 50 • 3 Carbon ateel 

Sludge centrifuge 1 Decanter type 

Sludge incinerator 1 Tray type 

(1) Including distribution pumps 
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7 .5 PI.QT LAJOUT ARD IUILDIIGS 

A preliminary layout is attached in the Annexes. A total surface of about 

5.0 hectares is required. 

The following buildings are foreseen: 

a. reraen.tatiop bqildjpg (see attached dravip•l-1500.2 covered surface 

The fermentation area is a aulti-level building that houses the 

gerainators (preferaenters), the feraenters, the sterile feed solution 

vessels, as well as the harvested broth vessels. 

In addition, the industrial microbiological laboratory (see paragraph 

7.3.6) is installed. Space is also provided for storage, control room, 

electrical rooms, social facilities, area maintenance, offices, etc. 

A reinforced building could be foreseen or, as an alternative, a steel 

structure one vi th simple steel sandwich deck used as roofing and no 

external walls. 

b. Penicillin enractiop pd 6-APA production buildW. (see attachL·d 

drawing) - 2000 ll2 covered surface. 

This two-level-building houses the extraction area of Penicillin, 

including crystaillization, filtration, and drying, as well as the 

Enzyme production milt, the 6-APA production unit and the sterile room 

for injectable Penicillin manufacture. A storage area for the different 

products is also provided. The bulk products (Penicillin, 6-APA, etc.) 

are handled in a highly controlled environment, once the product ls on a 

vet cake or dry powder stage. This helps assure the highest possible 

product quality. 

A reinforced concrete tiJe building is reco1111ended. 

c. Warehnsr 

Thia one level buildine is devoted to store all the raw materials 

supplied in bags and drums 
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d. Coapr<!ssor Bouse 

Compr~ssors and refrigeration 1Dlits are installed 1Dlder a shelter, 

without external walls. 

e. Offices and central laboratories buildfpg. A three or four levels 

air conditioned building is to be forseen 

f. Social Builcltp1 

l'his buildina houses mainly the central locker room and the canteen. 

g. Jlectrical Substation CTentilated buildfpgl. 

h. Workshop 

This building houses the spare parts warehouse, as well as the workshop. 

7.6 RAV MATERIALS 

7.6.l Penicillin G and V 

l'he main raw materials utilized in the manufacture of Penic:'.llin G or 

Penicillin V are as follows: 

Fermentation 

- Com-steep Liquor 

- Glucose solution that can be substituted either by raw cane sugar, 

or by molasses or cane juice. 

- Lard oil or soybean oil 

- Potassium Phenylacetate (for Pen G) or Sodium Phenoxy Ac2tate ( For 

Pen V). These products act as precursors of the Penicillin 

biosynthesis. 

- Calcium carbonate, Ammonium sulphate, Calcium hydroxide 

- Anhydrous Ammonia and Sodium Hydroxide 

Extraction: 

- Sulfuric Acid 

- Potassium Bicarbonate 
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- Solvents such as butylacetate ( that can be substitute<\ by 

aaylacetate or aethylisobutylltetone) and butanol 

- Deiaulsifier and dispersing agents 

- Forayldebyde 

- Activated charcoal and filter aid 

The carbohydrate source (glucose solution, or sugar, or aolasses) is 

the aost coat effective raw aaterial in European Conditions and it 

represents about 45-50 s of the total raw aaterial cost in the Pen G 

production in Europe. 

The raw materials which could be locally 11U1ufactured are com-steep 

liquor, raw sugar (or glucose solution, or aolases, etc), lard oil, or 

soybean oil and sulfuric acid (for a detailed discussion on local raw 

aaterials see paragraph 4.1). Rav aaterials consumption areatly 

varies with the different technologies for Penicillin production and 

depends on the fermentation yields. 

For Penicillin GJC, the glucose solution consumption is ranging from 8 

to 10 Kgs. per B.U. of Penicillin(l). If molasses areutilized, the 

consumption would be 10-15 Kgs. per B.U. 

In the case of raw sugar utilization, the consumption would be of 5 - 6 

Kgs. per B.U. rt should be pointed out that most of the glucose solution 

available in the Philippines seems to be of much lower quality than the 

one utilized in European factories and the relevant consumption could be 

accordingly higher (the above mentioned consumption data refer to 

European high quality glucose from corn). The cost of the doaestic 

carbohydrate sources could be sU11111arized as follows: 

(1) 1 B.U. is equivalent to 1.595 kg of activity of Pen G K. 

.. 
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- Glucose solution : 4 to 6 U.S $ per B.U. 

- Rav sugar 
(l' - Molasses ; 

2 U.S. $ per B.U. 

0.9 to 1.1 U.S. $ per B. U. 

FrOll these figures, it appears that rav sugar and aolasses are more 

attractive rav aaterials, coapared with glucose solution. Molasses 

utilization should be in any case checlted with feraentation tests, since 

its quality could greatly affect the feraentatin yields. 

All the other rav materials should be iaported, the aost cost effective 

illported rav aaterial being the phenylacetate (or Phenoxyacetate) 

The cost of all the other rav materials for Penicillin G K,excluding the 

carbohydrate source is expected to be 5-7 $per B.U., including transport 

costs. 

7.6.2 i=IZA 

The most important raw material in the 6-APA production is the 

illlDobilized enzytJte, with price• on the European market reaching US$ 3000 

- 5000 per ICg. It is therefore convenient to produce the enzyme by 

fermentation in the same plant, as it has been suggested in this study. 

In these conditions, the total raw materials cost of 6-APA would be much 

lover, expected to reach 1 to 2 $ per ICg. of 6-APA. 

The other raw materials are ammonia solution, sulfuric acid, caustic 

soda and solvents, as butylacetate or acetone. 

(1) Sugar cane juice could also be envisaged (see paragraph 4.1) 
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7.6.3 Ia:lectable 'Pd Feecl Cra4e 'Penicillfpa 

The cost of rav .. terials for this production can be considered as negli

geble, if compared vich che feraentation rav .. terials. The aost signifi

cant rav .. terials are: 

- Procaine Hydrochloride (for Pen G Procaine production) 

- 11-11-cllbenzyl-ethylendiaaine-diacetate (for Pen G Benzachine) 

These products are to be illported. 

7.7 VTILITIIS OOllSlJllttlOW 

The basic average utilities requireaeJta of the plant are: 

Electric Power 

Steaa 

Rav Water 

5000-6000 ~v 

5-6 Ton/Br. 

30 - 40 a3/Hr 

On the basis of the hypothesis described 1Dlder paragraph 7.3.5, i. e. 

all the required energy produced in a power plant supplied vith 

bagasse, the only cost for utilities generation vould consist in the 

transportation cost of Bagasse. 

The consumption of Bagasse is about 90,000- 100,000 Ton per year. 

Assuming a cost of bagasse (mainly transportation) of 100 - 150 Pesos 

per ton, the total cost for utilities vould be about 500,000-700,000 $ 

per year. 

In case that fuel oil would be utilized instead of Bagasse, the above 

mentioned costs would increase to US $ 2.5-3.5 millions per year. 

• 
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The operations are carried out 24 hours per day during 330 days per 

year. 

An organization flow chart of the complex is giYen on the next page • 

The personnel requirement for the plant is as follows: 

Production Utillti~, Eng. Laborato- Adwlnlatra-

Plant llanager Ii: 

Supervisory 

Personnel 

Operators, 

Technicians, Clerks, 

and Laboratory 

apeciallata 

Skilled vorltera 

Unskilled vorltera 

8 

25 

30 

37 

100 

Total need 190 persons 

• llaintenance ries tion 

4 3 2 

15 12 5 

15 5 1 

20 

54 20 8 

Phmlng Ii: 

Purchasing 

2 

5 

1 

8 
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organization Chart 

+ ______ + 

+ ______ + 

: 
: 
t . 

+ + + : Security : ____________ + 

+ Serdce + + 

+ 
: 
: 
• . 
: 
: 
v 

+ + 
Administration! : 

• : . 

: 
: 
: 
• . 
: 
v 

+ 
Planning fr ! 
Purchasing 

+ 
+ 

• . 
: 
: 

• . 
v 

+ 
________ + 

: Technical 
• llanagment . 

+ _____ : 
: Personnel ! 
t . t . 
+ Seaice + 

• . 
• . 
! 
• . 
• . 
v 

+ + 
! Laboratories (l)! 
• . 

+ + + -------~· + _________ + + 
! 

+ + 
• • . . 
• • . . 

• • . . 
v v v 

+ + + + + 
! Production ! Utilitiea fr ! En&ineering ! 

! Maintenance • . 
+ + + + + + 

(1) The laboratories should not report to the technical management, but 
directly to the Top Management, !or obvious reason.. 

• 
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7.1.2 Ogallfic:atlOIUI 

Heads of Departaents such u Feraent•tlon, Eztraction, Utiliti~s etc, 

should be persons vith UnlYersity degrees in Chealatry, Biology, Chealcal 

En&ineerln& or in 8117 other related aclentiflc field. If poaaible, aoae 

subordinate lnels for feraentation and extraction of Penicillin (supe"i

sors) should also be filled by ataff vith UnlYersity degrees, such as 

Chealcal Engineers, for instmce. 

'Ille responsible for the laboratories should be a PbD. in IL.;robiology vith 

at least 2 years of experience in strains developaent. The laboratory tech

nicians teaa should include at least tvo other Senior llicrobiologists 

(Raster Degree), tvo Bachelors in Biology and tvo Bachelor in Chellistry, 

vith a apecialization in Analytical Chealstry and experience in the use of 

aoclem equipment such •• HPLC and gaacromatography. Operators and first 

lnel auperTisors of production units are usually persons vith a high 

school equivalent education. Proficient and dependable operators are 

usually pr0110ted to first level supe"ision. Occasionally, second level 

auperTision aight be filled by such individuals. 

Whenever possible other workers such as packers, storekeepers and cleaners 

etc, those involved in production, should be able to read and write pro

perly. 

Part of the technical personnel and in particular aechanical and electri

cal aaintenance workers, could be recruited a&OD& •killed personnel having 

a workina experience in domeatic industries such as Ch•fielda Inc. (Smi-

8YDthetic Penicillina Production), brewery factories as San Miguel Corpora

tion, etc. 

7.1.3 Trainig 

A selected group of supervisors and technicians should be probably trained 

in an existina industrial fermentation facility. Thia trainina program 

should therefore be performed abroad. 
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.lt least the heads of Feraentation, Extraction and Injectable Penicilins 

1llli ta ahould be trained for a ainhlua of 34 months. 

ilao three of the araduated laboratory teclmiciana ahoul.d be trained for 

34 90Dtha in a modern aicroblol~alcal laboratory abroad. 

On the apot trainin& in Good llanufacturin& Practices (GRP), especially on 

•problea oriented teachin&•, e.1. personal by1iene 1 health habits, 

basics of quality assurance, etc. la illportant. ~ey peraODDel in injec

table Penicillin productlcr4 could be &iTen periodical specific trainin& 

pro1rams 1 concerning lnjectables. 

Other specific trainin& programs ahoul.d be undertaken for quality control 

:tey personnel. 

Furtheraore, it is suggested that at the initial stage, for tvo years at 

least, to have the support of soae foreign Experts. Three experts could be 

employed as: 

- Plant and Production Manager 

- Quality Control Ranager 

- Engineering and Maintenance Manager 

During their stay on the spot, the three Experts will cooperate vith the 

national ataf f and will continue their training proaraa in order to coa

plete, as soon as possible, the transfer of aanageaent and technical res

ponsibilities of the plant to Bationala. 

A 11AD&geaent baaed on a aecondaent aareeaent with foreign Coapaniea, par

ticipating or not in thia venture, could aloo be considered. 

7. 9 ICOIQIIC IYALVATIQIS 

A preliminary evaluation of the project profitability la aiven hereafter 

• 

.. 
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7. 9 .1 NllJFACJUlllC com 

a) Rav llaterials Costs 

The rav .. terial costs can be subcliYidecl aa follovm: 

- carbohydrates source (locally aanufacturecl). 

ConalderiDg rav sugar as carbohydrate source the rele•ent yearly coat 

would be about l,000,000/year US $ (1911). In case that aolaaaes could 

be util_zed,thia coat aight be lowered by 40-60S. For the profitability 

calculations, the 110at conaerYatiTe b:Jpotheaia aball be aade i.e. utlli

ziDg rav sugar. 

- ~11 other rav .. terlals releTant to the Penicillin G and Penicillin V 

production. Their costs would be about 2,500,000 US$ per year at 1988 

price leTels, vith the assmptlon of iaport duties u:d tax exeaptiou on 

laported rav .. terials. Transportation and other expenses ha•e been 

Included. 

- Rav aaterials for 6-APA, Injectable Penicillins G and Feedgrade Penicil

lins. Their cost vould be about 500,000 US$ per year (1988) with the 

abo•eaentioned ass1m1ption for iaported raw aaterials. 

The total raw material cost vould therefore be about 4,000,000 US$ per 

year at 1988 price le•els. 

b) Manpower Costs 

On the buis of the 11a11power requireaents aentioned in paragraph 7.1, a 

total cost for personnel of US $ 800,000 per year haa been eatillated. 

c) Inergy and Utilities Costs 

On the baais of a Bagaaae cona1m1ption of 90,000 to 100,000 per year, an 

annual coat of US$ 600,000 has been estiaated • 

d) Depreciation 

A ten years straight line depreciation of machinery and equipment and a 

fifteen years one for civil vorka has been considered. 
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7.9.2 Ot)ler costs 

Operat!n: expenses, including adainistration aaintenance and aarketing(l), 

as vell as all other expenses not pertaining to production, should be in 

the range of US$ 1,200,000 per year. 

7.9.3 Inn- J'Mes 

In accordance to the incentives offered by the Board of Investaents a tax 

holiday for 4 years, for non-pioneer fiDIB, has been foreseen.Cl) 

7.9.4 Inygr--nt Coats 

Vb.en considering the investaent coats, it vas &181Jlled that the enterprises 

vill be aranted for 5 years tax and duty exemption on iaported capital 

equipment, as vell as tax credit on the domestic one, as veil as exemption 

from contractor's tax. 

The overall estillated investment cost of the complex would be in the range 

between 26 and 30 ailliona US $. The latter ehall be taken as basis for 

profitability calculations. The breakdown of this cost is 50% for 

production units, 33% for utilities units and 17% for civil vorks. The 

following items are included in the abovementioned estimate: 

- Machinery and Equipment 

- Bulk materials (piping, inst~.imentation and electric system) 

- Spare parts 

- Transportation 

- Erection 

- Givil Works (including land preparation) 

- Engineering 

- lnov-hov (P~icillin and 6-APA technologies) 

- Personnel training 

- Construction and start-up assistance 

(1) In this case, marketing expenses for a vary limited number products in Bulk 

from under BOI promotion, sh?uld be relatively low. 

(2) In case of a pioneer firms, a 6 years period should be considered. 
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7.9.5 ~ 

For the sales estiaates, the international market prices of the different 

products have been increased by about 10%, to take into aecomlt the 

transportation cos~, and other expenses related to the fact that at 

present these products are iaported. 

- 6-APA (110 tons per year) 

- Penicillin V (45 tons per year) 

- Injectable PenicilJin G (20 tons 

- Feed.grade Penicillin 

~otal Sales estimates 

7.9.6 nomABJLm ISTJllATIOW 

Sales 

Production Costs 

Other costs 

Industrial Profit 

Depreciation 

per year) 

Profit before provision for Income Tax 

Provision for Income Taxes (after the 

4th year)(!) 

Profit after taxes 

(1) Or the 6th year in case of a pioneer industry. 

:US $ 7,26C,OOO 

:US $ 2,270,000 

:US $ 1,800,000 

:US $ 300,000 

:US$ 11,630,000 per aDDUll 

11,630,000 $/year 

5,400,000 $/year 

1,200,000 $/year 

5,030,000 $/year 

2,800,000 $/year 

2,230,000 $/year 

780,000 $/year 

1,450,000 $/year 
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-Return on sales= 19.0% (for th~ ~4rSt 4 years) and 12.5% (after the 4th 
year) 

-Pay-baclt time = about 6.5 years 

-Annual rate of return on inTestaent = 11 %. The calculation has been 

.. de on the basis of the vell-Jmovn discounted cash flow rate of retum 

aethod, asslaing a period of life of the ;,lant of 15 years and a salTage 

Talue recoTered at the encl of the project equal to zero (a conserTatiTe 

hypothesis)<2>. 

The aboTeaentioned figures vere based on the fact of incentives foreseen 

in the " Omnibus inTestaent code of 1987"(execut1Te order llo. 226) 

aentioning income tax holiday, tu: and duty exeaption on illported 

capital equipment, tax credit on domestic Capital equipment, exemption 

froa contract tax, etc. 

Additional incentiTes, such as tariff protection, long-term guaranteed 

goTernment contracts for purchasina a part of the production, soft-loans 

for project financing etc., should be considered in order to nurture and 

foster the growth of such a natant industry. 

In order to check the impact of such possible incentives on the project 

econoaica, an alternatiTe calculation of profitability bas been made, 

considering that product prices would be increased by 10%, aa a 

conaequence of price regulatory policy. 

In these conditions the ecOD011ic eTaluation indexes should become: 

- Return on sales: 26% (for the first 4 years) and 17% after the 4th year 

- Pay-back time: about 5 years 

- late of return on investment: 14% 

(2) For the calculation method see "Grant and Ireson" - PRIICIPLE OF 

ENGI1'EERING ECONOMY, Ronal Press, Nev York, 1960". 

.. 
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.Another factor that would allov an increase of the project profitability 

consists in the possibility of exporting part of the produced Penicillin or 

6-APA. In this case, the production capacity should be increased, thus 

obtaining an economy of scale that would laproTe the annual rate of return 

on inTestaent. In particular, it could be interesting t.> check the 

possibility of export to soae countries of the ASEAlf area, vhere Penicillin 

production has not yet been illpleaented. For the tiae being, however, this 

possibility see11a to be rather remote, since it vould involve a strong 

coapetition vith aultinational Corporations controlling the .. rket at 

present. 

It ls finally to be focused that all the aboTe aentioned profitability 

inclexes were calculated on the basis of the .. in asstmption that local rav 

sqgar is utilized as carbohydrate source(!) and Bagasse is utilized as 

energy source. In the case that a traditional carbol17drate source as 

glucose solution, should be selected and fuel oil shoul~ be utilized to 

supply the required uaounts of energy, the project would no aore be viable, 

being the total cost of production (including administration, aarketing, 

.. intenance, etc.) increased, in this case, of at least 45%. All the 

profitability indexes would then drop draaatically; pay-back tille, for 

instance, would be about 15 year. 

7.9.7 COICLVSIOIS AID llCUtNIQAUOIS 

On the basis of the previous data on profitability, it appears that the 

illpl .. entation of a Penicillin Plant could be the first important step in 

the vay of reachina a relative self-reliance in the antibiotics production 

in the Philippines. 

It would therefore be essential, to initiate and execute a detailed 

feasibilitT study which would enable the Authorities to make the proper 

decisions. 

(1) If Molasses are used the profitability is even improved. 
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a. llJLTI-PUIPOSI PLAl1' POI Qiiii\8ilCII, nrw;yg,JW!i! AID IU'JllPICD 

1.1 PLAllt CAPACm 

The propoaed capacity of the 1111lti-purpoee fenaentation plant i•~ 

26 Tons per year of Erythrc-.ycin Base 

35 Tons per year of Rifaaycin B 

20 Tou per year of Tetracycline Bue 

16 Tons per year of ()zytetracycline Base 

50 Tons per year of Chlortetracycline 

As outlined in paragraph 3.5.1., these quantities correspond to the projec

ted domestic market requirements of th~se faailies of antibiotics in 1955. 

Therefore, as in the case of the Penicillins Plant, the possibility of 

exports has not been considered. 

In the proposed COllplex, Tetracycline Base and Ozytetra cycline Base are 

t~ansf oraed into the relevant Tetracycline and Oxytetrac7cline llydrochlo

ridea, products required the market. The technical infonaationa relevant 

to this last step of the production process are supplied in the report of 

Dr. Sciaky concerning the semi-synthetic antibiotics. 

Rifamycin B, which is produced by fermentation, is further transformed 

into Rifaapicin, via production of an intermediate, ll&lled 8-formyl

Rifamycin SV. In the case that the last step of the process, conaiating in 

the conversion of 8-formyl-Rifamycin SV into Rifapicin, is already per

formed in a separated synthesis plant, as it is proposed in the report of 

Dr. Sciaky, only Rifamycin SV would obviously be produced in the fermenta

tion plant. 

• 

A• far aa Erythromycin i• concerned, it has been aaaumed that only the base • 

la produced in the fermentation plant, the tranaformatioa of the Baae into 

the final product• (Stearate, Ethylauccinate and Thiocyanate) being the 

object of an option auggeated in the report relevant to the aeai-aynthetis 

antibiotica. Thia option concerna the poaaibility of performing the trans

formation in a new unit to be installed in the exiating plant of Chemfields 

Inc. Aa an alternative, also thia unit could be inatalled in the fermenta-

tion plant that would be in a condition, in this case, to supply also the 

final product•. A flow-chart showing the subdiviaion of the plant in its 

different sections, is given in the following pa1e. 
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Chlortetracycline, which is a veterinary or feedgrade antibiotic, has been 

included in the production program in order to achieve a total self

reliance in the Tetracyclines supply, though the added value relevant to 

this product is rather lov. One additional option to be eJCaained on the 

basis of a detailed aarket study on this product, could therefore consist 

in the eliainating it fraa the production prograa of the plant, thus 

reducing the investaent costs. 

Five feraen.ters of 85 cubic aeters each should be provided to cover the 

above aentioned production capacity. '?he different antibiotics are 

produced by caapaians (bloclted-out operatiODll). 330 operating days per 

year are aaauaed aa basia of deai&D and three shifts operations are 

required. '?he breakdown of the plant utilization is the following: 

- Erythromycin 

- Rifuapicin 

- Tetracyclines 

I .2 PLQ'l LQCAUOI 

: 150 days per year 

: 70 days per year 

: 110 days per year 

As far as plant location is concerned, the same recoaaendation that has 

been done for the Penicillins plant is stressed again for the multi

purpose plant, i.e. to install it adjacent to an existing sugar factory 

(in paragraph 7.2 the reasons of this reco1111enclation are highlighted). 

8.3 PLQ'l DISCIIptIOB 

The plant ia subdivided into the following sections: 

- Fermentation 

- Tetracyclines Base, 

Erythromycin Base and 

lifamycin B Extraction 

- Bydrochlorides Production 

- lifampicin Production 

- Solvent Recovery 

- Utilities Generation Units 

- Laboratories 

- Waste Treatment 

- Auxiliary Services (workshop, administration, canteen, etc.) 

A description of the different sections is given in the following pages 
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8.3.l lrtthrowycin lase ftanu(act]lre (see attached flow chart) 

The "icroorganism used for production of Erythromycin is Streptomyces 

erythreus. 

Tvo stages of fer11entation are required and a batch type_fermentation is 

normally performed • 

The operations of seeding and fermentation are siailar to what has already 

been described for Penicillin, except for the fact that neither drainages, 

nor sterile additions are COlllROnlY provided. 

The aedium is aainly formed by starch, soya flour and salts. 

The fermentation broth is fed to disk type centrifuges for the seperation 

of ayceliua. 

The centrifuged broth, after a pR adjustment, is sent to a centrifugal 

separator where the Erytromycin is extracted by aeana of a solvent. For 

this purpose Butyl - acetate, as well as a Chlorinated solvent could be 

utilized as solvents. 

The rich solvent is concentrated in a vacuum falling film evaporator and 

it is then sent to a reactor where, after a decolorization treatment, it 

i• precipitated by means of addition of some proper additives. 

The precipitated product could be redissolved and precipitated again in 

another crystallizer in order to obtain a higher degree of purity. 

Erythromycin Base is then centrifuged and washed with water and finally 

dried in a fluid-bed drier or in a vacuum dryer. 

Erythromycin Thiocianate could be obtained as a by-product of the Base 

extraction process. 

1.3.2 Tetrac:ycltpea llapu(actpre 

Tetracycline and Oxytetracycline Base are obtained by selected strains of 

Streptomyces. 

Tvo stages of batch fermentation are commonly foreseen. The seeding and 

fermentation operations are performed in a similar way to the Erythromycin 

ones. 
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The fenaented broth coaing froa the feraenters is collected in the harvest 

vessel, diluted vith vater, acidified and fed to the rotary vacuua filters 

to P~parate the myceliUll. Precoat type filter are used for this service. 

The mycelba so separated is collected into ~ bin and transferred to the 

vaste treatment • 

An intenaediate product is precipitated frOll the filtered broth by 

alcalinization. This interaediate is then filtered and redissolved in 

vater by addition of sulfuric acid. Another intenaediate complex is then 

precipitated by proper pB variation and it is then centrifuged and redis

solved. FrOll this solution, Tetracycline or Oxytetracycline Base are 

obtained by precipitation vith u.onia solution. Soae other technologies 

relevant to Ozytetracycline provide a solvent extraction of the antibiotic 

froa the broth, vith the use of disk type centrifugal extractors. The 

antibiotic is then precipitated as an interaediate complex in the rich 

organic phase while the successive phases of the process are siailar to 

what vas previously described. 

Tetracycline and Oxytetracycline Base are separated by centrifugation and 

dryed in a fluid bed dryer. 

As far as Bydrochlorides production is concerned, the Bases are dissolved 

in a solvent mixture by addition of Hydrochloric Acid. The antibiotic 

solution, after filtration, la fed to a crystallizer, vhere it is heated 

up to precipitate the hydrochloride. For details relevant to the Hydrochlo

rldea Production, reference should be made to the Report on Semi-Synthetic 

Antibiotics. 

Chlortetracycllne, coamonly utilized •• a feed-1rade product or a veterina

ry drug, is not separated from the fermented broth. A concentration of 

the broth la first performed by vaporization and then the whole broth i• 

dried in a drum dryer, heated vith steam. A product with an antibiotic 

content ranging from 5S to 12S is normally obtained. 

8.3.3 lif•mricin llanvfactprc 

Rifamycin B is obtained from a fermentation broth utilizing a proper 

mutant of "Streptomycea Mediterranei". The fermentation process is 

similar to what was already described for Erythromycin and Tetracyclines. 
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After the separation of the bio.aaa froa the feraented broth, lif.aycin B 

la extracted vith a proper solvent utilizing Podbielniak centrifugal 

separators. 

llf.aycin B la ozldlzed to the 110re active Rlf.aycin O upon standing in 

aolutlon. Thia reaction occurs by treating llf.aycin B vith a variety of 

ozldlzing agents. Rlf.aycin 0 in tum can be ~rollzed to the even aore 

active Rlfaaycin S, vith th~ expulsion of glycollc acid. llf.aycin S ls 

then reduced vith Ascorbic Acid to lif.aycin SV. For the conversion of 

Rlf.aycin SV to Rif apicin, reference should be aade to the Report on 

Seal-Synthetic Antibiotics. Kain rav aaterlala utilized in the lif.aycin B 

feraentation are Saccaroae (rav sugar), Com-steep liquor, Soy.aeal and 

Soja oil. The transformation of lifUIJ'cin B into lifapicin invobea the 

utilization of lead tetracetate, IUUlganeae dioxide, pirrolidine, fon1alde

byde, aa vell as proper organic solvents. For the conversion of lif.aycin 

SV to Rifampicin (last step), comonly l-lletbyl--4-Aainopiperazine is 

utilized and an Acetone/Etbylacetate mixture. 

1.3.4 Solyent lecoyery 

Solvents are recovered in a standard out-door distillation UDit. 

Two main sections may be distinguished in thia UDit: 

Stripping of spent broth coair&& froa Erythromycin or Rif.aycin B 

extraction process. This distillation la perforaed continuously 

Distillation of other solvent mixtures, distillation performed 

batch-vise. 

I .S Vtlliite1 epd Of1-Slte1 racllltlea 

For the description of the utilities generation u....t1, reference should be 

made to paragraph 7.3.5 relevant to the Peniclllint Plant. In fact, the 

Utilities Facilities of the two plants are very 1imllar, the only 

difference being the con1umptiona of some basic utilities. The ~esign 

capacities of the different systems are specified in the following 

paragraph 8.4 devoted to equipment description. 

.. 

' 
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1.3.6 Laboratories 

The following laboratories should be foreseen for the Multi-purpose Plant: 

a) Ind11atrlal llicroblolo1.7 Laboratory 

Thia laboratory la located ill the Fenaentation lnaildin& and its objec

tbe la to supply the lnocul1m to be fed to the industrial feraenters. 

It consists of the follovtn& aectiona: 

- llaater Culture Preparation and Preae?Tation 

- Inocul1m DeTeloi-ent 

- Glassware Cleanin& and Redia Preparation .lrea 

- In Process Laboratory 

b) Qaallty Control Laboratory 

This laboratories la located in a central lnalldha&, separated froa the 

production areas. It can be subdblded as follova: 

- Cheaical Analysis Laboratory 

- IU.crobiological Laboratory 

- Sterility Control Laboratory 

1.3.7 Yaate Tre&tprnt 

Waste water la treated in a biological type syatea in order to coaply with 

the local quality standards for final effluent discharge. The waste water 

treatment plant consist• of the following main sections: 

- Equalization and balancing 

- Keutralization, flocculation and flotation 

- Biological oxidation (one or tvo staae actiTated sludge treatment 

depending on required final water quality) • 

- Sludge tickening and incineration • 

The mycellum coming from the Tetracylcine/Oxytetracycline fel'llentation is 

incinerated. The mycelium coming from the lrythromycin or lifamycin B 

fermentation might be either incinerated or utilized as animal feed or 

fertilizer (if tbi1 is permitted by local reaulations). 
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1.4 IOOlffiiili 
J. list of the aain equipaent to be installed in the plot is ghen belov: 

1.4.1 re...,tatte11. 

It- llo. ca~ctcy llaterial 

Fementera (1) 5 85 tt3 •••• 

Seecla Fermenter• (~) 3 10 .. •••• 

Culture lledia Vessels 3 10 .. a.s. 

AdditiTes Sterilizers (1) 2 20 .. a.s. 

Alllaoni\'111 Sulfate Sterilizers(l) 2 6 .. •••• 

Oil Sterilizers (1) 2 2 .. s.s. 

Caustic Sol. Sterilizers (1) 2 1 .. • ••• 

(1) Equipped with external coolin& coil, turbine agitator and air ateriliza

tion filter• and prefiltera (cartridge type) 

• 
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a.4.2 lxtraction 

I tea llo. Capacity llaterial 

llarTeat Vessel• 2 15 ID •••• 

Va~ Filters 2 20 112 •••• 

Centrlf'a&al htractora 2 Diak Stack~ •••• 

Filtered Broth Vessel 1 301D •••• 

Podbielnf.u Centrlfll&al 2 D36 llodel •••• 
htractora 

Podbielhllu Centrlfll&al. 2 Dll llodel •••• 
btractora 

Sulfllrlc Acid Dll11tlaa 1 2 ID C1- LlDed 
Veaael (1) 

Sulfllrlc .lcld atoraae Vessel 1 10 • Fiber ci-

Filter aid Silo 1 10 • Carboll Steel 

Filter aid 8118peasion Vessel 1 10 • • ••• 
Tetracycline Complex 2 20 • • ••• 
Precipitation Vessels (1) 

Tetracycline Reactors (1) I 6 • s.s. 

Filter Press 2 50 112 Polnropilme 

Filter Presa 2 10 • Polnropilme 

SolTent Vessels 6 • 113 a.s. 

Spent Broth Ve••ela 1 4 • ..s. 
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Buffer Vessels (1) 3 4 .. s.s. 

Rich Solution Vessels (1) 3 5 .. s.s. 

Rifaapicin Reactors (1) 4 4 .. s.s. 

Pressure Filters 6 Sparkler Type s.a. 

Criatallizera (1) 2 10 .. a.a. 

Centrifuaea 4 Baaltet Type a.a. 

dia. : 1500 -

Dryers 2 Rotating Vacuua a.a. 

dryer - 3113 

Dryers 2 Fluid Bed Type a.a. 

Dryer 1 Drua Dryer •••• 

Rills 2 Fritzpatrick a.s. 

Blenders 2 Double cone •••• 

Evaporator 1 Falling Fila Type a.a. 

Beat Exchangers 15 Shell and Tube a.a. 

Pumps 50 Centrifugal Type •••• 

(1) Equipped with agitator and external jacket. 
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1.4.3 iglvent Re~ov~~ 

Item llo. Capacity llaterial 

Broth Stripper 1 Distillation ColUlllll a.a. 
(20 trays) 

SolTent Vaporizer 1 Distillation ColUlllll a.a. 
(15 Trays) 

SolTent Stripper 1 Distillation Col....a s.a. 
(20 Trays) 

SolTent aporizer 1 Packed Col....a a.s. 

Vent Scrubber 1 Disc • Donut colUlllll Carbon Steel 

Spent Broth Tait 1 200 113 s.s. 

Solvent storage Vessels I 35 • Carbon. 

24 Centrifugal Type a.a. • c.a. 

Beat hc:bangera 12 Shell and Tube a.s. 

1.4.4 I~,[·~'l1DI and gxz,l,[1£!,llnl Rvd[g,bl2[1dl 
It- •o. Capacity llaterial 

Reactors (1) 2 2 113 c:i ... L1necl 

Doaiq Veuela 2 100 lt Fiber Glass 

• Centrifll&e 1 Basket TJpe •••• 
Dia. : 1500 -

• DQ'er 1 nuid Bed type •••• 
700 lt capacity 

Pressure Filter 1 Sparkler 'f7pe s.a. 

(1) Vlth ezternal jacket and aaltator. 
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8.4.5 Utilitiea 

Itm Bo. Capacity Material 

Boilers 2 18 T/Br. 

Steam Turbine Generator 1 6000 lCv 

Water Treatment (1) 1 Filtration 
softening and 
demineralization unit 

Rav Water Tank 1 2000 113 Carbon Steel 

Cooling Tower (1) 3 Total Flovgate 

1200 113/Br. 

Refrigiration units(l) 2 Capacity:3. aillion 

l:cal/l!r. (each) 

Brine Units 2 Capacity 300,000 

X:cal/Br. (each) 

Fermentation Air Compressors 3 10000 llO/Br. (each) 

Instrument Air Compressors 2 500 llO/Br. (each) 

I 

(1) Including Distribution Pumps 



1.4.6 Ttn't Fara 

I tea 

Corn Steep Tanks 

Sugar Solution Tanks 

Soj .. eal Silos 

Starch Silos 

ltaize or Dextrine Silos 

Tanlt 

Almonia Tanlt 

Allaonia Solution Tanlt 

Liquid Bitrogen tanks 

Sulfuric Acid Tank 

Caustic Solution Tanlt 

1.4.7 Waste treataent 

Itm 

Equalization Tanks 

fioculation and 

notation Baa:ln 

Oxidation Baaina 

Sl11d&e Thickentng Basin 

"'celiam Tanlt 

Sl11d&e Centrifuge 

Sl11d&e Incinerator 

8.4.8 Laboratories 
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Bo. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

Bo. 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Capacity 

30 l'3 

50 l'3 

100 l'3 

100 l'3 

100 l'3 

30 l'3 

30 l'3 

30 l'3 

20 l'3 

50 l'3 

50 l'3 

Capacity 

300 113 

With nrface 
aeration 

50 113 

Decanter Type 

Tray tne 

ltaterial 

Fiber glass 

a.s. 

Carbon Steel 

Carbon Steel 

Carbon Steel 

a.s. 

Carbon Steel 

Dewar type 

Dewar Type 

Carbon steel 

Carbon Steel 

lfaterial 

carbon Steel 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Carbon Steel 

The laboratorie• aubdiTiaion i• deacribed Ullder paragraph 1.3.6. leaidea 

all the analytical inatnmentation, they •1.aoald be equipped wt.th the 

proper furniture conalaitlq of bar.he•, vork t11blea, vub buina, ::me 

booda, etc. 
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I. 5 ft.AIT LAI-OUT ARD BtJ1LDIRGS 

The plant lay-out could be quite similar to the one proposed for the 

Penicillin Plant. A total surface of about 5.0 hectares is required. 

The following buildings are f orseen: 

a.Fermentation Building 

1300 112 covered surface 

The feraentation area is a aulti-level buildin& housing the aerainators 

(preferaenters), the feraenters, the sterile feed solution vessels, as 

well as the harvested broth vessels. In addition, an industrial aicrobiolo

gical laboratory (see Paragraph 8.3.6) is installed. Space is also provided 

for storage, control rooa, electrical roOllS, social facilities, area 

.. intenance, offices, etc. 

A reinforced concrete building could be foreseen or, as in alternative, a 

steel structure with no external walls. 

b.Extractiou Building 

3500 112 covered surface 

This two level building houses the extraction area of Erythromycin, 

Tetracyclines and Rifamycin, as well as thearea for Tetracycline and 

Oxytetracycline Bydrochlorides, and Chlortetracycline production. A 

aultipurpose extraction unit is provided for the three families of 

andbiotics. 

A storage area for the different products is also provided. The bulk 

pr~ducta (Erythromycin, Rifampicin, etc.) are handled in a highly 

controlled environment, once the product is in a vet cake or in a dry 

powder ataae. Thia helps to aasure the highest possible product quality. 

A reinforced concrete type building is reco111tended. 

c.Warehouse 

Thia one leTel building is deYoted to store all the rav aateriala 8Upplied 

ill bags or drma. 

I 
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d. Compressor house 

Compressors and refrigeration units are installed under a shelter, without 

external walls. 

e. Offices and Central laboratories building. A three or four levels air 

conditioned building is to be foreseen. 

f.Social building. This building house mainly the control locker room and 

the canteen. 

g.Electrical Substation (Ventilated Building) 

h.Workshop. This building houses the spare parts warehouse, as well as the 

workshop. 

8.6 IAW MmULS 

8.6.l ll'Ythromycin 

The main raw materials utilized in the manufacture of Erythromycin Base 

are: 

- Soya meal 

- Com 11tarch 

- Glucose sulution, which could be su~stituted by raw cane sugar or by 

molasses, or cane juice. 

- Com-steep liquor 

- Dextrine 

- Soya oil 

- Mineral salts as Calcium Carbonate, Ammonium Sulfate, Sodium Chloride, 

etc. 

- Sulfuric Acid, Caustic Soda, and Ammonia 

- Organic solvents such as Butyl-acetate, Amylacetate, Methylene Chloride, 

Ethanol and Methanol. 

Corn starch, Glucose or raw sugar (or molasses), Dextrine, Soya oil and 

Com-steep are locally manufactured raw materials for fermentation. Also 

Sulfuric Acid and Ethanol are locally produced. All the other raw 

materials should be imported. 
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On this basis, the total raw materials cost for Erythromycin Base 

manufacture would be about US $ 40 per )Cg. 

1.6.2 tetracrcliJles 

the main raw aaterials utilized in the aanufacture of Tetracyclines 

(Tetracycline, Oxytetracycline and Chlortetracycline) are : 

- Corn starch 

- Dextrine 

- Maize meal 

- Com-steep liquor 

- Saccarose (raw sugar) 

- Soya oil 

- Soya aeal 

- Mineral Oils as Calcium Carbonate! Alaoniua Sulfate, Alllloni'Ulll Chloride, 

etc. 

- Sulfuric Acid, Caustic Soda and Alaonia 

- Organic compounds, such as Oxalic Acid, Urea or Acquad 

- Organic solvents, such as Butanol and Ethylcelloaolve (for the hydro-

chlorides production), or Acetone. 

Corn starch, Dextrine, Maize meal, Com-steep liquor, saccaroae and soya 

oil, as well as Sulfuric Acid, are locally manufactured, while all other 

raw materials should be imported. 

Utilizing the above mentioned local products, the raw materials cost for 

the Tetracycline Hydrochloride would amo1Dlt to about US$ 18-20/ICg., while 

for Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride, it would be of US $ 16-18 /r_a. 

8.6.3 llfawpicin 

the essential raw materials utilized in the manufacture of Rifampicin 

passing through Rifamycin B are : 

- Saccaroae (raw sugar) 

- Corn Steep Liquor 

- Soja meal 

- Soya Oil 

- Mineral salts like Calcium carbonate and Ammonium 

- Sulfate 

- Sulfuric Acid, Caustic Soda and Ammonia 

• 
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- Oraanic aolventa, auch aa Ethylacetate and Acetone 

- Lead Tetracetate 

- llangU1ese Dioxide 

- Pirrolidine 

- Foraaldehyde 

- 1 - Methyl - 4 - Alli.no Piperazine 

Saccarose, Com-steep, Soya oil, and Sulfuric Acid are locally 

aanufactured, while all the other rav materials should be illported. 

Total rav materials costs or lifampicin 11aD.ufacture should be in the range 

froa US $70 to 80 per ~-

I. 7 1JT1LUI1S COISlllP'tlOI 

The basic average utilities requirements of the plant are: 

- Electric power 4200-5000 ~v 

- Ste.. 5-6 Ton/Br. 

- Rav Water 30 "3/Br. 

On the basis of the hyphotesis described under paragraph 7.3.5, i.e. all 

the required ener&Y vill be generated in a power plant supplied vith 

Bagaaae, practically the only coat for utilities would consist in the 

transportation coat of Bagasse. The consumption of Bagasse would be about 

75,000-85,000 Tona per year • .laaumina a coat of Bagasae (mainly transpor

tation) of 100 : 150 Pesos per ton, the total coat for utilities would be 

of aboi.;t US $ 400,000 - 600,000 per year. 

In the case that fuel oil would be utilized lnatead of Bagaaae, the above 

aentioned coat would increase to US $ 2-3 ailliona per year. 

I.I llAIPOWll llOQJQtUtS 
1.1.1 Orgaplzation 

The operations are carried out 24 hours per day during 330 days per year. 

The organization chart of the complex is identical to the one given in 

paragraph 7.8 for the Penicillin Plant. 
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The personal requirements for the pbnt ia the following: 

Production Utilities,Eng. Labora- Adainistra- Planning & 

& Maintenance toriea tion . Purchasing 

Plant Manager & 
superdsory 

Personnel 10 4 3 2 2 

Operators, 

Technicians, 

Clerk, and 

Laboratory 

specialists 32 15 15 7 7 

Skilled Workers 36 15 7 1 1 

Unskilled workers 43 20 

121 54 25 10 10 

Total Beed: 220 persons 

a.a.1 QualificatiQDI 

The qualifications of the above mentioned personnel are identical to those 

described in paragraph 7.8.2 for the Penicillin Plant 

1.a.2 trainina 

A selected group of supervisors and technicians should be properly trained 

in existing industrial fermentation Iacilities. This training proaram 

should therefore be performed abroad. At least, the Read of the fermenta

tion \Dlit and the one Reaponaible for the Erythromycin, Tetracycline and 

Rifampicin extraction unit should undergo a practical training for a 

minimum of 3 months. 

' 
• 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------....................... 
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Also four of the graduated laboratory technicians should be trained for 

3-4 aonths in a llOdern aicrobiological laboratory abroad. 

On the spot training in Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP), especially on 

•problea oriented teachiDg•, e.g. personal hygiene, health habits, 

basics of quality assurance, etc, is iaportant. 

Other specific training progr ... ahould be undertaken for quality for 

control key personnel. 

Also in this case, as for th~ Penicillin Plant, it ia suggested, at the 

initial stage, for tvo years at least, to have the support of some 

.aperts. Three or four .aperts could be employed as : 

- Plant and Production Manager 

- Quality Control Manager 

- Engineering and Baintenance Manager 

The f1Dlction of these Experts should be the same to the one described in 

paragraph 7.8.2 for the Penicillin Plant. 

1.9 ICOQIC EYALUATIOBS 

A preliminary evaluation of the project profitabiliy is given hereafter 

1.9.l ftanu(Acturing Co1t1 

a.) Rav llateriala 

- Erythromycin base 

US $ 40/tg. x 26,000 tg/Y • US $ 1,040,000 per year 

- Tetracycline Hydrochloride 

US $ 18/tg. x 20,000 tg/Y • US $ 360,000 per year 

- Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride 

US $ 16/Kg. x 15,000 Kg/Y • US $ 240,000 per year 

- Chlortetracycline 

US $ 12/Kg. x 50,000 tg/y • US $ 600,000 per year 

- Rif ampicin 

US $ 80/Kg. x 20,000 Kg/y • US $ 1,600,000 per year 
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The total raw aaterials cost could therefore be of US $ 3,840,000 per year. 

The percentage of locally aanufactured raw aaterials could be estimated as 

20 : 30 % of the above aentioned value. 

b) llanpower coau 

On the basis of the manpower requireaents reported in paragrapt. tl.a, a 

total cost of personnel of US $ 900,000 per year has been estimated 

c.) :ID.era and Ut.llity cosu 

On the baaia of a Bagaaae consmaptlon of 75,00o-85,000 tons per year, an 

annual eost of US $ 500,000 has been estimated. 

d) Depreciation 

The aaae assumption as for the Penicillin plant have been made (see 

paragraph 7.9.2) 

8.9.2 Other eoaia 

General Expenses, including administration, maintenance, marketing, as 

well as all other expenses not pertaining to production ahou]d be about US 

$ 1,000,000 per year. 

1.9.3 lucowe T12:es 

See paragraph 7.9.3 

1.9.4 In.yestwent Coats 

The overall estimated investment coat of the complex in the range between • 

US $ 30 to US $ 33 million. The latter figure shall be taken as basis for 

profitability calculations. The following itema are included in the above 

mentioned estimate: 

- Machinery and Equipment 

- Bulk material• (piping, instrumentation and electric system) 

- Spare parts 
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- Transportation 

- Erection 

- Civil works (including load preparation) 

- Engineering 

- Enov hov (ErythrOllJ'cin base, RifU1Picin UMI Tetracycl~e Technology) 

- Personnel training 

- Construction UMI start-up assistance 

1.9.5 bla 

For the sales estiaatea, the international aarJtet prices of the different 

products have been increased of about 10 % to take into acco1Dlt the 

transportation costs UMI the other expenses related to the fact that at 

present these products are imported. 

- Erythromycin base sales (26 Tons/y) 

- Tetracycline Hydrochloride sales (20 Tons/y) 

- Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride s&les (15 Tons/y) 

- Chlortetracycline sales (50 Tons/y) 

- Rifaapicin sales (20 Tons/y) 

Total sales estimates 

1.9.6 frofitlbillty eatteatiop 

- Sales 

- Production coats 

- Other coats 

- Industrial profit 

- Depreciation 

- Profit before provision for income taxes 

- Provision for income taxes 

(after the 4th year) 

- Profit after tax 

= US$ 2,860,000/year 

• US$ 750,000/year 

= US$ 490,000/year 

= US$ 1,400,000/year 

= US$ 4,830,000/year 

US $ 10,330,000/annum 

10,330,000 US$ per year 

5,240,000 " 
l,000,000 " 

4,090,000 " 
3,000,000 " 

1,090,000 " 
380,000 .. 

710,00·) " 

L.__ _____________ -
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- Return on sales • 10.5 % (for the first 4 years) and 7% (after the 4th 

year) 

- Ammtl rate of return f investaent = 7% The calculation has been done on 

the saae basis described in paragraph 7.9.6 (Penicillin Plant) 

- Pay-bag tin = about 8.5 7ears 

It appears froa the preceding figures that the aultipurpose plant is less 

profitable, at least at the present situation, C011Pared with the 

Penicillin Plant 

Also in this case, as for the Penicillin Plant, an alternative calculation 

of profitability has been aade, considering the cue that all the product 

prices would be !creased by 10 %, as a consequence of price regulatory 

policy. In these conditions, the econoaic evaluation indexes should become: 

- Return on sales : 19 % (for the first 4 years) and 12 S (after the 4th 

7ear) 

- late of return on inyestmcnt : 10 % 

- Pay-back time : about 7 years 

.Another factor that would increase the project profitability would be the 

possibility of exportina part of the products, especially to the ASEAI' 

countries. In this case, the production capacity should be increased, thus 

obtaining an economy of scale. For the time being, however, this 

possibility seema to be rather remote. 

1.9.7 ConclusiODI 

On the basis of the previous data on profitability, it appears that the 

above defined Multipurpose Plant cannot be considered at present as the 

object of a feasible project, but could be kept in mind as a long-term 

objective in the achievement of self-reliance in the antibiotics 

production, in case that in the future some changes could occur, either in 

the international market conditions, or in the local 3ituation concerning 

incentives for the Pharmaceutical Industry. 

• 

I 
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